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WW1. 4n ?Wit SeAuize, it a three-volume report containing the
results of research conducted in 1978-79 by the Center for the
American Woman and Politics (GAWP) under a grant from the Office
of Policy Development and Research oNthe U. S. Department of
Housing ahd Urban Development.

Volume I, "Women in Municipal Management: Choice, Challenge and
Change," reports on CAWP's research about the status of women
serving as municipal administrators across the country. It begins
to identify and document the routes of opportunity, credentialing
requirements, necessary skills, barriers, and support systems
related to the recruitment, hiring and promotion of women as
municipal managers. It also examines the relationship between
women elective and women administrative officials serving in the
same communities.

Volume II, Nomen's Organizations in the Public Service: Toward .

Agenda Setting," and Volume III, "Changing the Opportunity
Structure for Women in the Public Sector," are available separately.

CAWP is a research, educational and public service center which
was established in 1971 as a unit of the Eagleton Institute of
Politics at Rutgers--The State University of New Jersey. The
Center designs and sponsors a variety of programs aimed at developing
and disseminating knowledge about women's participation in politics
and government and at encouraging women's full and effective
involvement in publit life in the United States.

Further inquiries should be addressed to:

Center for the American Woman and Politics (CAWP)
Eagleton Irstitute of Politics
Rutgers--The State'University
New Brunswick, NJ 03901
(231) 328-2210 (201) 932-9384
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"I made up my mind to do more than anybody. To

learn more, to be more valuable, to take on more

of the load. To become indispensable so to speak.

I want ;) be the best, the fastest, work the
hardest. But thp other thing I did was to find
the movers and the shakers, the people who really
make things happen and find out what their style
is and become close to them."

Female Department Head of a major California city

"The power structure, the old boys network,
reminds me of a box of tinker toys. You

put them all together with the little plugs
and you'have lots of connections, long and
short from the governor to legislators, to
the Mayor right on down to the janitor. It

is very effective."

Female Chief Administrative Officer in

Mississippi

"Sure women work harder and it creates resentment.
Your staff has to work harder to support you and

,they don't like it. Your peers resent it because

they are getting shown up and your boss begins to
resent it because you're not getting along with

people. That doesn't mean yo&can't take it
home and work on it if it is important to you.

But you don't tell anybody about z. It is like

getting all A's in school."

remale Department Head in Texas

"I had a luncheon one day where all the men
were wearing school ties. I said, before we

say anything, I want a reading on these
ties because I want to know who I'm with.
Are you Harvard, are yOu little red school

house? It matters, because it will be
reflected in your attitude. You're wearing

that tie for a reason and I want*to know
what it means. They told me and it got the

meeting off at a very comfortable level.
The fact that I would admit that I was
vulnerable, that I didn't know and that I
felt threatened by it."

Female Distl-ict Manager in New York
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"By all means, more'women should get involved.
I like what I'm in and want to go on. I

could have gray hair and wrinkles and'still
work here because I have a mind, I have
abilitiei. Where in a lot of private
businesses, if you don't have your face
lifted every year, you'ra no longer part of
the sales management training team."

Female Manager from the Northeast

"As far as women are concerned, public administration
is a very good area at this time because of the
Interest of women in general in elective office.
As the number of women in elective office grows,
there's got to be a more sympathetic attitude towards
the appointment of women as managers, as employed
managers. And anyone who is willing to develop her
skills to the point where she can make a significant
contribution is looking at a field which is crying
for those skills today. What I've seen and what
I've heard of the past, there's been a steady trend
towards professionalization in the department,
particularly the managers. Each manager who leaves
is replaced by someone with a better background,
more skills.

Male Finance Officer from Massachusetts

Our study of women 'in urban government focuses attention for the first time on

women working in municipal management. It examines their personal agendas, the

barriers they encounter as individual professionals, their career opportunities,

the credentialing requirements they face, and the skills they perceive as necessary

for their effective performance and career advancememt.

Through a triple-phased research design we combined survey research, in=depth

telephone interviews, and participant observations at national professional

conventions of female and male city administrators. The resulting study maps the

current status of women in city management careers. It presents a compari between

females and males which suggests gender specific barriers and support systems that,

both hinder women from reaching the manager's post and uniquely bolster the growing

1
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number of pioneering women who say, "yes, I can."

Current projections indicate that by 1985 one in seven public sector jobs

will be held by state or local employees. Given these figures as well as-changing

mores that surround women's advancement outside the home, we posed the question:

where do women stand in the growing municipal management field? The Civil Rights

Act, the spadework of the women's movement, presidential executive orders, equal

opportunity and affirmative action guidelines--all have tilled the nation for

change in the last two decades. Yet while national law, policies, and social

movements press for equal opportunity, they cannot legislate equal access. Nor

can they mandate that women who have been the victims of discrimination in the past

will suddenly be able to take advantage of broadening opportunities as they unfold

in the present.

The beliefs, attitudes, and assumptions that municipal administrators--both

female and male--hold about themselves and each other translate into a willingness

or unwillingness to accept Chabge.

Our composite profile of women in munitipal management shows a remarkable

diversity of background characteristics. Professional paths include a career

conversion route where secretarial skills and experiences are propelled from a

clerk-treasurer role to a functional managerial rile that becomes a "hidden" level

of management. A political route exists that translates technicai expertise into

administrative capacity in city government. And an educational route moves a poop]

of young women from professional advancekdegree programs into job ohinnels that
/

lead to city management careers.

What our women administrators have in commonregardless of their marital,

geographic, or educational differencesis the experience of working within both

formal and informal structures populated almost entirely by men. Styles of
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management, styles of Comm4nication, and styles of behavior in city management grow

out of a male-oriented exPeriepce, culture and career field. The aspirations, the.

rules of the games and the structure are dominated by male Managers.

Research Objectives

This study of women in municipal management had two primary objectives:

1. To begin identifying the barriers, routes of opportunSty,
credentialing requirements, necessary skills, and support

systems i-elated to the recruitment, hiring, and Rromotion
of women as municipal managers in urban government.

2. To discipver whether the presence or absence of women in
municipal management is related to the.presence or absence
of women elected officials in the same community; what roles,
if any, women elected officials play as mentors in the
recruitment, hiring, and promotion of women in municipal

management in their communities; what roles, if any, women

in municipal management play in the po4itical careers of

women elected officials in their communities.

Organization Summary

In constructing the profile of wome

r
in municipal management, comparisOns are

madll,throughout the report with male managers. The male sample was drawn from the

same job categories as the female sample, controlling for population and form of

government. In the summary that follows, female ind male managers are compared
IIV

.

according to occupational titles, personal characteristics (e.g. age, marital

status), regional distribution, educational background, recruitment to OulYlic.

service, career path, future ambitions llingness to relocate, staff responsibilities,

perceptions of power, relationship to leced officials and their oerceptions of

barriers to women's adl/ancement in the

PART I
of this 5tudy raises the que tions of who the women are in Municipal

management, what is their occupational statils, and what are their personal

3
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characte.ristici? AmongIour reS.pondents, female managers are most likely to be

found at the assistant level and at the finance officer level, representing both

IL

the entrance of young women into the profession and the concentration of older women

in more traditional job roles that were once primarily bookkeeping tasks. Among

our male respondents, male managers were most likely to be found at the assistant

level and at the chief administrative officer/city manager level representing both

entry level positions and top managerial posts. Male managers are younger and

enter public sev7,ce jobs at an earlier age than their female colleagues. Across

job categories, 4ender differences in marital status occurs. Female managers are

less likely to be married and more likely to be divorced, single, or separated

than their male counterparts.

In PART II we ;Ought the numbers and location of female municipal managers

,across the country, seeking retal patterns or Variations. A community profile
0

was constructed using community population distribution, community character, and

form of government. Women do not comprise a significant portion of the total

municipal management team in any state or section of the nation. Women held an

average of 10.5 percent of the.total number of municipal management positions

nationally in 1979. Female managers are equally dispersed throughout the four

regions of the nation and women are no more likely than men to serve in small towns

of 9,000 population and under. The majority of female and male managers responding,

to our survey describe their towns as growing in population, moderate'to conservative

in community character, and governed under the council/manager form of government.

PART ill of the study raises these questions: What educational credentials and

skills are necessary for women to".pursme careers in municipal management? Do female

and male managers differ in their educational backgrounds, or a're they equally

prepared through formal education to pursue city management careers? Male managers

1 1
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report h ving more formal educational backgrounds and advanced training than their

/81female counterparts. Yet, while males have beiter educational credentials than

females'across job categories, the sharp disparity in female and male educational

levels becomes minimal at the entry'and middle management levels. Younger entrants

into municipal management have college degrees, regardless of sex. We found that
-----

internships were-a key means of entry into public service jobs, and ;hat skill-building

and informational workshops are a major continuing eucation vehicle among women

and men in municipal management.

In PART IV we turn to career paths and future ambitions. We ask: What are

the routes to municipal management that women and men have followed? Are their career

paths similar or do 'they differ? What career plans for the future do women and men

in municipal management have? Among our respondents, initial recruitment into a

public service career.takes place through an informal personal network rather than-
,

through professional ties, employment services, or talent banks. Educational'

institutions also play an important role in the initial career decision to enter

the public sector. Once employed in a public semiob, female managers rely

heavily on promotional opportunities and wait for the system to recognize their

talent and ability to advance them on their career ladders while male managers depend

on a variety of job hunting techniques. The clerk/treasurer/registrar position

stands out as a managerial career stop acrbss all occupational categories for female '

managers, while male managers rise pre'dominantly from the rank5 of assistant

regardless of present.occupational title. Constructing a salary profile, we found

that male managers earn more money than their female counterparts regartiless of

job category.

On the issue of relocation as a component of career advancement, female municipal

managers are more geographically immobile than their male counterparts'. Overall,

1 r-
L.;
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male managers are much more willing -to relocate than their female counterparts. Age

is a critical variable on the issue of relocation. The younger the female manager,

the more likely she .irs. to feel positively toward relocation. Marriage,and the

presence of ihildren also negatively affect a female manager's willingness to relocate.

In PART V we examine on-the-job responsibIlities, including the extent and

dimensions of staff supervision, self-perceptions of efficacy and personal power,

and perceived differences in management styles betWeen female and male managers.

Male managers report supervising larger staffs than their female counterparts. wdlpti

in municipal management are much more likely to manage an all-female staff than

their male colleagues. Female managers interviewed by telephone perceive their male

colleagues as territorial, more willing to take risks, more technically oriented,

better able to delegate to subordinates, and more likely to tinker in the day-to-day

workings of a specific department. Male managers interviewed by-telephone perceiVe

female managers as "participatory managers," tactful and diplomatic in soothing tense

situations, more empathetic to,employees, attentive to small details, and less able

to delegate to subordinates. The majority of female and male managers report making

recommendations to their governing bodies, believe that their recommendations are

followed most of the time, and if their recommendation is initially rejected, at

least half the time it is eventually accepted by their governing body.

In PART VI we explore linkages to elected officials. We investigate the extent

to which political parties are involved in the governmental process, the extent to

*\which the 'politician does or does not, influence the administrative process., and wha

roles women elected officials play as mentors in the recruitment, hiring, and

promotion of managerial women.

Both female and male managers rate political parties as unimportant to

governmentpl policymaking, personnel decisions, and their own career paths. Both

4.1r

st.
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female.and male municipal managers rank administrators rather than elected officials

as having primary responsilOity over.a variety of governmental functions from

general administration to budget making. More than three-quarters of female elected

respondents express positive sentiments toward the feminist movement and its major

goals. An overwhelming majority of elected women respondents (87%) say they have

tried to get women appointed to governmental boards and commissions. Elected female

respondents are more likely to initiate activitymto appoint women to boards and

commissions than they are to engage in activities to employ women in government.

Supportive networks are beginning to link professional women in public service.

One-third of elected women respondents report that a "new girls' network" exists in
4

their towns.

In PART VII we focus on the barriers that either block or temporarily sidetrack

women from being recruited, hired, and promoted in municipal management and the

special support systems that have evolved to help them. Female municipal managers

rate their communities' receptivity to prdfessional women in government lower than

their male colleagues and they consider the employment of women in the public sector

to be a more important issue than most of their male counterparts. Among both

sexes, barriers to hiring, recruitmentPand promotion are cited as serious problems

facing women seeking careers in public management. Overall, male managers are the

least likely group to perceive barriers. Male managers name insufficient numbers of

(women in the managerial labor pool, lack of training andjOr educational qualifications,

and individual personality traits as the top three barriers women managers face.

All three of these barriers place the blame for women's lack of status in municipal

management on the woman herself, not on the isystem. In contrast, women name

individual personality tcaits, discrimination by employers, and stereotypes about

women's role in society as the top three barriers they perceive. Women in municipal
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management actively join professional organizations, hold leadership roles, and

attend meetings almost as frequently as men do. In addition, female managers are

forging new links through professiona4 women's groups and organizations, and A small

percentage have become acive in women's caucuses within professional organizations.

An Information Gap

A unique characteristic of municipal government is that there -is so much of it.

When an attempt is made to systematically survey the critical theories and research

in the field of women in municipal management, two facts emerge. Regardless of the

growing importance of local government and the sheer numbers of people that are

employed at the municipal level, there is a-relative lack of research energy and

political'science rigor applied to questions surrounding women's status in urban

management today.,,

*Secondly, this critical informaiion,gap' the more st;-ik.ing in light of

th& ha:40y expanding body of riterapiri 'probing the status of women in elective

politice),office and in the'private cOrpOrate sibhere. The few studies which have

addressed women's sCatus in. the public* /ector tena to take an all-inclusive look at

womem on' feder%I, state and/or local 9oyernment-payrolls,
1

Yet, as highlighted in a

,

skudy done by, e Sigelman, although the numbersof women in/government employment

.-are in proportion,to their share of'the working.age population, women who work in the

public sector, much'Ilice thost in thelorivate sector, are more likely to hold

clerical or secretarial positions and lesS" likely to hold professional track managerial

positions.
2 dlearly, attention must be fOcused on those women holding public sector

managementtjobs. Yet, thef.kitus of women in public management remains under-documented,

with research and analysis 'only beginning to pobe beneath surface statistics. As

,part of this need for-more focused study, it is important to discover what similarities
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and differences occur between federal, state and local management, and to see whether

deglands and challenges of public and private sectors on women are the same. The

findings of this study apply only to women ir) municipal management.
Whether these

women bear a resemblance to others in differing levels of public management remains

to be seen.

Two Theoretilal M4els

This study is primarily
descriptive in nature as it focuses attention on a

population previously ignored. The body of theory being developed in this area is

scant. Although two theoretical
models are beginning to emerge in the literature of

women in elective office and corporate
management, our study was not designed with

either of,these models in mind. However, many of the findings in this study lend

support to both of the models that are developing.

In the research of women managers in the private sector and women in political

life, two theoretical models are unfolding: a psychological model with emphasis

on an individual's personal
characteristics and a structural model with emphasis.on

organizational constraints.

The psychological model -builds its argument from sex role socialization literature

that describe$ women as person-oriented, valuing social skills, emotional,

dependel, noncompetitive and trusting. Inversely, males are described as competitive,

aggressive, dominant, rational and task-oriented. Barriers to women's advancement

in management as explained by this model are internal and they require the female

manager to compensate for growing up female through special development programs and

self-improvement techniques.
The burden for change falls on the woman with the

assumption being that she model herself after a male managerial image. Margaret Hennig

and Anne Jardim in the Managerial Woman3 argue from this theoreticaJ perspective.



They maintain that women develop different management styles from men in their

responses to day-to-day administrative situations stemming from early socialization

patterns of growing up female or male. Hennig and Jardim argue that women need to

learn the game and mirror the male model of management to succeed. And that mgans

becoming comfortable with conflicT rather than mediation, vulnerability rather than

safety, risk rather than security, and aggressiveness rather than passiveness.

The structural model focuses not on the individual, but on the system. %The

responsibility for people's behavior at work and their fate within the organi'zation

depends on the structure of the system. The external variable of situation replaces

the internal variable of sex role. Rosabeth Kanter's Men and Women of the Corporation
4

>
posits this theory, maintaining that jobs "create" people. In other words,

organizations rather than gender make workers into who they are. In this model,

the structural constraints of limited numbers, limited access to power, and limited

opportunity keep, women from assuming ke)t management positions. Distributing power

more broadly, billancing numbers, and enhancing opportuaities in this model depends

on large-scale system changes.

Wonn in Elective Office

Turning to the literature on women in elective office, two recent books rely

on sex-rJe socialization o explain women's political behavior. A third presents

the social structure model as the answer to why more women don't run for elective

officg. Marianne Githens and Jewel Prestage in A Portrait of Marginality
5

draw
kt,

on a collection of studies and essays to provide a starting block for systematic

research on women's role in the political process. Their theory of marginality

suggests that political women are caught between two forces, one female and the

other political. These two forces often conflict on values, identities and lifestyles.
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The marginality of women in politics links back to socialization and attitudinal

obstacles.

Rita Mae Kelly and Mary A. Boutilier in The Making of Political Women: A

Study of Socialization and Role Conflict
6 provide a typology of the "private woman,"

.the "public woman," and the "political woman." Iry rely on the traditional view

of woman relegated to the private, nonpolitical home environment to generalize about

age-Old female/male roles.

.

Sex Roles in the State House
7 by Irene Diamond rejects sex roles as the central

variable to explaining women's political ambitions and asserts structural and

systemic variables such as patterns of recruitment and opportunities to run. Male

hostility to women holding high elected office, the slim chance of women being

nominated to winning seats, and the small number of role models that women can pattern

their PoliticaL careers
from, make it a more rational choice for women to direct

their political energy elsewhere.

A Framework for Inquiry

Given the two theoretical models that emerge from the corporate and political

world concerning the utilIzation of women in leadership positions, the framework is

in place to investigate similar relationships and explore what barriers exist for

women in municipal manapement. Are there different characteristics and orientations

among women and men in municipal management positions? Do women enter municipal

management positions from employment pools that are identifiably different than

men? How are career ambitions affected by such variables as age, family, marital

status and gender? Are women's qualifications for management positions filtered

through outdated stereotyped images? Do women who are excluded from the informal

socialization occurring in malg networks
misunderstand the informal demands and

consequences of being a municipal manager?
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The barriers uncovered in PART VII of this study are both'internal and

extecnal, reflecting both theories of individual change and system change. There

is evidence that women managers reco ize the positive traits they experience as

a result of being born female, with those traits identified with being a good

manager. For exalltiple, feminine responsiveness, being trained in human relationships,

insight into organization and maintenance of a social unit, management through

persuasion and participation--all of these traits apply to good managers. It

appears that many women managers in our sample cannot blindly assume the male

leadership model without also experiencing the double bind. That is, if a woman

manager displays the culturally defined traits of a woman, she is rejected as an

acceptable manager, yet if she acts according to the inale defined role of a leader,

she is condemned as being "unfeminine."

In PART VI and VII of the study, the ideas of networking and mentoring may

result in structural changes that could affect the dynamic of the work environment.

A situation where there is a token woman administrator places considerable social-

psychological pressure on the lone female involved. With the rapid increase of

women at the entry level of management and the changing expectations of women

regarding their future in municipal management, fledgling women's networks can be

expected to grow in the future and mentoring could extend the professional expertise

and political savvy of the women who have made it to younger administrative hopefufs.

In addition, age appears as an important variable in the profile that follows.

Many older female managers started their careers in clerical or secretarial

positions. This provides them with a much different experience from that of the

young female MBA's or MPA's now entering municipal management positions across the

nation.

Finally, the private role of managerial women is'highlighted in PART IV,
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Career Paths and Ambitions of Municipal Managers. It appears that the managerial

role for women imposes a more demanding schedule on the personal livesof women than

of men. The findings on
maeriage, number or children and willingness to relocate

show sharp differences between
female and male managers.

%

Our research
questions aim to provide answers which monitor progress, detect

barri\ers, and suggest
strategies and programs that facilitate broadening the

leadership ranks in munidipal management. The answers and insights offered by the

women and men currently in the city management field are,both frustrating and

hopeful--frustrating
in the sense that all change is painfully won and incrementally

slow; hopeful in the sense that breakthroughs are real, the rewards gratifying.

Overpll, systematic change is slow, and yet the individual
stories collected for

this study reflect a changing opportunity structure
for women in municipal management.



SAMPLING AND METHODOLOGY

To meet the st 's objectives, three groups of individuals were surveyed:

1. Women i Municipal Management*
%

2. Mesn unicipal Management*

3. Women ected officials serving in.the same communitles as

or a male manager in the survey

Sampling

The first task was to identify the universe of officeiblders, female and male,

from which to draw our sample. It was readily discovered that no single organization

(public or professional) keeps complete nationwide statistics on municipal

management positions, especially-such positions as assistant department head and

/ newer departmental categories such as Social Services and Community Affairs. The

Census of Governments is of limited value as a monitoring and tracking source for

women in municipal managerbent. The Census is only published every ten-years. It

also condenses its data into very broad categories, giving only total figures for

,local public administration positions rather than breakdowns by specific

occupational areas. Several organizations were contacted to determine the number

of officeholders by job category.** No national municipal or public administration

'w

.

*ThroUghout_this report "munidipal manager" and "manager" refers to the generic

category coMposed of the following job caitegories: Chief Administrative Officer/City

Manager, Finance Officer, Clerk/Treasurer/Registrar, Assistant, and Department Head.

The notation "CAO/CM" refers to the specific job category of Chief Administrative

Officer/City Manager.

**International City Management Association, Municipal Finance Officers Association,

National Academy of Public Administration, National'Association of Government

Employees, National Association of Professional Administration, National Association

of Towns and Township Officials, National Center for Public Service Internship,

National League of Cities, American institute of Pranners, Bureau of the Census,

Business.and Professional Women's Foundation Library, National Institute of Public

Management.

A'
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organization tracks nationwide statistics across time. Even more surprising and

distiessing is the fact that the professional associations (managers, clerks, etc.)

keep records only of their own memberships and not of the total population in these

job categories. Thus they cannot analyze their success in membership because they

cannot determine their potential market. Many professional organizations do not

have the research capacity, nor is it presently worth their while to invest staff

time to compile national statistics. State to state variation in municipal data

reporting makes national compilations a difficult task.

Similarly it is impossible to measure accurately the progress in employment

of women, Blacks, Hispanics and other minorities without the knowledge of the

total pool. For example, a 1974 EEO* survey indicating a total of 73,185 persons in

local .government (of which women were 35.54 and minorities were 19.5) presents

difficylties. Data are not gathered consistently over time. Different organizations,

or even the same organization at different time periods, collect data in varying(

categories ef job type. There are also no consistent standards for reporting.

Some surveys rely on selfreporting whereas others use informants at state or county

levels.

Because of these difficulties in securing comprehensive and accurate statistics,

we developed our own pool of,officeholders for sampling purposes. Using ICMA's

1978 Municipal Year3ook,we mailed questionnaires to all 'the women in the following'

categories:

1. Women Chief Administrative Officers/Cipi Managers
(CAO/CM's) (154)

2. -Women Finance Officers in cities with a population of
over 10,000 (333)

3. Women Public Works Directors (24)

*EEO, Status of Minorities and Women in State and Local Government

As.
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4

By adding up the numbers of persons listed in that yearboo within each category,

it was determined that these women represented four percent cf all chief

administrative officers, 15 percent of all finance of 60 rs in cities with a

population over 10,000, and Hee percent of all putIlic works dictors.

The women chief-administrative officers and finance officers fall into the

following categories:.

Female Chief Administeative bfficers/City Managers

14-Chief Administrative Officers in cities over 25,000 with Mayor/

Council form of government
N,

4 City Managers in citiii-sbviir 25,000 with Council/Manager form

of government

12 Chief Administrative Officers in cities between 10,000 and
25,000 with Mayor/Council form of government

,10 City Managers in cities between 10,000 and 25,000 with Council/

'Manager form of government
4

40 City Managers in cities under 10,000 with Council/Managier form

. of government

74 Chief Administrative Officers in cities under 10,000 with

Mayor/Council form of government

Female Finance Officers in Cities Over 10,000 Population
:

4.75 Finance Officers in tities between 10,000 and 25,000 with
form of government

k ' 95 Fina ficers in cities between 10,000 and 25,000 with

Council form of go ernment

30 Finance Officers in cities ver 25,000 with Council/Manager

form of government

33 Finance Officers in cities 4ier25,OdO With Mayor/Council

form of government

We tapped assistants.(assistant managers, department heads and assistant

,department heads administrative assistants, analysts) by surveying all females

Asted-in the 1976-77 ICMA Directory of Assistants. Three hundred eighteen female
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4
assistants received the survey. They may be placed into the following categories

and make up 16 percent of all assistants listed by ICMA:

Female Assistants

4 Assistants in cities under 10,000 with Mayor/Council form of
gOvernment

72 Assistants in cities under 10,000 with Council/Manager form
of government

11 Assistants in cities between 10,000 and 25,000 with Mayor/
Council form of government

54 Assistants in cities between 10,000 and 25,000 with Council/
Manager form of government

6 Assistants in cities over 25,000 with Mayor/Council form of
government

171 Assistants in cities over 25,000 with Mayor/Council form of
government

Finally, questionnaiOes were sent to 52 female Department Heads in New York,

1

Boston, Chicago, Los Angelet and San Francisco--all classified as major cities:

These Department Heads, as well as those identified by the assistants' directory

"t*

were included in our analysis of Department Heads.

In order to sample the males in the same categories of Chief Administrative

Officer, Fina Director, Public Works Director and Assistant, and, at th same

time, control for population and form of government, the total nu er of

officeholders in each category was determined from the Municipal Year Book and

ICMA Directory of Assistants. For each job category a sampling interval was

determined by dividing the total number by the number of womed. For example,

3,771 (the total number of CAO/CM's) was divided by 154 (the total nubmer of women

CAO/CM's) to get a sampling interval of 24. Using a table orrandom numbers to

make a random start, each 24th CAO/CM was chosen within each of the six CAO/CM

cto
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categorie of population and government type.* If the 24th case was a woman, the

next case was selected. As each category filled up with the same number of men

as women, it was eliminated from the sampli process (e.g. after the fourth city

manager in a city over 25,000 with a Council/Manage form of government was

selected; the category was considered filled). If the .?4th case then fell in that

category, the next case in an unfilled category was chi:nen. Males were selected

in this manner for every job category except Department Heads in major cities.

The elected women officeholders in our sample (872) were selected by choosing

all female mayors and counciJ members in each community represented by a sampled

female and/or male municipal manager. The names and offices for these women were

,-, obtained fiom the Nationar,Information Bank on Women in Public Office at the Center

for the American Wqman and Politics (GAWP) and from Women in Public Office: A

Biographical Directorx and Statistical Analysis (Metuchen, N. J.: The Scarecrow

Press, 1978), compiled and edited'by GAWP.

*A similar sampling formula was applied to each job category included in the study.
The following grid is an example of the CAO/CM sampling technique.

Sampling Technlque for Female CAO/CM,

Council/Manager
Government

Mayor/Council
Government

k

Under
10,000 Population

10,000-25,000
Population

Over 25,000
Population

_

40 CMs 10 CMs 4 Cms

,

74 CAOs ,12 CAOs 14 CAOs

A

Some questionnaires in the sampled populations were returned because women and

men were no longer in targeted positions, left public service employment, or were

incorrectly gender identified. Adjusted sample sizes are: 774 female municipa

'managers, 724 male municipal managers, and 838 female elected officials.
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Methodology

A. Mail Survey

Each sampled individual received a survey questionnaire booklet which was

introduced by a letter explaining CAWP And the nature of this project. (See

attached questionnaires in Appendix A). The three. different questionnaires--for

female managers, male managers, and elected women--all covered certain co

1. Political experience and activity

2. Community .characteristics: form of government, distribUtion of
power, importance of parties, political climate, growth

Barriers to women in (a) recruiting/hiring, (b) promotion,
(c) effectiveness

4 Personal and family background

5. Employment history

The female and male municipal management questionnaires also explored the

following areas:

1. Educational background

2. Non-degree courses/workshops

3. Organizational meqberships.and activities

4. Work responsibilities

5. Future career goals

6. Attitudes and activities related to the employment of woMen
in government

areas:

The female managers and the elected women, but not the male managers, were asked

about their job and social contacts and requested to suggest programs which could

assist in increasing the numbers of women and minorities in public service.

All three questionnaires were designed to be completed in 30 minutes, and

were composed of a mix of closed and open-ended questions.
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Response Rate

TABLE A. SURVEY RESPONSE

21

Survey Group Number Surveyed 'Managers Reporting

(A) No. % of (A)

Female Municipal Managers

Male Municipal Managers

Female Elected Governing Officials

774 373 48.19

724 217 29.97

838 388 46.30

Female and male municipal managers and female electid officials responding to

our survey come from all areas of the country. The following Table B shows the

response rate for all three survey.samples by region.

TABLE B. REGIONAL DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONDENTS
8

Region Municipal Managers Elected Officials

F M ,
F

East 20 20 28

Central 24 29 28

Southern 30 24 19

Mountain/Pacific 27 27 25 \'

Totals (373) (217) (388)

There was a slightly greater proportion of the response rate from the women

managers in the Southern region, while men managers had a slightly greater

proportion of the response rate in Ihe Central region. There does not, however,

appear to be any significant regional differences in respOnse between females and

ales. The greatest proportion of the response rate for elected women was in the

a ern and Central regions.



TABLE C. NATIONWIDE

RESPONDENTS
NAL DISTRIBUTION OF FEMALE MUNICIPAL MANAGERS AND FEMALE

Region Municipal Managers Nationwide Municipal Manager Respondents

East 25 20
Central 26 24
South 30 30
MOntain/Pacific 18 27

Total (1,50) (373)

Our response rate for female municipal managers closely parallels the national

regional distribution for female administrators ai Table C illustrates above in the

Central and Southern regions. There is a greater proportion of female respondents

in the Mountain/Pacific region and females in the Eastern region were slightly less

likely to respond tb our survey.

B. Terephone Interviews

Recognizing the difficulty of obtaining adequate response rates to a

mailed questionnaire and knowing that we wanted to obtain more in-depth descriptjve

data than a survey could provide, we decided to conduct follow-up telephone interviews

with selected respondents. These interviews aimed to explore some of the questions

about recruitment, barriers and political and administrative relationships in greater

detail. (See attached telephone interview schedule in Appendix B.) The objectives

for the follow:up telephone interviews were five-fold:

1. To-Probe targeted respondents for additional information to
their open-ended responses to questions on the mailed questionnaire

2. To get interesting anecdotal information to supplement or
illustrate survey research findings

3. To discover what kinds of workshops or seminars municipal
managers need and find useful
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4. To obtain information in certain areas not easily probed in a
survey questionnaire such as the cancept of political cultpre,

mobility patterns, and family strains

5. To gain a greater understanding of the problems municipal
managers face in order to assist,us in developing a set of

program options

Approximately\ 80 municipal managers (50 women'and 30 men) were targeted as

. potential interviewees from Among those who responded to our mailed survey (373

females and 217 males). They were targeted according to the following criteria:

1. Age, representing a range from the youngest professionals in
our sample through middle age and extending to respondents up

to 65'years of age

2. Geographic diversity, representing a mix of regions and states

across the country

3. Aititudes toward women in municipal management (e.g. those who
desire to see change and those who do not see change as a priority

goal)

4. Range of job experiences in municipal management from city
manager to assistant city manager, to finance officer, to

department head, to public works director

5. Answers to open-endedAuestions on the female and male manager

surveys: respondents who had thoughtful answers to these quesvions

were tapped in the hopes that they would be articulate and

cooperative in a telephone interview

The decision was made to interview more women than men in order to gain a clearer

picture of female career paths and experiences. The 30 targeted males provided the

gender comparisons called for in this study. Our .research plan called for conducting

in-depth telephone interviews with 10 percent of those who responded to our mailed

survey. Sixty in-depth interviews were conducted. Of these interviews, 37 were

conducted with female respondents and 23 were conducted with male respondents. The

taped telephone interviews canged in length from 35 minutes to 60 minutes, with

the average interview lasting approximately 42 minutes.

Answers to the questionnaire and responses to the telephone interview schedule

were coded and analyzed-by computer. The data we report in the following sections

are both qualitative and quantitative.

9



PART I: WHO ARE THE WOMEN IN MUNICIPAL MANAGEMENT:
OCCUPATIONAL STATUS AND PERSONAL CHARACTERISTICS

Key Findings

A hidden level of de facto management exists, composed primarily of female

clerk/treasurer/registrars in small towns around the nation who function in

an administrative capacity yet fail to count themselves among the ranks of

CAO/CM.

2. Among our respondents, female managers are most likely to be found'at the

assistant level (37%) and at the finance officer level (25%) representing both

the entrance of young women into the profession and the concentration'of older

women in more traditional job roles that were once primarily bookkeeping tasks.

3. Among our respondents, male managers are most likely to be found at the'assistant

level (43%) and at the chief administrative officer/city manager level (27%)

representing both entry level positions and top managerial posts.

4 Male administrators are younger (average age 37.4 years) than their female

counterparts (average age 42.1 years), and they enter public service jobs at an

earlier age than their female colleagues. Average entry age for male managers

is 27 compared with the female average age of 30.

5. The two youngest age groups in municipal management, regardless of gender, are

comprised of people serving in the capacity of assistant and department head:

719 of female and 81% of male assistants are 39 years of age

an under
699 of female and 65% of male department heads are 39 years

of age and under

-6. Male managers.are more likely to be married and less likely to be divorced,

single or separated than women managers:

87% of male managers are married compared with 61% of female

managers
32% of female managers are divorced, separated or single

compared with only 13% of male managers
7% of female managers are widowed compared with no men who

report themselves as widowers

7. Gender differences in marital status occur across job categories, for example:

52% of female department heads are divorced, separated or single

ccmpared with only 69 of male department heads

26% of female finance officers are divorced, separated or single

compared with 3% of male finance officers

37% of female assistants are divorced, separated or single

compared with 24% of male aseistants
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PART I: WHO ARE THE WOMEN IN MUNICIPAL MANAGEMENT:
OCCUPATIONAL STATUS AND PERSONAL CHARACTERISTICS

What Jobs Do They Hold?

Starting from the premise that women are greatly underrepresented in the

municipal management,field, a primary concern of this study was to--find out who

*

are the women and what is their occupational status. In charting an occupational

distribution for female and male managers, we posed the questions: What types
1

of positions do female managers hold? Do their jobs differ in rank and importance

from those of their male colleagues? In analyzing personal characteristics of

managers, age, marital status, and number of children were examined.

The female and male municipal management questionnaires were mailed to ICMA

identified chief administrative officer/city managers, finance officers, department

heads, public works directors and assistants. In some cases, the ICAA Municipal

YearBookwould have multiple listings when a municipal official performed a varietyli

of functions in a city without a chief administrative officer. For example, a
w

city clerk could be listed three times under categories for clerk, finance officer

and chief administrative officer for the town. Often female clerks responding to

the survey question on occupational title would identify themselves as city clerk,

rather than call themselves managers or chief administrative office able 1.1

reflects categorizing clerk/treasurer/registrar as a separate,dit ai .titie

to highlight the number of women and men who serve within a "hidde

management."

These clerks and dlerk/treasurers, sometimes self-identified as registrars

or secretaries, are often functioning in an administrative capacity, despite the

fact that they may not recognize or be recognized by their governing bodies as

el of

serving in managerial roles. The city clerk, traditionally a woman, is often the
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lone administrator in many small towns and cities across the country. She retains

an outclated title describing a job that used to be primarily secretarial in

nature--preparing agendas and handling correspondence and town documents for the

councill,The rapid growth in local services, state and federal grant and aid

programs, and the changing intergwernmental demands placed on municipalities,

have-converted the job)4of city clerk into a managerial occupation. This "hidden'

level of management" will receive attention in Part V of this report. In order to

later analyze career patterns and background characteristics separately for

clerks/treasurers/registrars, we are reporting job,titles in the following table

as respondents list them on their questionnaires.

TABLE 1.1: OCCUPATIONAL TITLES OF MUNICIPAL MANAGERS

Occupational Title /

CA0/6M

Finance Officer

Clerk/Treasurgr/Registrar

*Assistant

Department Head

Tota]

F = Female Managers M = Male Managers

Municipal Idaers

8 27

25 17

16 5

37 43

14 8

(373) (217)

Table 1.1 presents occupational titles of female and male municipal managers.

Sixteen percent of female respondents fall into the self-identified,clerk/treasurer/

registrar category compared with only five percent of male managers who report this

*Includes Assistant CAO/CM, Assistant to the City Manager, Deputy Department Head

and Finance Officers, Administrative Assistants, Interns and Analysts, Assistants

serving at the county level and Assistant Clerks.

Vqj
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job title. The largest single group of female respondents are assistants, a job

\category usually considered to be an entry level position in municipal management

and representing the youngest age group in our survey-. The second largest group

of female respondents are finance officers, the oldest age category for women and

men in our study and traditionally one of the first municipal occupations to be

acceseAble to women. The bookkeeping functions originally associated with the

finance officer position, opened opportunities for women in th municipal management

field. An occupational distribution for women reflects the i flux of young women

into the profession at the assistant level and dip cOncentra ion of females in the

finance officer category, a remnant of the municipal opportu ity structure of past

decades.

In tontrast to the females, the males who responded to our questionnaire are

more likeli to identify themselves as chirf administrative officers or city or town

managers, and less likely to be finance officers or department heads. There is a

relatively large number of Male chief administrative officers, 27 percent, compared

with eight percent of female respondents. The predominance of male city managers

in the study does not reflect the dominance Of male chief administrative officers

in the population, since our sampling was controlled to draw the same number of

female and male managers. It may be that some male clerks perceive themselves as

chief administrative officers while females defer from the more powerful title and_

simply label themselves "clerks." Or, the relative overrepresentation of male

chief administrative officers may indicate a pattern where more professional males

responded to a cooperative project involving their professional association (ICMA),

a fact-which was noted on the questionnaire's cover letter. For this reason, the

males may be a less diverse group than the female respondents. It is important to

keep this possiSility in mind when males are compared with females th.roughout

this report.

ryl%
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Table1.2 indicates the occupational identifications within the largest single

group of female respondents, the assistants. Within this group, women report the

fol lowing job ti ties:

TABLE 1.2: OCCUPATIONAL TITLES OF FEMALE ASSISTANT MUNICIPAL MANAGERS

Occupational Title

Administrative Assistant 44

Assistant to the City Mena 23

Assistant CAO/CM IIP
12

Analyst 9

Planner (3)

Deputy or Assistant Finance Officer (3)

Deputy or Assistant Department Head (3)

Deputy or Assistant County Administrator (3)

Deputy.or Assistant City or Town Clerk (3)

Intern (3)

Total (137)

Overwhelmingly female assistants are performing support staff functions serving

as administrative assistants (44%). The second largest category is assistants

to city managers, a position high in the administrative hierarchy and more directly

on the career path to a city manager position.

What Are Their Personal Characteristics?

No dominant image alone accurately describes the personal characteristics of

women*in our 'sample. Our respondents are overwhelmingly white, but they range in

age from 22 to 74 (mean age = 42), exhibit a variety of marital patterns and varyp

considerably in the number of children they have.- Tables 1.3 and 1.4 summarize the
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personal characteristics of female and mile respondents, indicating percentage

distributions for race, age, marital status and number of children.

TABLE 1.3: PERSONAL CHARACTERISTICS OF FEMALE MUNICIPAL MANAGERS

Race Age F Marital Status F No. of Children

-
% %

White 95 20-29 19 Married 61 None 32

'Black 3 30-39 26 . Divorced/Separated 16 One 18

Hispanic (8) 40-49 21 Single 16 Two or Three 37

Other (1) 50-59 26 Widowed 7 Four or Five. 11

60 & over 8 Six & over (7)

Total (370) Total (369) Total (371) Total (360)

TABLE 1.4: PERSONAL CHARACTERISTICS OF MALE MUNICIPAL MANAGERS

Race Age Marital Status No. of Children M

White 91 20-29 25 Married 87 None 22

Black 3 30-39 41 Divorced/Separated 4 One 20

Hi spant 3 40-49 16 Single 9 Two or Three 42

Asian/Amer. (3) 50-59 13 Four or Five 13

Amer./Ind. (2) 60 & over 5 Six & over (5)

Total (211) Total (216) Total (215) Total (209)

In contrast to the females, male respondents are younger (mean age = 37.4) than

their female counterparts and exhibit less age diversity. Sixty-six percent of the

male managers are between 20 and 39 years of age. They are also much more likely to

ee married. Eighty-seven percent of male managers are married compared with 61

percent of the female managers. While 31 percent of the females report being divorced,

separated or single, only 13 percent of the males fall into theserthree categories.
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When it comes to family size, female respondents are more likely than males to

report having no children--32 percent of women managers as compared with 22 percent

of men managers.

Age distribution within different occupational categories is our initial step

into an investigation of career patterns for female and male respondents. Table 1.5

summarizes age statistics for both female and male municipal managers by job category.

TABLE 1.5: AGE DISTRIBUTION OF MUNICIPAL MANAGERS BY OCCUPATIONAL CATEGORY

Age

20-29

30-39

40-49

50-59

60 & over

Total

Assistant

35 38

36 43

15 8

13 8

(2) 4

(134) (93)

Department Head

22

47

16

10

6

(51)

24

41

24

12

(0)

(17)

Age Finance Officer CAO/CM Clk/Treas/Reg

F M F M F M

20-29 9 14 3 15 7 (1)

30-39 16 38 10 37 10 (6)

40-49 27 16 30 24 24 (3)

50-59 34 24 53 19 41 (0)

60 & over 14 8 3 5 19 (0)

Total (96) (37) (30) (59) (59) (10,

The youngest group in municipal management is assistants. Seventy-one percent\

of the females and 81 percent of the males are 39 or younger. The department head

category is also a relatively young group with a similar pattern between females and

males. Sixty-nine percent'of the females and 65 percent of the male department heads

are 39 or younger.
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In two other major job categories, CAO/CM and finance officer, significant

differences between females and males emerge with regard to age. Male CAO/CM's

are likely to be younger than their female counterparts. Forty-three percent of

the male CAO/CM's are between 40 and 59, and 37 percent are between 30 and 39.

While for female CAO/CM's 83 percent are between 40 and 59 and 10 percent fall into

the 30 to 39 category. This tendency for women to fall into higher age brackets than

men is especially striking when we examine the age bracket of 50-59. Filty-three

pereent of the women CAO/CM's fall into this age group while only 19 percent of the

men fit this category.

These findings seem to indicate that females reach top management positions at

a later age than their male colleagues. Our data show that, in fact, men do enter

public service jobs at an earlier age than women. The average age of male municipal

managers when they take their first public service job is 27, while the average age

for females is 30.

One factor influencing why women begin their public service career4 later

than men is sex discrimination. Sex discrimination seems to limit,early access to

high-level jobs for women. As highlighted by data from our telephone interviews,

women are frequently asked discniminatory questions in job interviews. For example,

women are questioned about child care obligations and possible ill-effects on their

job performance, while no similar questions are asked of men. The impact of this
"IL

..e

kind of discrimination iTsuggested by our discovery that 61 percent of the male

CAO/CM's have children under 10, and only 11 percent of the female CAO/CM's do.

Given tbe relationships between age of parent and age of children, it seems likely

that a young man with children has a better chance of being hired for a top-level

position than a young woman with children, or that young women with children may

choose to stay out of the job market for a number of years. In the first situation,
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women may be interviewed and not hired. In the second situation, women may not

seek municipal management jobs if their children are young, thus creating a small,

self-selected population of young career women without children.

The age distribution pattern for finance officers is similar to that of

CAO/CM's. Female finance officers are likely to be much older than males. Sixty-one

percent are between 40 and 59, and only 16 percent are between 30 and 39. Forty

percent of the male finance officers are-between 40 and 59, and 38 percent are

between 30 and 39.
1

In addition to reflecting the higher entry age for women in public service,

this age disparity between females and males might well be explained by the nature

of the finance officer position. ' The finance officer position was one of the first

municipal-Bocupationssaccessible to women. Many finance officers have held their

jobs for a considerable number of years, in effect growing old with them. From

their original bookkeeping duties, their tasks have expanded to include major

accounting and budgetary responsibilities. Although their titles have remained the

same, the nature of their jobs has changed dramatically.

The women who fall into the clerk/treasurer/registrar category are distinctly

older than their male counterparts. The largest percentage of female clerks

(41%) fall into the 50-59 age category and another 19 percent are over 60.

There are no male clerks in the two oldest age categories. In fact, seven of the

10 male clerks are aged 39 or younger.

In reporting the differences in,marital patterns between female and male

managers, it is important to examine disparities within the contSkt of occupation.

Table 1.6 summarizes female and male respondents by job category and marital status.

4
*
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TABLE 1.6: MUNICIPAL MANAGERS' MARITAL STATUS BY OCCUPATIONAL CATEGORY

Marital Status Assistant Department Head

...

F M F m

Married
,

61 75 46 94
,

Divorced/
Separated 14 '4 30 (0)

Widowed (3) (0) (1) (0)

Slngfe 23 20 22 6

Total (135) (93) (50) (17).

ir

Marital Status Finance Officer
F

CAO/CM Clk/Treas/Beg
F m m F m

Married 66 97 63 95 67 (10)

Divorced/
Separated 19 3 13 5 7 (0)

Widowed 8 (o) 7 (o) 18 (o)

Single

Total

7

(96)

(o)

(37)

17

(30)

(0)

(58)

8

(60)

(15)

(10)

Of all the job categories, the female department heads show the most dramatic

differences in marital patterns when compared with their male colleagues. Thirty

percent of female department heads are divorced or separated and 22 percent are

single. For male department heads none are divorced or separated and only six

percent are*single. Within the assistants group, 14 percent of female assistants

are divorced or separated compared with only four percent of male assistants. Almost

equal percentages of female and male assistants are single, 23 percent and 20

percent respectively..

Forty-five percent of all single women in this study are either assistants or

department heads. These two job categories represent the youngest professionals
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in our sample and the most professionally oriented. The fact that they are unmarried

may be a factor of their relative youth or it may reflect a commitment to pursuing

a career that deters women from marrying. Since pressures of marriage can conflict

with pressures of a career more for a woman than for a man, these young professionals

'may have made a conscious decisi.o to matic.(y.

The three oldest occupational categories, that of finance officer, CAO/CM and

clerk/treasurer/registrar. show considerable marital differences by gender. Male

finance officers and managers are overwhelmingly likely to be married,,97 cent
Ole

,-

and 95 percent compared with 66 percent of married female finance officers and 63

percent of married female managers. All 10 of the male clerk/treasurers are married

compared with 67 percent of female clerk/treasurers. Even in these three job

categories, women are stilr more likely to be divorced, separated or single than

their male counterparts. Also, because of the age distribution, wimen are more

likely to be widowed. Since female finance officers, managers and clerk/treasurers

are older than male finance officers, managers, and clerk/treasurers, it is not

surprising that eight percent of feMale finance officers, seven percent of CAO/CM's

and 18 percent of clerk/treasurers are widowed.

Gender differences in marital status occur across job categories with males

much more likely to be married and less likely to be divorced, separated or single

than their female counterparts regardless of occupation.

In summary, the typical woman municipal manager respondent is most likely to

be found in, the assistant and finance officer positions, is older, has fewer

children, and is more likely to be divorced, separated, or single than her male

colleague.

14



PART II: NUMBERS AND LOCATION OF FEMALE MUNICIPAL MANAGERS:
COMMUNITY CHARACTERISTICS OF WHERE THEY WORK

Key Findings

1. Women do not comprise a significant portion of the total municipal management
team in any state or section of the nation. Women held an average of 10.5

percent of the total number of municipal management positions nationgly
in 1978.

2. Overall, regional differences in distribution of women in municipal management
are not present. Female managers are equally dispersed throughout the Eastern,

Southern, Central, and Mountain/Pacific regions.

HOWEVER...

. Female CAO/CM's predominate in the Eastern region

. Female assistants and department heads predominate in the
Mountain/Pacific region

3. Female managers are no more likely than male managers to serve in small towns.
Among our respondents approximately half of the female and male managers work
in communities with populations of between 10,000 and 39,000.

4. Eighty percent of female CAO/CM's responding to our survey and 56 percent of
male CAO/CM's work in towns with populations of 9,000 and under. In contrast

25 percent of female assistants and 47 percent of female department heads work
in towns of 100,000 and above compared with 13 percent of male assistants and

. ,

24 percent of male department heads.

5. The majority of female and male managers responding to our survey describe their
towns as growing in population, moderate to conservative in character, and

governed under the council/manager form of government.

6. A high percentage of female respondents (63%) and male respondents (73%) report

that their towns have adopted an affirmative action plan; only 26 percent of

the females and 42 percent of the males say their cities have adopted a
professional management plan.

a

.,
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PART II: NUMBERS AND LOCATION OF FEMALE MUNICIPAL MANAGERS:,
COMMUNITY CHARACTERISTICS OF WHERE THEY WORK

In searching for the numbers and location of female municipal managers across

the nation, we expected to find regional variations. Regional variations are

important because they reflect political style and forms of local government across

the country. Cities onCthe East Coast are old, have a dense and diverse population,

and are governed predominantly under the mayor/council form of government. The

development of the mayor/council form of government was a response to the weak,

fragmented, and drifting local government of the mid-l9thitntury.

Historically, the New England and Middle Atlantic states show the greatest

dominance of the mayor/council form of government. Strong executive control through

political leadership is its distinguishing trait. The accompanying characteristic

of strong partisanship exerted through political parties is closely linked to this

executive structure. We hypothesized that the opportunities for women in municipal

management would be limited in the East, due to the traditional political culture

and form of government.

In contrast to the East, cities,in the West are characerized by 20th century

mobility patterns, a professional management tradition in government, and nonpartisanship

at the local level. The council/manager form of government was introduced early

in the 20th century--a response to the need for businesslike government, efficiency,

and accountability. Cities in the Pacific and Mountain regions quickly adopted

this innovative structure. In the state of California alone, 98 percent of the

cities are governed under the council/manager plan. Only the large cities of

San Francisco, Los Angeles, and San Bernadino operate under the mayor/council form

of government. We hypothesized that opportunities for women in municipal management

would be greater where professional criteria assume central importance. Cities in
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the Southern region of the nation are characterized by lower income levels, the

lingering impact of_racial segregation, and a political pa ,structure that still

maintains partisan strength. In the Central regionocities are governed under

three formats: mayor/council, council/manager, and commission. The commission

form of government blends political leadership with concentrated authority. An

elected commission performs both legislative and executive duties, with departmental

administrative responsibilities divided among the commissioners.

Recognizing theie regional differences, we asked what the numbers of female

municipal managers in 1978 nationwide were and where they were located. Would

women administrators predominate on the West Coast and be less likely to manage

cities on the East Coast?

Determining the universe of female municipal managers is problematic. Our

attempt to construct a total population figure depended on the most accurate

sources available at the time of this study: the 1978 Municipal Year Book and

ICMA's Directory of Assistants 1976-77. To identify the total number of women in

municipal management in each state, we'drew appointed CAO/CM's, finance officers,

and public wOrks directors from the Municipal Yea( Book. Assistants and department

heads were drawn from the Directory of Assistants. However, in 1976 the ICMA survey

of assistants had a 47 percent response rate and was only mailed to ICMA recognized

local governments (2,888). Moreover, the ICMA questionnaire was sent to the

appointed chief administrative officer and then routed to the staff assistants and

department heads.

The 1978 Municipal Year Book had a 96 percent response rate and is compiled

from responses to questionnaires returned from individual cities. Since each city

has its own record keeping system, the data Tack uniformity. For these reasons,

our effort to, construct a total summary statistic on the numbers of females in

4
e
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municipal management probably'underrepresents assistants and department heads.

Nonetheless, it is useful to analyze Table 2.1 for a summary of the total numbers

of municipal managers by state compiled from our sources and the total number and

percent of female managers by state and region.

TABLE 2.1: NATIONAL REGIONAL DISTRIBUTION OF FEMALES IN MUNICIPAL MANAGEMENT

Municipal Managers

Eastern
Total # (F & M) # of F % of F

- ..,

Maine 404 47 11.611114!,.

Vermont 149 20 13.4

New Hampshire 136 18 13.2

Massachusetts 605 63 10.4

Connecticut 226 21 9.3
Rhode Island 88 10 11.3

New York 516 63 12.4

New Jersey 773 92 11.9

Pennsylvania 1004 68 6.7

Regional Total 3901 402 10.3

Central

Wisconsin 284 20 7.0

Illinois 797 65 8.1

Indiana 169 49 29.0

Michigan 726 55 7.6

Ohio 666 112 16.8

Minnesota 362 24 6.6

Iowa 208 26 12.5

Missouri 374 33 8.8

North Dakota 36 1 2.7

South Dakota 40 10 25.0

Nebraska 136 6 4.4

Kansas 230 20 8.7

Regional Total 4028 421 10.5

4 r.)
-)
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TABLE 2.1: NATIONAL REGIONAL DISTRIBUTION OF FEMALES IN MUNICIPAL MANAGEMENT (Cont'd.)

Region_ Municipal Managers
Total # (F M) # of F % of F

Southern

Delaware 34 3 8.8

Maryland 123 10 8.1

West Virginia 106 17 16.0

Virginia 313 32 10.2

District of Columbia 3 0 --

North Carolina 470 66 13.8

South Carolina 1 213 25 11.7

Georgia 315 31 9.8

Florida 625 60 9.6

,Kentucky 179 24 13.4

Tennessee 271 32 11.8

Alabama 151 21 13.9

Mississippi 108 12 11.1

Arkansas 114 19 16.6

Oklahoma 302 39 13.0

Louisiana 123 9 7.6

Texas 1076 82 7.4

Regional Total 4526 482 10.6

Mountain/Pacific

Montana 55 14 25.4

Idaho 54 11 20.4

Wyoming 45 3 6.6

Nevada 41 4 9.7

Utah 97 11 11.0

Colorado .
236 19 8.0

Arizona 186 14 7.5

New Mexico 118 14 11.9

Washington 206 27 13.1

Oregon 249 30 12.0

California 1473 141 , 10.0

Alaska 57 4 7.0

Hawaii 6 0

Regional Total 2823 292 10.34

NATIONAL T AL 15,278 1,597 10.5

Women in municipal nagement are spread among all four regirs of the nation

and in 49 of the 50 stat s Only the state of Hawaii does not have a woman manager

among its six municipal management positions listed for 1978. It is clear that

despite state-to-state ranges, in no state or section of the nation do women comprise
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'a significant portion of the management team. In 1978, women held an average of

approximatery 10.5 percent of the total number of municipal management positions

nationally. Women do not reach even a third of the municipal management work force

in any state.

The four states where women comprise the largest percentages of the management

team are Indiana (29%), Montana (25%), South Dakota (25%), and Idaho (20%). These

a

states are located in the Central and Mountain/Pacific regions where the dominant

forms of governmentare, first, the traditional mayor/council structure and, secondly,

the commission format. The majority of women represented by the statistics hold

the traditional managerial plitions of finance officer, and clerk/treasurer/registrar,

rather than the top positions of city manager or chief administrative officer.

In addition to Indiana, Montana, South Dakota, and Idaho, three other states

have more than 15 percent of their municipal, management positions filled by women.

Female managers in Arkansas (17%), Ohio (17%), and West Virginia (16%) predominantly

occupy finance officer positions. In summary, in the seven states with the largest

percentages of municipal managerial women, we find these women clustered in traditional

female job categories.

In 1978, the state of California employed the most managerial women--141.

Although this number represents only 10 percent of the total managerial positions

10

in the state, the job categories these women oc cover a broad administrative

range. For example, there are six women servi as city managers, 50 serving as

finance officers, and 83 serving as assistants and department heads. As Parts I

and III of this report document, the assistant and department head job categories

are filled by female managers who are younger and better educated than their female

counterparts in the finance officer, CAO/CM, and clerk/treasurer/registrar categories.

Regional differences in the percentage of women employed in city administration

t ?
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across the country do not emerge. Women manager's are dispersed throughout the

nation, with women averaging 11 percent of the city administration work force in

the Central and Southern regions, and 10 percent of the city administration work

force in the Eastern region. In the Moufttain/Pacific region, we hypothesized that

a larger percentage of women municipal managers would serve in tHis region.

Contrary to our expectations, only 10 percent of the municipal managem,nt work force

is cOmprised of women.

Although regional differences do not emerge from these summary statistics on

the numbers of municipal management women, they do appear when we distinguish between

job categories on a national level. Table 2.2 summarizes regional patterns for

female managers by job category.

TABLE 2.2: REGIONAL DISTRIBUTION OF FEMALE MUNICIPAL MANAGERS NATIONWIDE BY

OCCUPATIONAL CATEGORY*

Region CAO/CM Finance Officer Assistant & Department Head

F F F

%
(

Eastern 44 28 7
,

Hountain/Pacific 13 13 39

Central 16 if 30 17

Southern 27 29 ,37

National Totals (154) (1,091) (329)

Of the nation's female CAO/CM's, 44 Percent are found in the Eastern region and 27

percent are located in the Southern regi.on. Female CAO/CM's are least likely to

*The clerk/treasurer/registrars in our sample have been included in the CAO/CM

category in this table. As explained in Part I of this report, multiple listings'

of a single administrator appear in the ICMA Municipal Year Book when one person

serves in more than one capacity within a municipality. Since those clerk/treasurer/

registrars in our survey were identified in the Municipal Year Book as CAO/CM's,

we have counted them as outh in this table.<7-

4
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appear in the Mountain/Pacific region (13%). Women holding the traditional job

of finance officer are almost equally likely to be found in the Central, Southern,

and Eastern sections of the nation. The Mountain/Pacific region is the least

likely section of the country to employ female finance officers.

An inverse relationship occurs when we look at the assistant and department

head job categories. Here, the Mountain/Pacific region clearly leads the nation

in the number of female, employed in these two job categories. Fifty-six percent

of the nation's young female professionls who work as assistants and department

heads are clustered in the Central and Mountain/Pacific region. In contrast, in

the Eastern region females comprise only seven percent of the nation's female assistants

and department heads. While women administrators do not pr,edominate on the West

Coast or in the Central region, these two areas of the nation have the largest

percentages of young, upwardly mobile, educationally credentialed female managers

whose career paths could.eventually lead to the top positions of city manager or

chief administrative officer.

TABLE 2.3: REGIONAL DISTRIBUTION OF MUNICIPAL MANAGER RESPONDENTS BY OCCUPATIONAL

CATEGORY

Finance Department

Region CAO/CM Officer Clk/Trs/Req Assistant Head

F M F M F M F M F M

Eastern 40 29 23 38 22 (0) 13 11 18 12

Central 10 20 40 38 30 - (3) 17 27 16 29

Southern 37 22 22 11 37 (4) 35 '28 18 29

Mountain/Pacific 13 20 16 14 12 (4) 35 34 49 29

Total (30) (59) (96) (37) (6D) (11) (136) (93) (51) (17)

Table 2.3 summarizes the regional distribution of female and male respondents in

our survey by job category. Our respondent regional profile mirrors the national

.. ..

it
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regional distribution for female managers. Female CAO/CM's are most likely to be

found in the Eastern and Southern regions; female finance officers are clustered in

the Central region, and female assistants and department heads are most likely

employed in the Mountain/Pacific region. Male CAO/CM's and finance officers are

most likely to be found in the Eastern and Central regions. Male assistants are

most likely to be found in the Mountain/Pacific region and male department heads

are dispersed equal ly among every region except the East.

4

Community Characteristics

In constructing a profile of the oommunities in which female and male managers

work, we asked a series of questions on population, community character, form of

government, and whether a city has formally adopted an affirmative actjon or a

professional management plan.

Municipal managers in our survey represent a range of city types, from

communities with populations of 9,000 and under to metropolitan centers such as

Los Angeles, Boston, and New York. These managers come from liberal and.cdnservatixe
;i

towns, from rapidly growing communities to towns with static growth rates, from

mayor/council cities to those governed under council/manager formats. .Table 2.4

summarizes the community population of female and male respondents.

TABLE 2.4: COMMUNITY POPULATION DISTRJB4TION OF'MUNICIPAL MANAGERS

Population MUnicipal Managers
17' .

9,000 and under 20 24

10,000 39,000 51 50

40,000 99,000 14 16

100,000 and over 16 10

Total (372) (217)
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City population is an important variable in constructing the profile of female

and male managers serving in local government. We hypothesized that women would be

more likely to work in smaller communities, because the typical career pattern for

a ?erson in city management begins in the small community and works upward. Because

of women's limited numbers in the field, we assumed many females would be in entry

and middle management positions.

The mejian community population is 20,100 for the females and 18,000 for the

males. Approximately half of female and male managers work in cities with populations

of 10,000 to 39,000. Similar proportions of women and men administrators are

employed in small towns of 9,000 and under (20% for the females and 24% for the males.)

Table 2.4 reveals that women are no more likely than men to be serving in small towns.

In fact, the female and male percentages are,almost parallel throughout the population

categoi=ies. A special effort was made to target women managers in cities of over

100,000 population. No such effort was made for male managers, and yet 10 percent

of the men come from large cities, a probable reflection of their movement up a

career ladder and their traditional domination of the city management profession.

TABLE 2.5: COMMUNITY'POPULATION DISTRIBUTION OF MUNICIPAL MANAGERS BY OCCUPATIONAL

CATEGORY

Population CAO/CM Finance Officer Clk/Trs/Reg

F M

9,000 and under 090 56 8 3 37 (1)

10,000 39,000 13 39 78 73 62 (10)

40,000 99,000 7 (1) 14 .16 (1) (0)

100,000 and over (0) 3 (0) 8 (0) (0)

Total (30) (59) (96) (37) (60) (11)

-,
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TABLE 2.5: COMMUNITY POPULATION DISTRIBUTION OF MUNICIPAL MANAGERS BY OCCUPATIONAL
CATEGORY (Cont'd.)

Population Assistants Department Heads
F M F M

9,000 and under 13 18 10 6

10,000 - 39,000 45 43 22 53

40,000 - 99,000 18 26 22 18

100,000 and over 25 13 47 24

Total (136) (93) (51) (17)

When we investigate the-relationship between community population and job

category (as summarized in Table 2.5), it is clear that the majority of CAO/CM's

come from small towns of 9,000 population and under, while assistants and department

heads overwhelmingly come from larger towns of 10,000 and over. Eighty percent of

female CAO/CM's come from communities of 9,000 and under compared with 56 percent of

male CAO/CM's. In contrast, 25 percent of female assistants are working in cities

of 100,000 and over, compared with 13 percent of male assistants. And 47 percent of

female department heads and 24 percent of male department heads are.working in the

largest cities of 100,000 and over population. For the job categories of finance

officer and cleretreasurer/registrar, the majority of female and male managers are

employed by cities with populations between 10,000 and 39,000. The younger 'female

and male department heads and assistants choose the medium to large city as their

employment base. This is not surprising since staffs are larger, salaries higher,

and resources more readily available in the large cities.

Along with population size, we asked managers for an assessment of whether

their towns were growing, remaining static, or declining in population. A majority

of managers report that their towns are increasing in population. Seventy-one
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percent of the females and 741ercent of the males -report that their towns are

growing either rapidly or slowly. Only six percent of the females and seven percent

of the males reported that their cities were declining slowly in population.'

When respondents were asked to characterize the climate of the community in

<-A
which they work as liberal, moderate,or conservative, both female and male managers

overwhelmingly identify their cities as moderate (48% for females and 42% for males)

to conservative (46% for females and 53% for males). Only six percent of female

and male managers indicate that their towns are liberal. Almost twice as many

1111
female and male CAO/CM's as respondents in any other job category describe their

towns as conservative rather than moderate. The assistants tend to mirror this

perception but to a lesser degree. Specialists, such as finance officers and

department "heads, are more likely to describe their towns as moderate. Perhaps it

is primarily the generalist, trying to move the community government forward on a

variety of issues at once, who becomes impatient or aware of community adversity

to change.

Built-in frustrations are inherent in a city managementOob. They are noted

in the literature and surface in the telephone interviews. Bureaucratic red tape,

politics, special interest groups, increased expectations of citizens and decreasing

resource bases--all converge to characterize the municipal manager's job as stressful

and complicated. Perhaps the nature of municipal management in the 1980's shades

the perception of the CAO/CM's toward a conservative evaluation of their community.

The manjters surveyed were targeted to represent cities governed under different

organizational plans. The original sample was dominated by managers from mayor/

council cities (60%) yet only 34 percent of female respondents and 30 percent ofc'

male respondents came from these cities. Our respondent group heavily represents

council/manager cities (59% of the women and 69% of the men). Part of the explanation
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--fOr this probably lies in the tendency for Council/manager cities

to be more professionally oriented, more likely to have staff and more likely to

respond to a questionnaire probing their field of expertise. Later in this report,

in discussing the relationships between municipal managers and elected officials,

we comment on the observed lack of partisan influence in the communities employing

municipal managers. This skew in the sample toward management oriented cities,

which tend to be clustered in the nonpartisan westeri; region of.the nation, accounts

for the lack of partisanship we uncover.

Although the majority of female and male managers come from council/manager

governed cities, not all of these cities have instituted a professional management

plan. Approximately three-quarters of the female managers and more than half of the

male managers work in cities without an official management plan. In contrast, 63

percent of the females and 73 percent of the males work in cities that have affirmative

action plans on record. The affirmative actionmonitoring guidelines and timetables

linking city government with federal grants results in an economic incentive for

communities to develop and adopt such plans. No such incentive exists for the

institution of a professional management plan, and it is most likely to be adopted

in council/manager cities.

In summary, the typical municipal manager respondent, female or male, works in,
e 1

a growing, politically moderate to conservative, council/manager city likely to

have an affirmative action plan and less likely to have la professional management plan.

4



PART III: EDUCATIONAL CREDENTIALS\OF MUNICIPAL MANAGERS

Key Findings?

1. Male municipal managers report having more formal educational backgrounds and
advanced training than their female counterparts:

60% of males have a graduate degree or have some post-baccalaureate
training compared with 33% of females

Less than 1% of males report no college training, while 256
of females have no college training

Only 11% of male managers have no Bachelor's degree compared with
52% of female managers

2 While males have better educational credentials than females across job categories,
the sharp disparity in female and male educational levels becomes minimal at the
entry and middle management levels. Younger entrants into municipal management
have college degrees, regardless of sex:

Alp

81% of female CAO/CM's and 66% of female finance officers do not
hold a Bache2or's degree, compared with 11% of male managers
and 24% of male finance officers

92% of female clerk/treasurer/registrars are not college
graduates compared with only two males in this category

29% of female assistants report a Bachelor's degree as their
highest level of educat4on and 39% report a Master's degree
compared with 37% of male assistants who hold a Bachelor's
degree and 55% with a Master's degree

37% of female department heads report a Bachelor's degree as
their highest level of education and 31% report a Master's
degree compared with 50% of male department heads holding
a Bachelor's degree and 50% holding a,Master's degree

3. Internships are a key means of entry into public service jobs:

40% of male managers and 27% of female managers report this
entry level training
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4. Skill-building and informational workshops are a major continuing education
vehicle for women and men in municipal management:

79% of female and 73% of male managers report attending such
wOrkshops within the past year

Both female and male managers are most likely to attend
workshops within their home states, sponsored by state
professional organizatiqns

Men are more likely to travel out-of-state to attend
workshops than their female counterparts--38% compared
with 27%



PART III: EDUCATIONAL CREDENTIALS OF MUNICIPAL MANAGERS

"Don't be a generalist. Have a skill

you can sll: You need background in
the financial area, engineering, and
planning in order to deal with staff
in technical areas."

Male Town Manager from Connecticut

50

"I don't want to be pigeonholed
becausq of a technical background.
There'are very few women with business
degrees out in the field. If you have

one, they lock at you first."

Female Assistant Department Head from

Obtaining educational credentlils has always been one of the traditional ways

for disadvantaged groups in soOety to become upwardly mobile. When the desire for

businesslike and professional government ushered in the council/manager form of

government in 1908, educational credentials and experience as an administrator

assumed central importance. In addition, the multiple demands facing women and men

in municipal management in the 1980's will place more importance on career schooling

and educational preparation prior to starting a job in city management. Once in a

municipal management career, new technology, problems of growth, and changing

intergovernmental relationships almost mandate continual "schooling" and updating

of skills through technical assistance and skill-building workshops.

Both female and male managers in our telephone sample mention coping with the

"unintended" in a period characterized by economic instability and resource scarcity.

Suddenly terms such as '%ultiple audit," "multi-pocket budgeting," "spending caps,"

and "Proposition 13" have crept into the vocabulary of municipal management. The

trend toward continuing education beyond undergraduate and graduate degree granting

programs Is apparent in the survey data, as workshops fill the need to master new

finance and budgeting techniques. As federal and state grant-in-aid programs increase

in importance, shared accountability and monitoring requirements at the local level
1

also grow in importance.

Two of the questions raised in this study are: What educational credentials

r)
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and skills are necessary for women to pursue careers in municipal management? Do

women and men managers have different educational backgrounds, or are'they equally

prepared through format educatioq to pursue city management careers?'

In order to probe educational credentials, questionnaires mailed to female

and male managers asked for post-secondary educational history and major field of

study. Recognizing the growing importance of cOntinuing education, the study also

investigated internship experiences and workshop attendance.

(TABLE 3.1: MUNICIPAL MANAGERS' HIGHEST LEVEL OF EDUCATION

Highest Level of Education Municipal Managers

%

High School Graduate 16 (2)

Noncollege Post-Secondary Training 9 (0)

Some College, No Degree 24 7

Associate's Degree 3 3

Bachelor's Degree 15 29

Some Graduate Work 10 14

M.A. or M.S. 9 16

Master,of Public Administration 13 25

Master of Business Administration (2) 4

J.D. or Other Law Degree (4) (1)

Ph.D. (1) (1)

Total (347) (207)

Table 3.1 summarizes the educational status of female and male municipal managers.

is apparent that male respondents report more formal educatiotial backgrounds and

adv ced training than their female couriterparts. Less than one percent of male

manag rs report no college training compared with 25 percent of female managers with

no colle e training. And while only 11 percent of male managers do not hold a
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B)Chelor's degree, 52 percent of female managers have not graduated from a four-year

college.

Almost double the number of male managers have some advanced training or graduate

degree, when compared with female managers. Sixty percent of males have done some

graduate work (completed an M.A. or an M.S., hold an M.P.A., an M.B.A. or a law

degree) compared with 33 percent of females. It is clear from these figures that

the majority of women in municipal management have achieved their present positions

through routes other than those which require formal education.

Since female and male managers have such diverse educational backgrounds, we

wanted to see what disparities, if any, occur first among occupational categories and

later among age categories.with regard to educational background. Table 3.2A

indicates the educational background of female and male municipal managers within

three job categortes.

TABLE 3.2A: MUNICIPAL MANAGERS' HIGHEST LEVEL OF EDUCATION. BY OCCUPATIONAL CATEGORY

Highest Level of Education CAO/CM Finance Officer Clk/Trs/Reg

%.

Less than Bachelor's
1

81 11 66 24 92 (2)

Bachelor's Degree (0) 39 28 61 6 (6)

Master's Degree 15 50 6 15 2 (1)

Doctoral Degree 4 (0) (0) (0) (0) (0)

Total (26) (56) (86) (33) (52) (9)

Female managers without a Bachelor's degree (high school graduates and those

with some post-secondary and collegiate training) are clustered in the job categories

of CAO/CM (81%) and finance officer (66%). The most striking example of lack of

educational credentials occurs within the "hidden level of management." When we
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break out the clerk/treasurer/registrar job category along educational background,

we discover that virtually all the women holding these jobs are not college

graduates (92%).

The educational profile of men examined by job categories presents a much

different picture. Only 11 percent of male CAO/CM's, 24 percent of male finance

officers and too male clerk/treasurer/registrars have less than a Bachelor's degree.

Instead, male CAO/CM's are much more likely to have a Bachelor's degree (39%)

or a Master's degree (50%) as their highest level of educatioki. Male finance officers

are most likely to have a Bachelor's degree (61%) and less likely to have a Master's

degree (15%).

TABLE 3.2B: MUNICIPAL MANAGERS' HIGHEST LEVEL OF EDUCATION BY OCCUPATIONAL CATEGORY

Highest Level of Education Assistant Department Head

F M F M

Less than Bachelor's 30 6

Bachelor's Degree 29 P
Master's Degree 39 55

Doctoral Degree (2) (2)

Total (133) (93)

27 (0)

37 50

31 50

4 (0)

(51) (16)

A different profile becomes visible in Table 3.2B when we examine the educational

backgrounds of female and male assistants and department heads. Although significant

percentages of females still do not have a college degree--30 percent of assistants

and 27 percent of department heads--an important new pattern of increased educational

achie ment for women is evident. Twenty-nine percent of female assistants have a

Bachelor's degree as their highest level of education compared with 37 percent of

males; another 39 percent of females have a Master's degree compared with 55 percent

of male assistants. A total of 68 percent of female assistants have at least a
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Bachelor's degree compared with 92 percent of male assistants.

A similar educational pattern occurs in the department head category, where 37

percent of females cite a Bachelor's degree as their highest level of education and

another 31 percent cite a Master's degree. In comparison, 50 percent of male department

heads have a Bachelor's degree and 50 percent have a Master's degree. A total of 68

percent of female department heads have at least a Bachelor's degree compared with

100 percent of male department heads.

While males still have more formal education than females regardless of job,

category, the female profile divides into a dichotomy according to occupation. This

dichotom separates CAO/CM, finance officer, and clerk/treasurer/registrar into the

less educated column and assistant and department head into the more educated column'.

Since the sharp disparity between female and male educational levels is least

apparent at the entry level and in middle management job categories, our finding

suggests movement towards more uniform educational credentialing among female and

male municipal managers.

Turning to age as a variable in explaining educational background, we hypothesized

that younger entrants into the municipal management field would have the appropriate

college degrees regardless of gender. Table 3.3 summarizes age and educational

background for female and male respondents.

TABLE 3.3: MUNICIPAL MANAGERS' HIGHEST LEVEL OF EDUCATION BY

Age (yrs)

20 - 29 30 - 39 AO - 49 50 - 59 60 & over

Hi_ghest Level F M FMFMFM F M

of Education

Less than Bachelor's 24 2 36 9 67 7 73 36 74 (2)

Bachelor's Degree 31 43 31 40 17 53 19 36 19 (6)

Master's Degree 42 56 33 49 16 37 5 28 7 (1)

Doctoral Degree 3 (0) 1 1 (0) 3 2 (0) (0) . (0)

Total (71) (54) (95) (89) (69) (30) (83) (25) (27) (9)
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The younger the female manager, the more likely she is to have a Baloglor's or

advanced degree. Inversely, the older the female manager, the less likely she is to

hold any degrees in higher education. On the other hand, age does not appear to have

an impact on the educational attainments of male managers. Only 22 male managers do

not hold college degrees, and they are evenly divided among those under 50 and those

over 50.

Thifty-one percent of female managers, aged 20 to 29, have attained a Bachelor's

degree and another 42 percent have earned a Master's degree. In comparison, 43

percent of male managers in this age category report a Bachelor's degree as their

highest level of education and 56 percent report holding a Master's degree. In the

30 to 39 age bracket, close to two-thirds of the female managers and 90 Rprcent of

the male managers, report holding at least a Bachelor's degree.

Except for those women age 60 and over, the older the age grouping for female

managers, the larger the percentage of women wi,thout a college degi6e. For males

without a college degree, there is no such age relationship visible.

By refining the analysis by controlling for occupational category, we find

evidence which further documents women's changing educational achievements. Our

hypothesis holds when we investigate the occupational categories of CAO/CM and

finance officer for females and males. Of female CAO/CMs without a Bachelor's degree,

virtually all (20 of 21) are 40 years of age or older. Male CAO/CMs are scattered

throughout the age spectrum, but virtually all have a Bachelor's or Master's degree

(50 of 56).

In the finance officer category, 66 percent of the women do not hold a

Bachelor's degree and, as age increases, so does the percentage of females without

a college degree. In contrast, the majority of males in this occupational category,

76 percent, have college degrees.

Seventy percent of female assistants and 72 percent of female department heads
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hold a Bachelor's or advanced degree compared with 100 percent of male department

heads and 93 percent of male assistants.

In summary, the overall'finding that males have more formal educational

credentials than females across job categories is tempered by the fact that younger

municipal managers are likely to have undergraduate or graduate degrees regardless

of gender. Since older females are clustered in the more traditional jobs of

finance officer and clerk, and younger females tend to be assistants and department

heads, the educational credentials of female municipal managers can be expected to

resemble those of their male counterparts in the future.

Major Field of Study

The question of major field of study was posed to those females and males who

attended college. While the female and male profiles of educational majors are very

similar overall, some sharp differences filter out among the various job categories.

For example, 31 percent of females and 43 percent of males majored in public

administration,,and 31 percent of females and 26 percent of males majored in business

administWation and related technical fields. Almost equal percentages (10% of females

and 11% of males) majored in the social sciences.

Yet, when job categories are isolated, 55 percent of male CAO/CM's and two of

ten male clerk/treasurer/registrars majored in)public administration compared with

only 15 percent of female CAO/CM's and four percent of female clerks.

It was hypothesized that,the female finance officers and clerks might not have

followed a typical city management career route (i.e. professionally oriented and

college educated). Many have had accounting and/or bookkeeping training rather than

traditional college educations. Eighteen percent of female finance officers and

19 percent of clerks report a secretarial or business school educational background
4
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compared with none of their male colleagues in these two job categories. Sixteen

percent of female finance officers and 33 percent of clerks also report high school -

as their highest level of educational attainment compared with only 3 percent of

male finahce officers and no male clerks. Clearly, at one time, it was not

necessary to hold an advanced degree or iven be a college graduate to enter

municipal man'agement. Reaching the top in many towns and cities used to be a matter

of experience and seniority.

Internships

Today, both females and males perceive internships as the foot in the door"

to a job in municipal management. The work experience, whether it is rotation through

a variety of city departments or an in-depth assignment in the manager's office,

gives a person the opportunity to buijd a work record, to develop contacts within

the professional field, and,to have an advantage over another candidate who has

solely "book knowledge" to offer an employer.

1equently, managers in our sample were first exposed to public service through

an internship experience. Male managers were more likely to have had an internship

(40%) than their female counterparts (27%). Among the female managers, once again

the job categories of assistant and department head are distinguished from the other

three job classifications. Nearly half of female assistants (46%) and 30 percent

of female department heads had internships, but only a few females in other job

categories had similar experiences.

Among male managers, more than half of the assistants had internships (51%).

In addition, 44 percent of male CAO/CM's report a field experience at'entry level

positions. The crucial variable is age. Young people of both sexes increasingly

use internships for entry into the field, and as a means of learning the necessary
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It appears that those managers with internship experiences eventually got jobs

in larger cities. Forty-four percent of female and male respondents from the latger

cities had internships compared with 15 percent of managers in the smaller cities.

Internships are more likely to be a part of the educational background in

certain geogra-phic areas. Female and male municipal managers in all job categories

are most likely to have held internships if they work on the Pacific Coast or in A
Central United States. In those regions, at least 5b percent of managers report

internships, while nationwide the trend toward field-related work experiences is

less pronounced.

Workshops

a

Due to the changing technology and the kaleidoswe of demands in municipal

management, the need for education never ends. The skills-building or informational

workShop appears to be a majot...sontinuing educational vehicle for municipal managers.

Seventy-nine percent offemale and 73 percent of male managers report attending at

least one workshop during the past year. Regardless r-f job catevicy, females and

males were equally likely to have attended a workshop. Among males, the CAO/CM's

are most likely to attend, followed by assistants, finance officers and department

heads. Among the females, clerk/treasurer/registrars are more likely to report

attehilance at workshops. Perhaps the continuing education and information sharing

workshop is particularly important to this occupational group since they have the

least formal education.

Geographic region does not hiVe an impact on the likelihood to attend workshops

for either females or males. Managers from-all regions are equally likely to attend

workshops. Yet, men are more likely to travel out-of-state for various sessions.

Thirty-eight pei-cent of male managers report attending out-of-state wo
1

kshops compared

with 27 percent of female managers.
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Female managers are most likely to attend works'hops in budget and finance

while male managers are most likely to attend workshops in management and administration

Thirty-nine percent of women list budget and finance workshops and 29 percent list

sessions in management and administration compared with 26 percent of men listing
A

financially oriented workshops and 35 percent listing workshops in management and

administration. The third most likely workshop for either sex t6 attepd is an

information sharing session (e.g. federal revenue sharing, grantsmanship).

When reporting sponsoring agencies for workshops, 30 percent of female managers

lfsted statewide professional organizations, and 19 percent listed national

professional associations. Among male managers, 25 percent indicated they attended

workshops sponsored by gate professional organizations, and 26 percent listed workshops

sponsored by national`5rofessional associations. Universities and governmental

agencies are listed as workshop sponsors less often than professional groups and

associations. In summary,both female and male managers are most likely to attend

workshops within the home state, sponsored by state professional organizations.

Educational Advice for Women Interested In A
Municipal Management Career

In our telephone interviews, we asked what educational advice females and males

would offer to a woman interested in pursuing a municUpal management career. As

Table 34 summarizes, womeneadministrators frequently recommend a Master's degree

in either public administration or businesi administration rather than specialization

in one area or a technical degree in a fiel-d such as engineering, accounting, or7

planning.

C ' I
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TABLE 3.4: EDUCATIONAL ADVICE TO WOMEN IN MUNICIPAL MANAGEMENT*

Educational Advice Municipal Manager Telephone Interviewees

Masters of Public Administration 47 61

Masters of Business Administration 44 30

Advanced Technical Degree 9
,

Advanced Political Science/Gov't. Degree 9 (0)

Unspecified Basic Education/B.A. 32 26

B.S./Technical Degree 29 48

Law 6 4

Total (34) (23)

*Up to three suggestions were counted from each respondent. Percentages are calculated

by dividing the number of times a suggestion was made by the number of municipal
managers who answered this question (see footnote 1).

Forty-seven percent of females who offered educational advice cited an M.P.A. and

another 44 percent cited an M.B.A. Among male respondents who offered educational

advice, 61 percent cite an M.P.A. and less than a third cite an M.B.A.

Generapy, among our telephone sample an advanced degree is viewed as the

equivalent of a union card, used frequently as a screetig device by interviewers

to get a candidate pool down to a manageable size.

Males who were interviewed'by telephone, while recognizing the need for an

M.P.A. or M.B.A., also value highly undergraduate and advanced technical degrees.

Their advice seems to be, "Don't be a generalist, have a skill you can sell."

Forty-eight percent of the males Cite a technical B.S. as an educational route into

municipal management for women. Twenty-six percent valued a well-rounded basic

educational background and 17 percent mentioned an advanced degree such as a C.P.A.

or M.A. in planning Iran educational route into the field for women.

A woman's fear of being`stymi in a technical position because of her

Z4'
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specialization is frequently cited as a reason why females suggest an M.P.A. or M.B.A.

as the best educational foundation to start a career in city management.

Women administrators alsO mention the importance of political and diplomatic

skills as educational tools in dealing with different groups of people. "You have

to use psychology every day to get people to give you information and do things that

they may mot want to do. You can do it two ways--throw your weight around, or

persuade them. I can read a sanitation equipment list and figure out quickly what I

need and what I don't need. But how to get that guy to go along with me and ask for

that out of his bureaucracy, that's where the talent of persuasion comes in," says

a female district manager from New York.

A number of male administrators interviewed do not see a great need for theory

in the city management profession. Instead, they prefer a very practical kind of

hands-on ability to deal in policy interpretation and technical areas. Budget and

personnel are the two substantive areas mentioned most frequently by male administrators

Perhaps this is one reason why males value the specialist's knowledge gained from

majoring in a technical field.

In summary, females and males agree on the need for advanced degrees such as ap

M..P.A. or M.B.A. for persons considering municipal management as a career field.

The only issue that sparked different viewpoints on education was the male advice

to major in an undergraduate technical field, while females tended to suggest a

general educational route.

Among female managers interviewed who had no college degree--undergraduate or

graduate--the consensus was strong that "these days are gone forever." The advanced

degree has become the union card in municipal management today.

0"kr
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PART IV: CAREER PATHS AND AMBITIONS OF MUNICIPAL MANAGERS

A: PUBLIC MANAGEMENT RECRUITMENT

Key Findings

1! Initial recruitment into public service careers takes place through an infoOTal,
personal network rather than through professional ties, employment services, 4r
talent banks:

49% of female managers and 30% of male managers found their
first job in government services through a friend or
professional assotiate

2. Educational institutions play an important role in the initial career decision to
enter the public sector:

16% of female managers say they found their first job through a
college placement service, teacher/professor's recommendation
or an internship

28% of male managers credit educational institutions as the means
of finding their first job

3. Female managers depend primarily on promotional opportunities to climb a career
ladder while male managers rely on a variety of job hunting strategies:

47% of female managers obtained their present job through
promotions within the system compared with 32% of male managers

23% of male managers utilized professional publications to
land their present managerial job while only 4% of female
.managers used this source

26% of male managers relied on dewspaper advertisements to
secure their management position compared with only 6% of
female managers

4 Approximately one-third of female managers and more than a quarter of male managers
report a family history Iv public service careers. Males are likely to report
jobs held by their fathers (40%) while females most often mention jobs held,by
their spouse (23%) and their father (20%).
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5. This study found little evidence that political party activity or an elected

political career translates into an administrative career path:

Only 12% of female managers and 6% of male managers report
bolding a political party office

17% of female managers and 24% of male managers report having
held or presently holding at least one elective or appointive

public office. However, the majority of public offices ltted
by both females and males are appointive (76% of females and
81% of males), and primarily are positions on boards and
commissions (66% of females and 49% of males) or are municipal
management jobs (49% of females and 59% of males).

5% of females found their first job through a political party
route compared with 2% of males

tt
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PART IV: CAREER PATHS AND AMBITIONS OF MUNICIPAL MANAGERS

A: PUBLIC MANAGEMENT RECRUITMENT

How Are Female and Male Managers Recruited to Public Service Jobs?

An occupational distribution and a regional analysis of the women in municibal

management in 1978 has provided us with answers to who these women are and to what

their numbers and locations are. Further inAstigation of educational background

fills in new information on educational credentialing within the field of city

management. As we turn to career paths and future ambitions, we ask: What are the

routes to municipal management that women and men have followed? Are their career

paths similar or do they differ? And what career plans for the future do/women and

men in municipal management have?

We asked\eich manager to record her/his first jab in public service and to

indicate how she/he discovered it. In exploring entry-level influences in the careers

of female and male managers we asked for information about family background with

respect to public service careers, and information about the managers' own political

histories. It was hypothesized that if family members either held political office

or worked in a civil service or governmental administration job, that would be an

important motivating factor predisposing a woman or man toward a public service career.

Another assumption to test was whether a political route, either through elected
.e

office or political party activity, directs women and men into career administrative

jobs in local government.

Gender specific recruitment patterns are apparent when female and male managers

seek their first jobs in public service and their present jobs in municipal management.

A larger percentage of women than men rely on informal personal contacts for locating

jobs in both situations. Women rely heavily'on internal prowtrons and the system's

recognition of their talents for their present jobs, while men depend on tapping links

0-4
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to professional organizations through publications in the field, in addition to taking

advantage of promotional opportunities. In both past and present job hunting contexts,

a small but constant number of females also utilize a political party route, while

males barely tap this avenue for professional employment purposes.

Means of Finding First Municipal Management Position

When it comes to finding a first job in municipal management, the greatest

percentage of female and male respondents rely on informal networks of personal contacts

Forty-nine percent of female managers and 30 percent of male managers report finding

their first job through a friend or professional associate. The fact that almost

half of the women and less than a third of the men rely on an informal system points

to the importance of networking for female administrators.

Educat4onal institutions are the second most likely source that women and men turn

to in this first ceitical decision about career direction. Twenty-eight percent of

male managers and 16 percent of female managers credit a college placement service,

teacher/professor's recommendation, or an internship as the means of finding their

first job. Five percent of male managers and three percent of female managers used

the services of a col lege placement center. Male administrators rely more heavily on

a teacher/professor's recommendation than female administrators (8% compared tp 5%).

Malles are also more likely'to gain entry info the profession through an internship

than their female peers. Fifteen percent of males find their first job in public

service through an internship experience compared with eight percent of females.

The third most likely means 'of job finding was to 'search(4ough newspaper

employment advertisements. Fourteen percent of the women and 17 percent of the men

used this source as a way,to discover available jobs. It is, significant to note that

few municipal managers of either sex took advantage of established job finding'technique!

,j
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or organizations. For example, only four percent of males and a single female

took advantage of job listings in professiopal publications. And only two percent

of all municipal managers used a professional placement service to find a first-job

in the public sector. Only three males (and no females) used the services of a

talent bank.

Women administrators utilize political party ties to a limited degree in starting

their municipal careers. Five percent of females found their first jobs through a

political party route while less than two percent of males utilized political party ties.

Job placement techniques change dramatically among female and male managers when

they describe how they located their present jobs. As expected, educational institutions,

internships and teacher/professor recommendations shrink to insignificant percentages

for both female and male managers. The dependence on personal contacts is also reduced.

While women still rely on friends and professional associates' suggestions more

than men, the disparity in percentages is narrowed considerably (26% for females and

22% for males). Close to half of all female managers (47%) relied on the system in

which they worked to recognize their managerial potential and promote them to their

present jobs in local government. Thirty-two percent of the males relied on promotional

opportunities to obtain their present jobs.

Male managers depended heavily on other job hunting strategies outside their own

organization to'find their present job. Twenty-three percent of males turned to

their links with professional organizations and utilized professionalblications to

land their present job. Only four percent of the females used this device. Males

continued to turn to newspapers' emploYment advertisements in job hunting,lircreasing

their reliance on this strategy from 14 percent for their first jobs to 26 percent

for their present jobs. Female reliance on this outside source diminished from 14

percent for their first jobs to six percent in their present jobs.

r,)
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A small percentage of female managers continued to rely on political party

contact for discovering their= present jobs (4%), while only one male in the sample

utilized political party ties for his present job. Of those female managers who

credit a political party as the means of finding their current job, 92 percent serve

in cities governed under the mayor/council format. Of those female managers who

credit an educational institution for their present job, 90 percent serve in cities

governed under the council/manager format.

It is apparent,that most entry-level recruitment takes place in a nonformal

word-of-mouth manner. For those interested in systematically recruiting more women

to municipal management positions, these statistics are not encouraging. The partial

influence of educational institutions on career decisions is likely to increase for

women as more of them enter graduate M.P.A. programs. This suggests that considerable

attention must be directed at institutions of higher education (particularly schools

of business and public administration) to attract women graduates into the profession.

The importance of using an internship as an entry level recruitment device is also

apparent in the survey as a means to increase the numbers of women in the field.

The dependency on networking is likely to operate diffierently for females than

it does for males. References to the "old boys network" described in "Barriers"

Part VII of thi report, indicates that males are likely to use school ties and-
-,

business connections in uncovering job op ortunities. Female networks are underdeveloped

and fledgling (as documented in Part VI o this report).

Two Rou es to Public Service

A family history of public service careers is one factor that we thought might

motivate a woman or man to choose government service as a career. A high proportion

of municipal managers report family members holding public service jobs. Close to a

4
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third of the females (32%) and more than a quarter of the males (26%) have at least

one relative who has held or presently holds municipal management, civil service

or elective or appointive public positions.

Female managers who started their first job in public service as CAO/CM's (50%),

public sector professionals (45%), and clerk/treasurer/registrars (32%) were most

likely to report a family history in public employment. For male managers, those who

started their first job in public service as clerks (36%) and department heads (36%)

were most likely to report family service in the public sector. The family jobs

these respondents report are primarily at the local government level.

Of those females who report a family public service history, the relatives most

often mentioned are spouse (23%) and father (20%). In contrast, males arlilomore likely

to report jobs held by their fathers (40%) and then their wives (13%). Among this

percentage of respondents who are following a family pattern in career path, the males -

tend to follow the public service path of their father's, while females are influenced

by both spouse and father.

When we investigate the relationship between managers in their present job and

fan ly,patterns in public service, female CAO/CM's (43%), clerk/treasurer/registrars

(37%), and department heads (35%) are most likely to have family members in government

employment. Male assistants (28%) and CAO/CM's (27%) are the most likely to list

family background in public sector employment. Family background in publ ic service

is reported by a significant percentage of female and male municipal managers. Public

service family history is reported across job categories for females and males and

is likely to be one motivating factor on career choices for both women and men in

this study.
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Political Party Route

There is little evidence of a strong link between political parties and career

administrative jobs. Only a small percentage of respondents (12% of women and 6% of

men) report holding a political party office. Seventeen percent of the female managers

and 24 percent of the male managers do report that they have held or preserAly hold

at least one elective or appointive public office. Yet, of these respondents, most

list appointive (76% of females and 81% of males) rather than elective office (24%

of females and 19% of males). The majority of female and male managers who list

public offices report service on boards and commissions (66% of females and 49% of

males) or municipal management positions (49% of females and 59% of males). There

are very few examples of local electsive politicians such as councilmember or mayor,

moving into administrative careers.

There is no indication that political party activity is rewarded with a municipal

management positionofor males, and only a slight percentage of females credit their

\-.
first jobs in public service to a political OIrty (as we reported earlier in this

section). If patronage is an important factor at the local level, it is not leading

to municipal management jobs. The minor impat of a political party route into

managerial positions should not be surprising since the majority of our respondents

are from council/manager cities, many of which are nonpartisan at the local level.

In Part VI of this report we analyze communication barriers between elected and

appointed officials. These barriers indicate that rather than a cooperative exchange

between the politicians and the managers, (the type of relationship that would foster

a political route into city administration jobs), there is often a strained

relationship and a set of consciously erected barriers.

In summary, initial recruitment into municipal management careers takes place
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primarily through informal, personal nViworks for female and males; secondarily
, 0

through the efforts of educational institutions. Female managers de end primarily on

promotional opportunities to climb a career ladder while male managers rely on a

variety of job hunting techniques ranging from professional publications to newspaper

advertisements to locate their present jobs in municipal management.

A significant proportion of both female and malt managers report family patterns

of public service employment predominantly at the local government level. The

relative absence of a political party route to career public service for males and

to a lesser extent for females may lead to administrative misunderstandings Of

political pressures and timetables, and sometimes the politician's policy viewpoint.

I I%v.'



PART IV: CAREER PATHS AND,AMBITIONS OF MUNI IPAL MANAGERS

B: CAREER PATHS OF FEMALES AND MALESJ MUNICIPAL MANAGEMENT

Key Findings

1 Female CAO/CM's and finance officers most likely started their public service

career as clerk/treasurer/registrars while male CAO/CM's and finance officers

started their career path as assistants.

2 The majority of women and men serving, as department heads record their first

job in public service as that of assistant.

3 The clerk/treasurer/registrar position serves as an entry point to a managerial

career route across occupations for female managers, while male managers

predominantly rise from the ranks of assistant regardless of present occupational

title.

4 Female managers earn less money than their male counterparts:

Female respondents earn an average annual s'alary of $17,041

compared with an average salary of $21,774 for male managers

62% of females earn annual salaries of $10,000 to $19,000 while

39% of males earn salaries in this range

24% of females earn annual salaries of $20,000 to $29,000

compared with 44% of males

5. Salary levels rise with community population. Females in every job category in

smaller towns earn less money than females in large towns:

21% of female CAO/CM's, 38% of finance officers, 32% of clerks,

and 19% of assistants in towns of 9,000 and under population,

report earning $9,000 or less

43% of female finance officers, 33% of assistants, and 45% of

department heads in towns of 40,000 to 79,000 population, earn
salaries of $20,000 and above

6. Municipal managers in council/manager cities are better paid than their counterparts

in mayor/council cities:

63% of male and 34% of female managers report earning $20,000

and above in council/manager cities

50% of male and 25% of female managers report earning $20,000

and above in mayor/council cities
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PART IV: CAREER PATHS AND AMBITIONS OF MUNICIPAL MANAGERS

B: CAREER PATHS OF FEMALES AND MALES IN MUNICIPAL MANAGEMENT

You have to climb the ladder. I really don't like large cities.

Male City Manager from Ohio Male Town Manager from Maine

The typical ICMA career model is one where a female or male administrator starts

her/his career as an assistant in a small town and continues to move onward and

upward to larger communities with more responsibilities, bigger challenges, and

higher pay. Once the top position of city manager is achieved in a town, there is

no place to go except to a larger city, a sprawling community, a metropolitan center.

We hypothesized that female managers would have an alternate career model, characterized

by fewer relocations, and more years of residency in a community and state, reaching

the top position of city manager through a checkerboard of occupational jobs.

Career patterns in our sample show considerable diversity, with many female and

male administrators moving from a large town to a small town. Some career Atterns

show little geographic movement while others show considerable movement within a

region or state but not in'erstate.

What series of jobs leads to a CAO/CM position for women and men? Are the jobs

different? Where do municipal managers plan to move in the future? What types of

jobs appeal the most and the least to local administrators? How mobile are female

and male managers and what factors influence them positively or negatively toward

relocation?

Average Job Tenure

Respondents were aske'd to report their career history. Calculating the average

job tenure fran the three most recent past jobs, female managers were found

a mean job tenure of 4 years compared with a mean tenture of 3.5 years for

have
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managers. Both female and male assistants and department heads report the shortest

job tenure while female and male clerk/treasurer/registrars and finance officers

report the longest tenure. Forty-seven percent of female assistants and 40 per:cent

of male assistants have spent under two years in government service. In contrast,

30 percent of both female and male finance officers report mean tenures of between

five and 15 years in public service.

Tracing Career Paths by Job Category

Differences in career paths begin to appear as we sketch past job histori.es for

females and males in each occupational category in the sample. In addition to listing

their first job in public service, female and male managers reported three jobs that

preceded their current municipal management position.

Chief Administrative Officer/City Manager

The responsibilities of a chief administrative officer/city manager vary depending

on whether the city is governed under a council/manager or mayor/council format.

Under council/manager_900ernment, the city manager has overall administrative

responsibility for th day-to-day operations pf the city. This includes the jobs of

appointing and dismissin department heads, developing the budget and implementing it

after council approval, and g policy to the council.

Under a mayor/council form of goverment, the chief administrative officer is

appointed by the mayor to relieve the elected officials of certain administrative

duties. The degree 'of administrative responsibility and authority is less than that

of a citY'Manager and differs widely depending on local needs, preferences, and

political culture.

The largest percentage of female CAO/CM's started their first fob in public
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service as clerk/treasurer/registrars (47%) ti1e Wore than half of male CAO/CM's

recprd their first job J.
3

ublic service as that of an assistant (54%). In each

of the three Jobs immediately preceding their present managerial position, about

one-quarter to one-third of the women report serving as clerk/treasurer/registrar,

(35% for past job, 31% for second past job, and 22% for third past job). Nowhe,re

inte past' job history of mal CAO/CM's does a noticeable p centage of men report

ilethe clerk category as a career route. Instead, male ma gers consistently report

serving as assistants in their three prior jobs before this top administrative post.
1

With few exceptions, the female CAO/CM's in our survey are older and havelheld

their jobs a relatively long time. Some of these women may have assumed their

positions before the growth in local government resulted in the proli-feration of the

assistant category or they serve in towns not likely to have many assistants.

Finance Officer

The role of a finance oifficer can be as complex as having the responsibility of

drafting and implementing the municipal budget, as well as having administrative

duties for purchasing and billing procedures. Or, the finance officer position in

many small towns can be primarily a bookkeeping task leaving major budgetary decisions

to be formulated by the mayor and council.

Thirty-five percent of female finance officers record their first job in public

service as clerk/treasurer/registrar, while only eight percent of male finance officers

started their public service careers at thii Male finance officers are most

likely to have come from the ranks of assistants'in their past jobs in public service

)or

they were,recruited from the private sector. Womecurrent1y serving as finance

officers have either been promoted from the job of assit.tant, switchedgcareer tracks

44

from another professional job in public service employment (e.g. teacher, social

q,



worker), or previously ierved Ars clerk/treasurer/registrars in the past three jabs

preceding their current post.

Clerk/Treasurer/Registrar

The position of clerk/treasurer/registrar used to consist primarily of handling

correspondence for the mayor and council, being responsible for city documents, and

handling licenses. In recent years, the duties in many small towns across the

country have grown to transform the clerk position into an administrative and managerial

post. Most of the women holding clerk positions in our sample have always held these

jobs and many have achieved it from the rank of secretary. While there are few male

clerks among our respondents (11), they record a past job history ranging from

positions as finance officers, department heads, assistants, and employees in the

privaie sector.
,->

Assistants

The occupational title of' assistant covers a broad range of administrative duties.

It includes assistant managers, administrative assistants, and management analysts.

Assistants are considered part of the management team, but their duties are defined

by the appointed town CAO/CM. The assistant level is the beginning or intermediate

step of a municipal manager's career ladder.

Fifty-seven percent of female assistants list their first job in public service

as an assistant compared with 70 percent of male assistants. The assistant position

serves as an intermediate step on a public service career ladder for the publically

employed professional such as a social worker, teacher or librarian, who switches over

to a munitcipal management career track. Over one-fifth of female assistants list

the positio:n of clerk/treasurer/registrar as the job they held prior to assuming

J



their present assistant position (21% for prior job, 30% for second past job, and

2,3% for third past job). Male assistants overwhelminglyebegan their public management

careers at the assistant level and prior to serving in an assistant post they usually

have served as an intern or may have been employed in the private sector.

Department Head

Women and men serving as department heads are specialists primarily responsible

for a specific administrative area within municipal government, such as personnel,

planning, or finance. The majority of women and men serving as department heads

-record their first job in public service as that of assistant (43% of females and 47%

of males). In retracing their three prior jobs precitaing their current municipal

!Ilanagement position, both female and male department heads record the jpb of assistdnt

most frequently, followed by department head, professional in public employment, and

private sector employment. Ten percent of female department heads list the clerk/

treasurer/registrar position as th4Or second past job and 12 percent list it as their

third past job. No male department heads list the clerk position as a prior job in

any of the three posts recorded.

In summary, for females in all job categories, the clerk/treasurer/registrar

position is a likely stop on a municipal management career route. Experience in this

job is mot common for male managers. Rather, males in all job categories 'are more

likely to rise from the ranks of assistants.

Female and Male Salary Profile

Studies by the U. S. Department of Labor have repeatedTy demonstrated that men

are better rewarded for their labor than women. This study generally reflects this

3i
fact with male managers earning a mean annual salary of $21,774 compared with a mean

annual salary of $17,041 for female managers. !ale managers consistently earn more.

4

4
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money than their female counterparts even when we control for job category and

population. Overall, 39 percent of male managers earn between $10,000 and $19,000,

while 62 percent of their female colleagues earn salaries in this range. Forty-four

percent of male managers earn between $20,000 and $29,000 in their municipal management

positions while only 24 percent of females fall into this salary range.

TABLE 4.1: SALARY OF MUNICIPAL MANAGERS BY OCCUPATIONAL CATEGORY

($/yr to
nearest thousand)

Finance Clk/Trs/ Department

CAO/CM Officer Reg Assistant Heads

F M F M

9,000 & Under 17 (0) 12 6 12 (0) 4 2 4 (0)

10,000 - 19,000 50 33 58 37 73 (7) 72 42 35 24

20,000 - 29,000 30 34 27 46 15 (3) 20 48 35 59

30,000 - 39,000 3 26 3 11 (0) (0) 4 7 18 12

40,000 - 49,000 (0) 7 (d) (0) (0) (0) (0) (1) 8 6

To 1 (30) (58) (95) (35) (59) (10) (134) (92) (49) (17)

Controlling for job category reveals salary differences between females and males

across all municipal management positions sampled as Table 4.1 summarizes. For example,

17 percent of female CAO/CM's earn $9,000 and under while none of their male counterparts

fall into this salary range. Thirty-three percent of female CAO/CM's are earning

between $20,000 and $39,000 while 60 percent of males serving as CAO/CM's fall into

this income range.

The majority of female finance officers (58%) are earning between $10,000 and

$19,000 while only 37 percent of male finance officers report salaries in this range.

Forty-six percent of male finance'officers earn between $20,000 and $29,000 and 11

percent earn between/$30,090 -and $39,000 while only 27 percent and three percent of

0
their female colleagues earn comparable.salaries in theie respective ranges.

14I



Among female and male clerk/treasurer/registrars, salary disparities appear at

- the top and bottom salary levels. Twelve percent of female clerks are earning $9,000

and under compared with none of their male counterparts. Yet, three of 10 male

clerks are earning between $20,000 and $29,000 while only 15 percent of female clerks

earn salaries in this range.

We hypothesized that the salary profile for female and male assistants and

department heads would be similar since they represent the younger, more educated

professionals in the sample. Curiously, salary disparity continued to manifest itself

in the assistant category, with 72 percent of female assistants earning between

$10,000 and $19,000 and only 42 percent of their male colleagues earning salaries in

this range. Yet, 48 percent of male assistants earned between $20,000 and $29,000

while 20 percent of female assistants fell into this salary range.

Female and male department heads' salaries were least disparate, with 35 percent

of females earning between $10,000 and 0,000 compared with 24 percent of males,

11111;'

and 35 percent of males earning between $20,000 and $29,000 compared with 59 percent

of males.

Searching for explanations that may shed light on salary disparities, we 'ecided

to examine age and community population distribution of the municipal managers. Some

of the differences between female and male salary levels are explained by the fact

that the female population currently holding managerial positions of CAO/CM, finance

officer, and clerk/treasurer/registrar are older than their male colleagues. In

general, salaries were lower when these women began their careers in.municipal

management. However, age does not prAide the missing clues to salary differences

because women and men enter municipal management positions at, different ages and it

is likely that men are further along in their career path than women at comparable ages.



Community Population Distribution

Salary levels rise with city size. Females in every job category in smaller

towns earn less money. For example, 21 percent of female CAO/CM's, 38 percent of

finance officers, 32 percent of clerk/treasurer/registrars, and 19 percent of assistants

in towns of 9,000 and under, report earning $9,000 and under. As the poptilation of

the city increases, the percentage of females across all job categories earning

salaries of $9,000 and above increases. For example, 43 perCent of finance officers,

33 percent of assistants, and 45 percent of department heads in towns of 40,000 to

79,000 population are earning $20,000 and above in salaries.

In addition to population size, form of government affects salary levels.

Administrators in council/manager:cities are better paid than their counterparts in

maybr/council cities. Sixty-three percent of Male and 34 percent of female managers

earn salaries Of $20,000 and over in council/manager cities compaced with 50 percent

of male and 25 percent of female managers in mayor/council cities.

It should be noted that the mayor/council cities include large urban centers

which,would be expected to pay more in salary. Additionally, the larger proportion

of councll/manager cities in the respondent group includes a number of assistants.

The assistant position is usually an entry or middle management level which could be

expected to pay less than other managerial.positions. The fact that council/manager

cities pay better despite these factors, supports the notion that professional'

administrators are more respected and valued in such cities. Overall, male managers

earn more money in their municipal management positions than their female colleagues.

Advice to Women Interested in a City Management Career

Drawn from our telephone interviews, the composite portrait of an ideal female

city manager and the qualities she should have include a sincere desile to serve the



public; flexibility and ability to sacrifice play)time for work time; a basic

self-confidence that allows her to establish and maintain credibility; excellent

writingand oral skills; good Interpersonal skills with a sense of political realities;

the willingness and facility to make tough decisions; honesty. In addition to these

traits, our respondents tell us it helps if a woman is professionally active, builds

up contacts in the field, and attaches herself to a mentor who can guide her along a

career path. 'Nerves of steel and a high tolerance for frustration are mentioned as

necessary personality components for being a successful city manager. The combination'

of communication skills, organizational abilities, and a bit of political salespersonship

shape the profile of a city manager.

The following questions were posed in our study: Realistically, what advice

can be given to a woman interested in entering the city management field? What demands

will be placed on her? What skills will she need to move into a top management position?

These questions were asked of all telephone interviewees. What emerged was a consistent

pattern of advice that showed few gender-based differences. The following table

summarizes the advice offered by telephone inter ewees.

4 or,

4
,
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TABLE 4.2: TELEPHONE INTERVIEWEES' ADVICE TO WOMEN SEEKING MUNICIPAL MANAGEMENT
CAREER

Advice to Women Seeking
Management Careers Telephone Interviewees.Municipal

Have Interpersonal Skills 50 45

Have Communication Skills 39 41

Have Political Skills 39 36

Kaye Managerial Skills 36 27

Be.Professional/Don't Be Emotional 22 14

Be Realistic 17 23

Look for Internships 14 9

Learn How to Team Play 11 9

Have Technical Skills 11 23

Be Mobile 6 9

Look for Large Cities 3 14

Don't Be *Defensive 3
.

Find a Mentor (0) 14

Total (36) (22)

*Up to three suggestions4ere cOunted from each respondent. Percentages are calculated
by dividing-the number ortimes each suggestion was given by the number of telephone
interyiewees who answered this question.

As Table 4.2 indicates, there is a strong consensus about which skills a female

municipal manager needs most. Interpersonal skills are ranked highest by both female

and male administrators. Municipal management is described as a "people job" where

the general public as well'as the management staff has a tremendous input on day-to-day

decisions and policies. "You are a public servant, and you have to have a feel for

what !he public wants," explains a female ass.Vtant in Iowa. A male administrative

aide in Virginia shares this view: "I really spend a lot of time either working with

other' staff or working with department heads and I really think that's a skill. 'There's

`1(
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not a specific course you can take. I think one, you have to enjoy it and two, you

'have to be comfortable doing it...that's one of the things we look for."

Municipal managers have to be able to speak and write well. Large quantities of

material and many reports flow over a city manager's desk daily. They require

accurate absorption, distillation to summary format, and action in the form of quick

and sharp decisions. The nature of the job is to grasp a number of problems and

situalgons daily, and to be able to switch tracks from public works to personnel,

from budgeting to plans.

Political skills rank high among female and male administrators. They must

understand the structure of an organization and how it operates, including where and

when to push buttons. They need an awareness of the limitations on the power of the

management team. They must understand how and when the political body can be influenced,

directed, or even manipulated.

"Some respondents describe themselves as being more political than the politicians.

They have to see both sides of city matters and persuade those with voting power to

agree with them on policy matters. As one female town manager in Indiana put it,

"You must be the one who does the work on which others rely. You're not going to get

credit in most cases, but your input is,all important. This job is not one where I

make the deciwsions, but rather it is one where I see that the decisions are made. You

are secondary as far as the public is concerned but primary as far as your board is

concerned."

Management skills and leadership ability, self-confidence, and personal and

professional credibility are highly rated by female and male administrators as the

traits needed for municipal managers. The perfect city manager is one who has

established herself as a credible .person whose judgment and,decisions can be relied

upon. She must be assertive and speak with authority. But what may be perceived as



leadership in a male city manager (e.g. aggressive) can often be seen as a negative

trait in a woman's behavior (e.g. pushy).

"One thing you're going to have to be eXtremely careful about is to be less

emotional than a male is allowed to be and more professional in your responses.

Anything you say is likely to come back more qui'ckly. Anything you say is likely to

damage you much more than it would a young man. I think I have a tendency to be too

outspoken. Lots of men can get away with that, but in a woman it is considered a more

dr
offensive trait," explains a female department head in Texas.

Female respondents also mention psychological and emotional components that are

needed in addition to'basic skills. Extra fortitude, courage, and guts are cited often.

"Just have a lot of guts. Have a support system that includes a professional

component within city management and among other women professionals, and a personal

one to help you over the rough spots. If you don't maintain an active and high profile

professionally, you won't get the kind of input from other people that you need all

along in order to maintain your perspective. It is too easy to get buried in civil

service," says a female assistant to a city manager in Texas.

Another female department head in a major Californ'a city warns that women have

to be tough. "You have to be able to smile and take the traumas and pretend they

didn't hurt. You have to be able to be alone. You're not going to be part of the

old boys club and enjoy the camaraderie arid exchange information with them. You can't

be one of the guys because it won't work."

The extra bit of fortitude mentioned in the female interviews may be accounted

for because women not only have to compete for city management positions, but they

also have to struggle with theit image in a field where females are only slowly being

integrated into management's mainstream. .

Advice as to the best place to start a career in city administration is divided
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between two alternate career paths. The first career path places a woman in a

small city where she can be a part of many departments and be included in the overall

management framework. The advantage for a female manager is that once she understands

the operations of various departments on a small scale, those skills can be transferred

to a larger arena. The disadvantages of management in a small town are lack of staff

and promotional opportunities and lower salary.

The second career path places a woman in a large city. The advantage for a

female administrator is that she can be assured of substantial backup in staff support

and resources, challenges that will utilize her talents, better promotional opportunities,

and higher salary schedules.

One comment made by both female and male administrators is that anyone interested

in the field should be ready to relocate. Mobility is important in city management,

with three years as the average length of tenure in one city. Relocation is a.pfbblem

for males with working wives, family roots in a state, or children. For a married

woman, mobility in career development is even more troublesome unless there is agreement

in a dual-career marriage on the geographic marketability of both partners' skills.

Wives have traditionally followed husbands wherever their career promotions and

,opportunities arose, with the reverse situation less often the case. In our telephone

interviews, female managers frequently recognized their immobility due to their

husbands' professional careers. Yet, there are also cases where the female initiated

a career move, and her spouse accommodated by relocating his career. In other

dual-career marriages, a major metropolitan city was targeted to allow both partners

a variety'of career opportunities within a reasonable'commuting distance. For the

single managerial woman or man working in the positions of assistant and department

head, mobility poses the least problem.



PART IV: CAREER PATHS AND AMBITIONS OF MUNICIPAL MANAGERS

C: FUTURE AMBITIONS AND WILLINGNESS TO RELOCATE

Key Findings

1. Twenty percent of female managers did not indicate a future job preferencc due

to indecision or retirement plans, compared with 11 percent of male managers.

2. Thirty-one percent of male respondents aspire to a CAO/CM position compared with

13 percent of female respondents. Females are more likely than males to want to

stay in their present job and fewer women would seek the same job in a different

or larger city.

3. The assistant and department head job categories represent the most ambitious

respondents for both females and males:

15% of female and 46% of male assistants aspire to be CAO/CM's

in their next job

15% of female and 19% of male department heads seek a CAO/CM
position 2n their next job

I. Female municipal managers tend to be more geographically immobile than their

male counterparts:

Females report an average of 20 years residency in-their community
and 32 years in their state, while males riiiport an average of 13

years in their community ilnd 26 years in their state

Male managers are much more Willing to relocate than their female counterparts:

73% of males lean positively toward relocation compared with 429

of females

42% of females lean negatively toward relocation compared-with

22% of males

Three times as many women as men said they have not 'made a decision

on geographic relocation (17% compared with 5%)

6. Age is a critical variable on the issue of relocation. The younger the female

and male manager, the more likely they are to feel positively toward relocation:

62% of females and 81% of males aged 29 and younger would

definitely or probably relocate



7. Marriage impacts heavily on whether or not a female manager favors relocation:

27% of married females favor relocation compared with 72% of
married males

53% of married.females lean negatively toward relocation compared
with 23% of married males

8. Female managers with one to three children are the least likely group to favor

relocation:

50% of female managers with one child le4n negatively toward a
geographic move compared with 10% of male manaers with one child

Is
46% of female managers,with two to three children lean negatively
toward a geographic move compared with 25% of male managers with

two to three children

*1
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PART IV: CAREER PATHS AND AMBITIONS OF MUNICIPAL MANAGERS

C: FUTURE AMBITIONS AND WILLINGNESS TO RELOCATE

Future Job Preference

In exploring career paths, the question of future job pions was raised. Female

and male managers were asked what job they would like to hold next in the future.

Table 4.3 summarizes the "next job" preferences of female and male municipal managers.

TABLE 4.3: NEXT'JGB WANTED BY FEHALE AND MALE MUNICIPAL MANAGERS

Next Job Wanted Municipal Managers

,CA6/Manager 13 31

Finance Officer ,
3 3

Clerk/Treasurer/Registrar (3) (0)

Assistant 15 11

Department Head 9 5

Federal/State Elective (6) (1)

Federal/State Appointive , 5 (4)

Local EleCtive 3 (2)

SalpseLJob
15 11

SaMe Job/Different City (1) 3

Same Job/Larger.City 3 8

Private Sector
8 10

Dop't Know
12 5

None/Retire 8 6

Advisory/Consultant (3) 3

Total (266) (189)

11!

Twenty gercent 6f female managers'did.aot indicat'e a future job preference,

explaining that they had not thought about their next job, did not know where they

wanted to take their professional career, or that they planned to retire ilOtheir

A ,
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present job. Elevep percent of male managers responding to this questfon shared these

feelings about their career plans.

Elective Office as a Career Goal

43

We posed the career option of elective office to our telephone sample tith the

assumption that administrators and politicians were not similarly Itivated toward

public service careers. Sixty-sevep percent of the males interviewed said dey would

not be interested in politics as a future career option with 33 percent saying they

would consider it. Of the females tnterviewed, 62 percent found public office,

unattractive with 38 percent considering the career option. However, some of those

females and males who might consider politics as a career, tacked qualifiers onto

their positive answers: "When I retire, I might like that." "An apPointive office

would be nice." "If the right opportunities came along, I think I might try it."

Overall, elective office was perceived by*our administrators as a highly competitiv

public auction block where one might have V5 coMpromise basit values and beliefs in

1 (

order to win. The nominal or low salaries of.most local and state public offices also

turned up as a negative factor in choosing suCh an elective Career path. The growing

pressure from special interest groups,- anci a general loss of confidence in elected

officials after national corruptions such as Watergate, are frequently mentioned as

negative factors to elective office.

For the women and men who say they wOuld consider a political careerlpath, the

lure of public office includes the power to affect real change, to be a part of

policymaking, the excitement and challenge of being in the forefront rather than in

Ithe background as a staffer, and the knowledge th\you are making a contribution to
your government.

The private sector exerts some appeal. Eight percent of female managers and
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tO percent of male managers said they would consider a move to thej3rivate.sector

in their next job move. Yet, despite the higher salaries of private sector jobs,

.female and male administrators in the telephone interviews cite job satisfaction,

job security, and the pleasure of working with people to achieve and plan a better

quality of community life as the pluses of municipal management.

The largest percentage of male respondents aspire to a CAO/CM position (31%)

while only 13 percent of their female counterparts cite this position as their next

career goal. Females are more likely than males to wish to stay in their present job

(15% compared with 11% of males) and fewer women would seek the same job in a

different or larger city than the one in which they are presently employed. Eleven

percent of males would like'to move to a differen or larger city maintaining their

same job category,' compared with only three perc of females.

-

Differences in "next job" preferences occyr between different age groups and job

mecategories. Fo' mar both feles and males4 those who wish o stay in the sa job tend

to be older while those who wish to move inio the priva e sector are younger. Fifty-nine
)

percent of females and 62 percent of males who prefer the same job are over 35.

Forty-five percent of females and 69 percent of males considering the private sector

are under 35.

The assistant and department head job categories represent the most ambitious

respondents for both females and males. Fifteen,percent of female assistants and 46

percent of male assistants aspire to bl chief administrative officers. Fifteen percent

of female department heads and 19 percent of male department heads would seek a top

city management position in their next job. Females in both of these job categories

are more likely than their male counterparts to want to stay in the same job of

assistant (30%) and department head (29%) in their next job move. Only 20 percent of

male assistant's and 19 percent of male department heads would prefer to stay in the

same job category in their next step along their career path.

cif)
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TheftPnext Job" preferences of female and male clerk/treasurer/registrars differ

sharply. Four of nine male clerks aspire to become city managers compared with seven

percent of female clerks. Twenty-seven percent of female clerks say they want to

remain clerks while none of the male clerks make this statement. Another 27 percent

of female clerks say they have no future job plans or that they will retire compared

with only one male clerk.

While female and male CAO/CM's are almost equally likely to want a manager's

post in their'next job position, males are twice as likely as females to want a

managerial position in a different and larger city.

Length of Time in Community and State,

Femal, male managers among our respondents do not move from state to state,

despite th mobility factor often associated with careers in municipal management.

Job changes are frequently within the same state, often the same community. The mean

length of time female managers have lived in their communities is 20 years; in their

state 32 years, compared with male managers who average 13 years of residency in their

community and 26 years in thei.r state. Of those municipal managers reporting the

states in which their past 'three jobs were located, females are likely to report

fewer interstate moves than their male counterparts. However, the majority of both

female and male managers repbrt no interstate movement within their last three jobs

(72% of females and 57% of males). Seventeen percent of females and 26 percent of

males report one interstate move out of three job changes, while 10 percent of

females and 14 percent of males report two interstate moves. For the highest level

of mobility, only one female out of more than4100 reported an out-of-state move with

each new job, compared with four percent of males.

While geographic stability is the norm among female and male managers in our
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sample, men are more likely than women to have shorter reiidency in the community

or the state regardless of job category. Forty-one percent of male CAO/CM's have

lived in their city four years or less compared with 17 percent of female CAO/CM's

No female CAO/CM's have lived in their state for less than four years while 18
V

percent of their male counterpartS have. The majority of female city managers and

chief administrative officers (43%) have lived in their community for 25 years or

more and 75 percent have lived in their state for 25 years or more. Only 22 percent

of male CAO/CM's have lived in their community for 25 years or more and 53 percent

have lived in their state for this length of time (25 years and over).

The residency profile of clerk/treasurer/registrar closely parallels the CAO/CM
v

job category. Ninety percent of female clerks have lived in their state for 25

JOIlfyears or more and 70 percent have lived in their co nity at least a quarter of a

century. Only three of 10 male clerks have lived in their towns for 25 years or more
._

and five of 10 male clerks have lived in their state for the same period of time.

In contrast to the geographic and community stability of clerks and managers,

the job categories of assistant and department head show cOnsiderable diversity, with

more femalvand male managers living in their towns and cities for shorter time

periods. Among female assistants,57 percent have lived in their community for nine

years or less and 23 percent have li.ved in their state for nine years or less.

Seventy-five percent of male assistants have resided in their cities for nine years

Tor less and 23 percent have resided in their state...for nine years or less. Department

heads, both female and male, show similar community residency patterns with 58

percent of females and 59 percent of males living in their town for nine years or

less. Male department heads show a greater tendency to move from state to state.

Thirty-two percent of male department heads havewlived in their state for nine years

or less compared with 12 percent of female department heads. In summary, regardless
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of job category, mares are more likely than females to be mobile and have shorter

periods of residency in both their communities and states. However, female assistants

and department heads come closest to resembling the residency patterns of their male

L/-
counterparts.

Willingness to Relocate

Sharp differences are found between female and male managers when the question

of relocation is raised. We asked municipal managers if they would relocate

geographically if a more rewarding job opportunity arose. Overall, men were much

more willing to relocate than their famale colleagues. Seventy-three percent of male

managers said they would definitely or probably relocate compared with 42 percent of

female managers who leaned positively toward relocating. Forty-two percent of female

managers lean negatively against relocating while only 22 percent of male managers

say they would definitelx,or probably not relocate. More than three times as many

women as men said they have not made a decision about a geographic relocation, 17

percent as compared to five percent.

Looking at the issue of mobility by job category, assistants and department

heads are more willing to relocate lhan any other group of public administrators.

Fifty percent*. of-female assistants and 50 percent of female department heads lean

favorably toward relocation as compared with 80 percent of male assistants and 76

percent of male department heads. Clearly the assistant and department head job

categories are mobile, career oriented tracks for both females and males where the

majority of job holders set their career sights on a CAO or city manager position.

Within the other municipal management categories, men are more inclinedo favor

geographic change than their female counterparts.
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Age and Mobility

Age has a definite impact on whether or not a municipal m ager would be willing

to relocate geographically. As Table 4.4 indicates, the la gest percentages of both

,female and male managers who would either definitely or pr bably relocate in order

to advance their career fall into the younger age 39 and under).

TABLE 4.4: WILLINGNESS TO RELOCATE BY AGE OF FEMALE AND MALE MUNICIPAL MANAGER

Would you relocate Age (yrs)

geographically if a more 29 & under 30-39 40-49 .50-59 60 & over

rewarding job opportunity F M FMFM FMFM
- arose?

Definitely 38 57 26 42 13 12 11 21 10 10

Probably 24 24 25 44 20 42 18 28 14 30

Probably Not 25 22 9 28 33 32 24 24 10

Definitely Not 6 6 4 2 16 3 23 24 41 40

Don't Know 7 6 22 3 23 9 16 3 10 10

Total (71) (54) (95) (89) (75) (33) (91) (29) (29) (10)

Sixty-two percent of female managers and 81 percent of male managers aged 29 and

younger would definCtely or probably relocate. For females, as age increases, the

willingness to relocate declines. While the pattern is similar for males, an interesting

difference appears in the 30-39 age category. Although they are less decisive than

younger males, male managers in their thirties are more likely than males in any other

age group to favor relocation (86%). Clearly, male managers in their thirties are

career conscious and ready to move. Within this age grodp, 45 percent orour male

respondents are assistants and another 25 percent are CAO/CM's. As assistants begin

to move into higher level positions, often toward a city manager post, mobility is an

important prerequisite. In comparison, three-quarters of the females in this age
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group (30-39 are assistants (50%) and department heads (25%) and the majority of

them (5l%) are willing to relocate...

Among female and male managers aged 29 and under, the vast majority would be

willing to relocate and very few express doubts as indicated by the low percentage

of "don't know" responses. Yet for between the ages of 30 and 49, indecisiventss

on the question of relocation s an important factor. Close to a quarter of the

females in this age group express doubts about relocation. Perhap'S spousal consideration

family concerns, and community roots complicate the relocation possibilities for a

woman once she reaches 30 years of age. It is probable that those managers aged 29

and younger are less likely to be4Married or to have started a family and, as a result,

reldcation does not present as many problems.

Marital Status and Mobility

Marriage also has definite impact on whether a femal.Nanager is favorably 4*

negatively disposed toward relocation. Only 27 percent of married females favor

relocation, yet 72 percent of married males lean positively toward geographic relocation.
"t

Fifty-three percent of married females say they would probably or definitely not

consider relocation and another 20 percent are indecisive on the issue. Twenty-three

percent of married males lean negatively toward relocation and only six percent are

indecisive on the issue. If a female manager is divorced or single, she is more likely

to be positive toward the idea of relocation. Seventy percent of divorced and 65

(--

percent of single women favor relocation compared with 88 percent of divorced and 80

percent of single men. Regardless of marital status, males are far more willing than

females to relocate.

Family and Mobility

Gender differences also appear when we avalyze wi_llingness to relocate among

1
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female and male managers by the number of children they have. Females with one to

three children are the municipal managers least likely to favor relocation. Fifty

percent of female managers with one child say they would probably not or definitely

not relocate compared with 10 percent of male managers. Eleven percent of females

with one child are indecisive about relocation. Among female managers with two to

three children, 46 percent lean negatively toward relocation compared with 25 percent

of male managers with two to three children. Twenty-three percent of females with

two to three children are indecisive about a geographic move while only nine percent

of their male counterparts share these doubts. Even among the municipal managers who

report having no children, Mor''re....,than three-quarters of the males favor relocation

while half of the females react positively toward geographic mobility.

Telephone Interviews and Future Job Plans

A series of questions on future job plans and the issue of relocation was posed

to female and male administrators in the telephone interviews.

Four reasons emerge to explain why women and men in our public administration

telephone sample deliberately c se to stay and manage a small town versus relocation

to a large community:

roots in the community, area, or state

satisfaction in being able to get involved in the nitty-gritty of
management in a smaller community

headaches, hassles, and unmanageability of large city administration

. spouse's career and/or children

Some of our administrators have gone so far as to interview and be chosen for a

position with a larger city at more pay. They backed out of relocating in the final

decision-making moment because of a commitment to an area and the feeling that they *

can improve the quality of life in their home states.
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Male managers more often than female managers mention the rewards of being

involved in the day-to-day operations of a small town. "The rewards are immediate.

You either fix the pothole or you don't. You either pick up the garbage or you don't.

The closeness is gratifying and yo0.can have some affect in the actual planning of

an area for many years in the future. You can help to make a town a viable place

with a decent quality of life for its citizens," explains a male village manager from

Florida.

Perhaps the strongest reason against moving to a large city is the "unmanageability"

of urban centers from the city manager's point of view. As Part II of this report

documents, 93 percent of female and 95 percent of male CAO/CM respondents are working

in towns of 39,000 population and under. Social welfare problems, politics, huge

bureaucracies, and the fear of major corruption or controversy that will be dramatized .

through the media--all combine to make city management in an urban environment a

negative career option.

"I'm interested inLa city of not over 30,000 population, near a metropolitan

center so I
would have access to the amenities and a good university," says a male

city manager from Kansas. "I want a fighting chance to live a fairly normal life

with my family instead of a fishbowl existence."

Another malle administrative aide in Virginia,sees a new career pattern developing

where managers are appointed within the same region. "There used to be a lot of

going back and forth across the country. Now I see more relocation within region.

Boards and councils feel a little more comfortable if they have somebody whom they

think is familiar with the state, its laws and politics, rather thap a total outsider."

Although relocation poses more of a problem for a female manager than a male

manager when she is married and has children, men are not immune from mobility dilemmas.

A male city manager from Ohio describes a family situation where his wife grew up an

s.
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"itinerant" and claimed that when she married, she would be geographicaly stable.

His city management career involved seven moves within their 12 year marriage.

"Right now my daughter is eight and in a gifted class at school. We may have to move

into a community with no such program. Now my wife and four children are a prime

consideration," he says.

Women mention spouses' careers and fixed job positions and the problems of

uprooting youngsters from school to school. "It is easier if you4nt single and in

city management," states a female assistant city manager from California.

In summary, on the question of relocation, age heavily influenées a respondent's

willingness to relocate. The younger the inunicipal manager, the more likely she/he

is to favor relocation. To a lesser degree, marriage and ehe presence or absence of

children affects female managers more than it does male managers. Married female

s with children are less favorable toward geographic mobility and are increasingly

in Iva about relocation. Marriage and children barely affect a male manager's

wil ing ss to consider relocation. Overall, men are overwhelmingly willing to relocate,

while women are less likely\to consider relocation. Population of the community of

a manager has very little effect on a manager's willingness to relocate. It might be

hypothesized that managers of large cities are more likely to be mobile, to follow

the best career opportunities whenever they occur. It is also possible to make a

case for the reverse situation, that administrators of small cities would want to

move up to larger cities. Neither pattern is apparent.



PART V: ON THE JOB--STAFF RESPONSIBILITIES-AND PERCEPTIONS OF POWER

Key Findings

1. Female municipal managers report working an average of 46 hours a week, while
male managers report working 50 hours a week.

2. Although female and male managers are equally likely to serve on a board or
commission as part of their job responsibility, women are only slightly more
likely than men to serve on human service boards and are Jess likely than men to
serve on planning and zoning boards.

th

3. Male managers report supervising larger staffs than their female counterparts:

44% of male managers compared with 25% of female managers
supervise a staff of 10 or more people

Average number of persons supervised is 17 for women and 49
for men

4. Women in municipal management are much more likely to manage an all-female staff
than their male colleagues:

51% of females compared with 19% of males report managing an
all-female staff

75% of female clerk/treasurer/registrars, 54% of female finance
officers, and 53% of female assistants report no males on
their staffs

5. Female municipal managers are just as likely as male managers to manage full-time
staff rather than part-time staff.

6. Female managers are more lileTh than male managers to report that all of the

department heads in their tow4are female. Male managers are more likely than
female managers to report no female department heads:

31% of female managers compared with 17% of'male managers report
that all of the department heads in their towns are female

44% of male managers compared with 27% of female managers report
that there are no female department 'wads in the cities in
which 4ey work

,7. Female and male Marigars.--mention bureaucratic red tape, constituency cri 'cism,

long hours, lack of time for long-range planning, and political dominance by the
political governing body as unexpected drawbacks to their job performance.

8. Female managers interviewed by telephone perceive their male colleagues as
territorial, more willing to take risks, more technically oriented, better able
to delegate to subordinates, and more likely to tinker in the day-to-day working

of a specific department.

1'1-1
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9. Male managers interviewedby telephone perceive their female colleagues as

"participatory managers" who include the input of other' people into their

decision making, are tactful and diplomatic in smoothing tense situations, are

more empathetic to employee and citizen problems, are better able to give attention

to details, and are less able to delegate to subordinates.

10. Seventy-nine percent of female managers and 90 percent of male managers report

making recommendations to their governing bodies. Overall, both female and male

managers feel efficacious, believe that their recommendations are followed most

of the time, and if their recommendations were initially rejected--at least half

the time they would eventually be accepted by their governing body.

11. Foe- male municipal managers the environment most conducive to a sense of efficacy

istJhe small town of 9,000 and under population and the large city of 100,000 and

over. Male managers feel the most confident of securing policy agreement in the

small towns and in cities of between 10,000 and 39,000 population.

12. While the council/manager form of government was designed to promote managerial

expertise, both female and male managers in mayor/council cities are more likely

to make recommendations and bring about acquiescence when there is a policy

disagreement with the governing body:

83% of female and 100% of male managers in mayor/council cities

report making recommendations to their governing body compared

with 76% of female and 87% of males in council/manager cities

13. Female clerk/treasurer/registrars are more likely than their male colleagues to

serve in towns of 9,000 and under population, to be older, to not hold a college

degree or have served an internship, and to earn less money:

37% of female clerks work in towns of 9,000 and under compared

with one of 11 of male clerks in our sample

No male clerks reported tpeir age as 50 or older compared with

60% of female clerks who were,in this age category

92% of.female clerks do-not hold a Bachelor's degree compared

with two of 10 male clerks

Three of 10 male clerks earn between $20,000 and $29,000 compared

with 15% of female clerks
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PART V: SUPERVISORY RESPONSIBILITIES AND SELF-PERCEPTIONS OF POWER

The' functions of municipal managers include planning, budgeting, financial

management systems, policy development, personnel, and internal and external public

relations. In short, managers direct the day-to-day business of local government.

In our survey and telephone interviews we asked how many hours the job entailed, the

extent and dimensions of staff supervision, unexpected drawbacks to job performance,
ft

whether female and male managers perceived differences in management styles betwee0

, the sexes, and self-perceptions of efficacy and personal power.

City management is a career field where work hours stretch beyond the average

//
9 a.m. to 5 p.m. wOrk day. Evening council meetings, representing the political body

before citizen groups and organizations, and.serving as liaison to local boards and

commisskles extends the 40 hour work week for most female and male managers.' The

average number of hours worked weekly was 46 hours for viomen and 50 hours for men.CD

Only eight percent of female respondents and two percent of male respondents reported IP

working less than a 40 hour week. Yet, approximately half of male managers (51%)

report working between 50 to 59 hours a week compared with 27 percent of female

managers. Over half of female managers. (544) report spending 40 to 49 hours on their

job or in job-related activities compared with 32 percent of male managers. Being on

call 24 hours a day, seven days a weft( for citizen demands and meeting unexpected

crises such as a hurricane or crippling snowstorm is an accepted fact of a municipal

manager's life.

A male town manager in Maine who had just submitted a federal disaster funding

request far assistance as a result of a devastating February snostorm advised, "If

you don't want to burn the midnight oil, if you don't want to work weekends, if you

don't want to answer a lot of calls at home, don't take this' type of job."

1/4
-.Ar
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Serving on Committees, Boards, and Commissions as
Part of a Municipal Manager's Job

We asked managers whether they hold or hilkye held membership on any committees,

boards, or commissions as part of dieir job responsibilities. F percent

of females and 46 percent of males reported serving on at least one.committee, board,

or commission as part of their job. There is little variation between women any' men

when it comes to the number.of boards on which they serve. Forty-eight percent of

women and 47 percent of men list one committee, board, or commission, and 28 percent

of women d 30 percent of men list two. Thirteen percent of women list three boards,

compared wljth 14 percent of men.

Limited gender differences do occur in the types f committees, boards, and

commissions listed by respondents. Female managers are less likely than males to

serve on planning, zoning, or housing boards (31% of females compared with 55% of

males). Nowever, female and m le managers are equally likely to serve on finance,

capital growth, or insurance boards (33% of females and 34% of males). And women are

only slightly more likely than men to be members of human service boards (19% of women

and 14% of men).

Rather than reflecting sex stereotyping, service on committees, boards and

commissions in municipal government more likely reflects differing job roles and

responsibiltties. For example, among female and male finance officers, finance boards

and committees rank first in service. Female and male assistants rank planning boards

highest, followed by Service on Municipal study boards such as government operations

task force and code revision committees. And while female and male department heads

report serving oh planning and government study committees, their specialized technical

expertise is apparent in listings of departmental, substantive areas such as human

services, and recreation. The overall planning, staffing and'budget responsibilities

1 "k
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of city managers is evidenctd by their participation on key municipal boards and

committees. Female and male CAO/CM's in the study list planning, personnel, and

finance among the top three boards and commissions they service.

Staff Management

A critical aspect of city administration is supervisory responsibility and managing

a staff. We asked female and male municipal manageu if they supervised a staff. If

the answer was yes, they reported the total number of persons, both full- and part-time

and provided a gender breakdown of the number of female and male employees. Staff

management was analyzed by four variables: job category, population, geographic region,

and form of government. We expected CAO/CM's in the CIntral and in the Mountain/Pacific

region serving in medium to large sized c4ties governed under the co.ocil/manager

format to have the largest staffs.

_Eighty percent of female and 88 percent of male municipal managers reportied that

they managed a staff. The males in our sample manage larger staffs than their female

counterparts. For example, 44 percent of male managers report supervising a staff of

10 or more people compared with 25 percent of female managers. The average number of

persons supervised by female managers is 17 while for male managers it is 49.

11`

As would be expected and as Table 5.1 demonstrates, CAO/CM's supervise the largest

staffs among both female and male municipal managers, followed by department heads,

finance officers, assistants, and clerk/treasurer/registrars. ,The smallest staffs

supervised by female and male managers are in the Central and Mountain/Pacific regions.

Female and male managers in the Southern region report the largest staffs (28% of

women and 33%- of men manage staffs of between 10 and 29 persons). Female and male

respondents in cities 0,10,000 to 99,000 population reported managing the largest

staffs.
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TABLE 5.1: SIZE QF STAFF SUPERVISED BY MUNICIPAL MANAGERS' JOB CATEGORY

Staff Size CAO/CM Finance Officer Clk/Trs/Reg.

Department
Assistant Head

M

1 4 14 12 48 26 50 (3) 63 41

5 9 21 16 30 57 40 (2) 24 25

10 - 29 34 21 21 11 10 (6) 10 22

30 - 49 10 7 0 6 0 0 (1) (1)

50 - 99 10 18 (1) 0 0 0 (2) 3

100 & over 10 26 0 0 0 0 0 9

Total (29) (57) (86) (35) (50) (11) (81) (69)

42 (6)

13 (2),

29 (5)-

o (1),

o (2)

It / o

,(115 (16

Surprisingly, form of government di8 not affect size of staff supervision. Sitillar

proportions of female and male managers reported supervising personnel within the-six

staff size ranges regardless of whether they served in mayor/council or council/M/anager

governments. For example, 17 percent of women report managing a staff of between 10

and 29 persons in mayor/council cities compared with 19 percent of women in council/

manager cities. And 24 percent of male managers report supervising a staff of between

10 and 29 persons in mayor/council cities oompared with 22 percent in council/manager

towns.

Sex Segregation in Staff Management

One of our most striking findings is that women in management are much more likely

to manage an all-female staff than their male counterparts. Fifty-one percenilof

female managers report all-female staffs, compared with 19 per-Cent-of malemanagers.

Part of the expl'anation lies in the fact that women hold the vast majority of cleriCal

and secretarial positions in this nation. As Table 5.2 indicates, only six women among

our female respondents andthreepercent of male respondents report managing an all-male

staff.
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TABLE 5.2: PERCENT OF MALES ON STAFF BY MUNICIPAL KANAGERS

Males on Staff (%) Municipal Managers

Zero 51 19

1 9 (7) (3)

10 - 24 9 10

25 - 49 V 17 21

50 - 74 12 25

75 99 7 20

100 (6) 3

Total (284) (180)

The 1975 Manpower report of the President revealed that more women were working in

the lower-payisng service, blue collar and clerical positions and fewer in the professional

and managerial positions in 1972 than in 'either 1950 or 1960. Statistics from the

1970 census showed that 50 percent of workingowomen were in clerical jobs while less

than five percent were in managerial and administrative positions. Another study,

The 1973 Minorities and Women in State and Local Government found thatIthe two lowest

paying 'job categories--office and clffical, and para7professional--were overwhelmingly

female (85% and 65%).

he staff segregation uncovered in this study appears to be job specific. The

female municipal managers who have predominantly female staffs are clerks, finance

(office s, and assistants. Seventy-five percent of female clerks, 54 percent of female

finance officers and 53 percent of female assistants have no tales on staff. Males in

each of these job categories are much more likely,than their female counterparts to

have se$ually integrated staffs.

Population size does, not impact on the likelihood of having a sexually segregated

, staff, nor does form of government. It is more likely that this finding is a
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resulted in a significant cluster of working women filling secretarial and support

positions.

TABLE 5.3: PERCENT OF FULL-TIME STAFF BY JOB CATEGORY

Full:Time Department

Staff (%) CAO/CM Finance Officer Clk/Trs/Reg. Assistant Head

F M F M F M F M F M

Zero (0) (0) (2) (0) (1) (0) 3 8 5 (0)

1 - 9 (0) (0) (0) (0) (0) (0) (0) (0) (1) (0)

10 - 24 4 4 (0) (0) (0) (0) (0) (0) (0) (0)

25 - 49 7 8 (1) (0) (1) (0) 3 3 5 (0)

50 - 74 29 12 15 22 14 (0) 16 19 12 (1)

75 99 29 43 22 22 25 (5) 15 17 14 (0)

100 ,32 33 59 56 57 (6) 63 52 63 (13)

Total (28) (51) (85) (32) (49) (11) (73) (63) (43) (14)

As,Table 5.3 indicates, female managers were just as likely as male managers to

have full-time staff under their supervision. Overall, 58 percent of female managers

reported that their entire staff was full time compared with 51 percent of male managers.

Both female ant male managers in towns with populations of 9,000 and under were

v.
the most likely not to'have full-time staff.

Percentage of Female Department Heads

Municii3a1 managers were asked how many department heads there were in their

cities and Now many of these positions were filled by women. Forty-four percent of

male managers report that there are no female department heads in the cities in which

they work, compared with only 27 percent of female managers who report no women heading

municipal departments. Almost double the percentage of female managers (31%) said
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that all of the department heads in their towns were women compared with 17 percent

of male managers. This greater likelihood for female managers to report more female

department heads in their towns than male manager's suggests some explanations. One

explanation is that the all-female department head situations could be occurring in

relatively small towns where staffs are limited and Oomen perform traditional finance

officer and clerk/treasurer/registrar functions.

TABLE 5.4: PERCENT OF DEPARTMENT HEADS WHO ARE FEMALE BY COMMUNITY POPULATION

Department Heads Who
Are Female (%) Community Population (to the nearest thousand)

9 s under 10 - 39 40 99 ioo & over

F M F M F M F M

Zero 28 49 24 51 33 26 27 (4)

1 - 24 (0) (0) (0) (0) (0) (o) (o) (o)

25 - 49 3 4 7 8 27 13 33 (9)

50 - 74 8 24 33 22 22 52 33 (5)

75 99 (0) (0) (4) 2 (1) (0) 8 / (0)

100 61 24 34 18 16 10 (o) (1)

Total (64) (51) (161) (101) (45) (31) (49) (19),

As Table 5.4 summarizes above, the smaller the town, the more likely it is to 4e

an all -ferale department head staff. As population size increases, the chances of a

predominantly female department head staff declines.

While it appears that population affects the likelihood of having female department

heads, it is also probable that the presence of women in administrative and managerial

positions can increase the chances of hiring and recruitment for other managerial

women. ihe presence of managerial women at the local level was mentioned frequently

in the telephone interviews. Once a female manager joined an all-male team, women

and men felt it opened the door for other administrative Women to follow.
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Unexpected Drawbacks to a Municipal Manager's Job

Managing the cities in the 1980s means providing a multitude of intergovernmenta)

programs and meeting citizen demands in addition to delivering services directly to

individuals, families, and neighborhoods. The tremendous diversity oflocal units of

government make generalizatiort about local government administration /difficult. From

the large urban cities like Detroit and Newark, to th4 sprawling suburbs of a Los Angeles

or Atlanta, to the rural span of Blue Earth County in Minnesota, the challenges change.

Yet, there are unanticipated tasks on the job, challenges to the profession, and roles

that women and men in city management fill basic to the profession regardless of the

size and complexity of the local governmental unit.

\)\
One of our questions on the telephone survey tapped somerptising responses'

about how female and male administrators envisioned their role before they started

working and what it was like after they assumed the position.

Forty-six percent of the female administrators and 65 percent of the male

administrators who were interviewed felt that their jobs held some components that

they had not anticipated. First among the upexpected problems cited by both females

and males was the rapid pace of municipal management and the heavy demands beyond the

1

regular 40 hour workweek. Another problem which many female and male managers did

not anticipate is the immediacy of public reaction to decisions, which renders managers

"nakel on the front line" of constituency criticism. Female managers next mentioned

the bureaucratic red tape which hinders progress and ties up projects for months at a

time. Males cited unexpected limits on their power and job responsibilities, due to

either administrative restraint by mayor or council, a bureaucratic structure which

dilutes power, or a political climate which ties the hands of municipal managers.

The frustrations of the job seem to cross gender lines with both females and

males discouraged about cutting through red tape or pushing a contrary political body
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to see the professional light of day. A female assistant city manager from Florida

puts it this way, "I thought it would be like running a large business and that I

could accomplish things. Here, every type of program that you want to implement,

you not only have to set it up technicarly and professionally, but you also have to

I/
sell it politically."

A male town manager in Maine says, "My preconceived notions were that the council

wanted a person to come in here and run the ship--manager, policymaker, overall head

of administration--commander of the helm. The difference is that I found the council

is not willing to give up the throne. Over the years, even though the charter says

that this is a very strong managerial community, they have not yet been willing to

let the manager perform in that mode."

Of those female and male municipal managers interviewed who had been assistants

before being Promoted into a city manager post--the "front line" aspect of decision

making was a common point of reference. An assistant is buffered by the manager's

office. But once one assumes the top administrative post, the lines come down an4,the

responsibility between council directives and managerial implementation rests squarely

on the shoulders of the CAO/CM. Turn around time is quick between a crisis in the

city and a response to meet the need, resulting in what managers refer to as "quick

and dirty" studies of problems, tightly written memos with alternatives, and strategies

for action that have built-in bottom line budgets. "I don't like Oat kind of a

trigger response to problems, but often that is all you have time for. The long-range,

extensive research opportunities are few and far between," says a female management

assistant from Arizona.

If the community is small or a clerk-treasurer is at the helm, a different set

of frustrations seem to operate. "I am jack-of-all-trades and master-of-none, but I

manage to spend all my time putting out fires," says a male city administrator from
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Alabama. "We are small, understaffed, and underfinanced.- We are never ahead of

.what we need to do but we keep at it, step-by-step. This year, what I consider a

real accomplishment is getting it across to the council that we must have a good

maintenance program for all our vehicles."

A female city administrator from Oregon echoes his problem. "Everytime I open

a file drawer or a closet, there are surprises. There is no understanding here of

the state laws that mandate compliance from us. We weren't holding legal public

hearings on any of the programs that demanded them. I threw, out the bookkeeping

system, I established the planning department, updated our ordinances, worked

step-by-step to bring this town into the 20th century."

As smaller cities grow in population, as they connect closely with federal and

state mandates and programs, the responsibilities of public administfttion expand,

making the job more demanding and time-consuming, and introducing clerk-treasurers

to the red tape of larger bureaucracies.

Differences Between Women and Men in Management Styles

One of the frequently voiced opinions about female municipal managers is that

they are different than male municipal managers. Hennig and Jardim theorize in The

Managerial Woman that because of early socialization patterns of growing up female

and male, women and men develop different management styles as they respond to day-to-

day management situations.9 They believe that different orientations, expectations,

aspirations and experiences between women and men translate into distinct managerial

styles. We examined the question of gender differences in municipal management styles

in the telephone interviews we conducted. In the phone interviews we asked: In whai ,

ways, if any, do you think women and,men perform differently in municipal management

positions?
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Our telephone sample split almost evenly on those administrators who believe there

is a gender-based difference in managerial style and those individuals who believe

there is no difference other than the stereotyped image that allows men to behave a

certain way and restricts women from behaving the same way.

Many of the differences in perceptions of management styles among our female and

male administrators are the result of societal sex stereotyping. People believe that

women are more sensitive, more intuitive, and more empathetic than men, and the image

perpetuates itself even in the management realm.

One of the most frequent,observations that crosses gender lines sees women

managers as more inclined to ask other people's opinions before making a decision--a

participatory management style. This administrative pattern can make a woman manager

look indecisive. Women are also perceived as frequently making decisions within the

formal organizational structure 'such as in the office, at meetings, and through memos.

There seems to be less reliance on the informal association with collhgues and the

after work relationships that men use for ihe purpose of channeling decisions.

Other female administrators in states from Maine to Indi believe men take

more risks than women managers. Female managers seem to b

to be absolutely sure of their groundwork be ey will

cautious, wanting

tion. "People are

used to seeing a male take charge. A man can go out there d take a shot, because

he is not watched as critically as a woman is. A woman

an assistant city manager in Florida.

to prove herself," explains

Among the traits mentioned by female and male administrators characterizing

the female manager are: tact and diplomacy in smoothing tense situations; sensitivity

to the moods of,people; more attention to detail; willingness to spend time on staff

morale; more ooncern about personal employee relationships; less of an ability to

delegate.
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k female director of finahce from Louisiana admits, "I don't think I will ever

be able to say to someone; 'go and get me a.cup of coffee.' I find myself spending ,

the time to xerox and type a memo. It is one of my weakest areas, I could be more

efficient if I let someone else handle the routine." A'town clerk-treasurer from

Indiana noted thit most of the clerk-treasurer positions in the state are held by

women because, "we can deal with the tedious work."

Women administrators interviewed by telephone perceive their male colleagmes as

territorial, willing to take risks, more technically oriented, delegating work eo

subordinates, and more willing to tinker in the workings of a specific department.

A female finance director from North Carolina says, "I think women are more

concerhed with doing a high-level job than-some men are, because it.is a factor for

their very survival. They can't afford to make a mistake." Similar sentiments are

expressed by other female administrators around the nation. A female assistant to a

California city manager states, "I think men are more willing to make mistakes. They

feel more secure and that reflects the way they treat other personnel. Women delegate

less. I think they are afraid to let go, while men don't feel threatened, so it's

easier for them to share and give up control."

The more relaxed, personal, and empathetic managerial style that is noted among

some of our female interviewees also'has its drawbacks. A mid-western department

*
head watched herself "mother" her staff, sympathizing with their problems and clucking

over rheir misfortunes. If a sympathetic female manager Tends an ear to an employee's

personal problems, she may have difficulty forgetting those problems in the future.

The employee's vulnerability has peeled through the eMployee-department head veneer.

Distance among colleagues may be a necessary ingredient in the managerial relationship.

"I think many women tend'to perform the way I do because it's been their

background, particularly the women who come oult)pf,:marriage and childraising situations.
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You-learn how not to upset people, how to stroke their egos when it is needed,"

ejains a New York female department head.

One final idea that finds itself expressed differently among female and male

administrators is the concept of team management. The definition of "team" changes

by gender. When women administrators talk about team, they come from a staff

perspective of doing whatever it takes to get the whole Job done, even tosthe point

of taking on more than they can realistically tackle. When male managers talk about

team, they talk of a specific leadership role performing a specific task. If each

link in the performance chain covers its task, the overall goal is achieved. If

one department fails, the problem does not rub off on a successful manager who

performed his part of the task.

Self-Perceptions of Efficacy and Power

An important aspect of a person's job experience is her/his sense of efficaq,

achievement and accomplishment. Female and male municipal managers were asked if

they made recommendations to their governing body and whether or not their recommendations

were followed. Seventy-nine percent of female managers and 90 percent of male managers

report making recommendations to their governing bodies. Table 5.5 summarizes female

and male responses as to whether they make recommendations and how often those

recommeidations are followed.

One.hundred percent of both female and male CAO/CM's make recommendations to their

governing bodies and 93 percent of the time those recommendations are followed nearly

always or most of the time. Finance officers and department heads are the next likely

occupational groups to make recommendations frequently and have them seriously

considered and followed, with assistants and clerk/treasurer/registrars ranking behind

them.
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TABLE 5.5: RECOMMENDATIONS fo GOVERNING BODY BY MUNICIP L MANAGERS' JOB CATEGORY

Do you make
k

Department

CAfCA1 Finance Officer tlk/Trs/Reg. Assistant Head

recommendations
to your
governing body?

F M F

Yes 100 100 83 97 71 (11) 72 82 88 (14)

Nb (0) (0) 17 . . 3 29 (0) 28 18 12 (3)

Total (30) (59) (95) (37) (59) (11) (132) (93) (49) (17)

Are your
recommendations
followed?

Nearly Always (43 50 30 42 24 (4) 39 37 55 (3)

Most of the
time so 43 49 56 64 (6) 42 51 35 (9)

Half the
time 3 3 8 3 7 (1)

-0

10 7 8 (2)

Less than half
the time 3 3 13 (0) 5 (0) / 9 5 3 (0)

Total (30) (58) (77) (36) (42) (11) (90) (75) (40) (14)

In addition, female and male managers were asked to indicate what would happen in

the event of an initial disagreement over policy recommendations made to the governing

body. Acro s all job categories,if a municipal manager's recommendations were

initial] d, the majors y said that at least half the time the governing body

would come to agcee with them. y 17 percent of female and male finance officers,

and 13 percent of female and 19 p7frcent of male assistants, reported that resolution

to a policy disagreement with their governing body occurs less than 50 percent of the

time.

g
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Effect of Population, Regiod, and Form of Government on
Administrator's Sense of Personal Efficacy

'For female municipal managers, the environments most conducive to high activity

in maki'ng recommendations to governing bodies are the small towns with 9,000 and

under population, and the large cities with 100,000 and over population. Male

managers are most active in making recommendations, and are most-likely to feel that

their recommendations are followed in towns with 9,000 and under populations, and

mid-range populations of 10,000-39,0Q0. If initial Oolicy disagreement occurs, 65

percent of these female administrators in small towns say they can swing their

councils around at least most of the time to their point of view. In the large cities

of 100,000 population and over, 67 percent of these women can swing their council

around at least most of the time after an initial policy disagreement. Males,

however, are more likeljftto feel efficacious in policy disagreements in cities with

populations of 40,000-99,000, and populations of 100,000 and over.

When we analyze recommendations to the governing body by the variable of

geographic regipn, the Mountain/Pacific and Eastern regions of the nation appear as

the most receptive areas to administrator's policy recommendations. More than 90

percent of mdles in both of these two regions report making recommendations to their

political bodies and having their recommendations followed at lea most of e time.

Ana, more than 55 percent in each region say that they are able to sway policy decisions

after initial disagreement with their council at least half of the time.

More than 85 percent of female managers in the Mountain/Pacific region and 82

percent of females in the Eastern region report making recommendations to their

governing bodies and having their recommendations followed at least most of the time.

And, 55 percent of females in the Mountain/Pacific region and 67 percent of those in

the Eastern region report that they are able to successfully influence their governing

Alboards after policy disaglipments at least fillitof the time.
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The population density on the East and West coasts may account for the fact that

municipal managers, both female andmale, feel most confident in making policy
co°

ihitiatives,l.swaying the council, and bringing the political body around to the

managerial point of view. The complex, technical, and social services types of daily

decision-making associated with more densely populated areas may dictate a heavier

reliance on professional staff and may be reflected in the regional differences.

It is surprising to find that female and male managers are more likely to make

recommeridations to their governing bodies,and are able to bring about acquiescence

when there is a policy disagreement in mayor/council cities than in council/manager

cities. While the council/manager form of government was designed to promote

goverment by management expertise, 76 percent of females in council/manager cities

repOrt making policy recommendations compared with 83 percent in mayor/council cities.

Eighty-seven percent of male managers in council/manager cities report making

recommendations compared ,with 100 percent of male managers in mayor/council cities.

Fifty-three percent of female managers in council/manager cities compared with 62

percent in mayor/council cities, report success at least most of the time in 5waying

their governing boards in the event of a policy disagreement. And, 46 percent of

males in council/manager cities compared with 63 percent of males in mayor/council

cities say that their governing bodies eventually agree with them at least most of

the time in policy disagreements.

The Hidden Level of Management

Throughout this report,-we have termed the clerk/treasurer/registrars among our

respondents as serving in "the hidden level of management." These female and male

city clerks and clerk-treasurers are performing varied administrative duties, and in

many instances are de facto CAO/CM's. They are not, however, trained as city managers
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nor do they identify themselves as managerial officials.

There are.60 female and 11 male clerk/treasurer/registrars among our respondents.*

The majority are from small towns. Thirty-seven percent of female clerks and only

one male clerk serve in towns of 9,000 population and under. Sixty-two percent of

the females serve in towns of 10,000 to 39,000 population, compared with 10 out of 11

. male clerks.

While there are city clerk/treasurer/registrar respondents all over the country,

they predominate in the Central and Southern regioni of the United States. Sixty-seven

percent of female clerks and six of 10 male clerks are serving in these two regions.

The.rest are serving in the Eastern region (22% of female clerks) and are least likely

to be located in the Mountain/Pacific region.

Female clerks are olcier than respondents in any other job category. Sixty percent

of them are aged 50 and older and only seven percent are between the ages of 20-29.

This is not the case for male clerks, the majority of whom fall into the age bracket of

30-39 (6 of 10).

Female clerk/treasurer/registrars are the least likely group surveyed to hold a

college degree or have experienced an internship. Ninety-two percent of female clerks

report less than a Bachelor's degree. Yet, they are avid workshop attendants with

over 75 percent listing workshops they have attended. The educational profile of male

clerks contrasts sharply with their female counterparts. Six out of nine report holding

a Bachelor's degree and only two male clerks report less formal education than a

Bachelor's degree. In addition, one male clerk reports holding a Master's degree.

*While the number of male clerks is too small to generalize to the total population,

the female clerks represent a diverse sample that allows us to construct an occupational

profile. The female and male comparisons that follow are often in stark contrast, yet

the male responses cannot be taken as statistically representative. However, they may

reflect gender differences within this job category. We do know that females represent

61% of this occupational category according to the 1979 Munici al Year Book, while males

comprise 39% of clerks nationwide. This occupational category for Te7aies represents

3,710 women,'the largest number of females in any municipal management position surveyed

by ICMA in 1979.
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Most of the clerks in this study are functioning as chief administrative

officers. The majority of both female and male clerks'report directly to elected

officials. They virtually all manage staffs, yet their staffs are predominantly

small (from 1 to 9 people). Ninety percent of female clerks have staffs of between

one and nine persons compared with five of 11 male clerks. The staffs are also

overwhelmingly female. Seventy-five percent of female clerks sullbrvise an all-female

staff, while their male colleagues are more likely to supervise larger, gender integrated

staffs.

The clerk/treasurer/registrars are no more or less active on boards than the rest

of the sample. Female clerks are somewhat less likely than females in any other

category to make recommendations to their governing bodies. Seventy-one percent of

female clerks report making recommendations, compared with 100 percent of female

managers, 88 percent of female department heads and 83 percent of female ftnance

officers. While their recommendations are followed most of $he time, they were

considerably less likely than other officials to report that their recommendations were

followed nearly always. Their position is, in fact, rather anomalous. They serve the

council, report to officeholders and, in fact, perform many administrative duties

using their staffs, yet are relatively hesitant to make policy recommendations and

are less confident of acceptance. In contrast,,all the male clerks report making

recommendations to their governing bodies ahd 10 out of 11 clerks say therr

recommendations are followed most of the time. In general, clerks lead the Job

categories in reporting no disagreements with their governing bodies.

Just as female and male clerks differ in their educational backgrounds, size and

gender of staffs supervised and how often they made recommendations to their governing

body, they differ on the salaries they earn for performing their jobs. Twelve percint

of female clerks report salaries of $9,000 and under compared with no male clerks

reporting this salary level. Comparable percentages of female and male clerks report
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Yet, three male clerks earn between $20,000 and $29,000 while only 15 percent of their

female counterparts earn this amount.

Of all the municipal managers, female clerk/treasurer/registrars assign the most

responsibility to elected officials. The fact that they serve predominantly in cities
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governed under the mayor/council format, explains some of this deference to elected

officials. Perhaps their greater empathy towards elected officials, their insistence

that they don't disagree withthem, for example, helps explain ihe paradoxes in their

role. On the one hand they are expected to have policy input, on the other they'

fail to perceive themselves as chief administrative officers. These are officials whose

job at one time was mOstry as secretary, and "clerk" to the oouncil. Their job now

_involves a staff and many administrative duties such as federal and state grant-in-aid

management. The male clerk/treasurer/registrars contrast sharply with their female

peers and report overwhelmingly that the manager has primary responsibility over

personnel (91%), budget (100%), administration (91%), and planning (100%).

The growth and added responsibilities of their jobs have, in some instances,

catapulted them into de facyo management and in others, it has resulted in a stripping

. away-of their responsibilities. "When I came into this job such a long time ago, the

position was not very difficult. It was a job that the two previous clerk/treasurers

had only spent part-time on. When I came into office, I decided the job needed to be

full time be-cause of ill the federal and state regulations," says a female clerk/

treasurer from; Indiana. And, in contrast; a city clerk in Arizona describes the

cumulative paring back of his job responsibilities t the city clerk when the community

grew and various functions became specialized. "When I started here five years ago,

this position included finance, personnel, purchasing, supervision of office staff

and city clerk all in one. We have since brought in personnel to specialize in these

areas leaving this job primarily as that of secretary to the mayor and council."

1
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In a similar situation in Connecticut, a female four-year veteran of the city

clerk/treasurer position is waiting out her term until a city manager takes over her

duties within the year. "My position will be replaced by a city manager,because our

-

town voted to switch to a council/manager form of government and basically I believe

most of the dutiel of the city manager will be what I am doing now," she says. Her

description of the city clerk/treasurer job was one that demanded diplomatic skills

and the abijity to work under pressure.

While most clerk/treasurers are content to implement their governing bodies'

decisions rather than attempt to shape policy themselves, some voice'their dissatis-

faction in our telephone interviews. When it domes to attitudes toward women

clerk/treasurers, a female veteran of 24 years on the job believes her council gives

her "all the credit in the world" for having ability, yet when she speaks up at council

meetings she continually feels "put down." "After all, I have been around a long

time. My opinions and'reactions should be worth something," she says.

Another female clerk/treasurer from North Carolina, explains a problem she faces
-

when decisions are made by-the council and city manager. "Unless my council is

stymied, they don't turn to me as part of the decision-making process, even when it

comes to budgetary matters that are within my province." This desire to be recognized

among clerks and clerk/treasurers surfaces most frequently among veterans in the

position who have watched elected officials come and go.

Organizations aimed at meeting the specific needs of these municipal employees

have been mobilized as the job functions have changed and responsibilities have grown.

One of the most effective organizations serving these "hidden managers" is the Indidflt

League of Municipal Clerks and Treasurers. This organization meets annually, but is

also organized on a regional and district basis. A female Indiana clerk/treasurer

describes the way it operates: "We can always pick up the phone and call another

9
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clerk/treasurer to see if she can give an answer to a problem that I have come up

against. It is very informal. As an organization we have tried to stress that people

who are clerk/treasurers should be better trained because the job has changed so

tremendously. We now have a manual so that newly-elected clerk/treasurers will know

what they are going to have to do in the job. When I
first,took office, there Was no

such thing. The 'league has also instituted an annual training school. We have in

place a mechanism to pass on information and training skills to help eaCh other."

,1

-

.



PART VI: RELATIONSHIPS TO ELECTED OFFICIALS

Key Findings

1. Both female and male municipal managers rate political parties as unimportant to

governmental policymaking, personnel decisions and their own career paths:

69% of females and 71% of males rate political,parties as
unimportant to governmental policymaking

83% of females and '88% of males rate political parties as

unimpoprtant to personnel decisions

82% of females and ,89% of males rate political parties as

unimportant to career decisions

2. Both female and male municipal managers rank administrators rather than elected

officials as having primary respbnsibility over a variety of governmental functions

from administration to budget making:

76% of females and 92% of males say adMinistrators have primary

responsibility over administration

73% of females and 86% of males say adMinistrators have primary

responsibility over personnel decisions

69% of females and 85% of males say administrators have primary

responsibility over budget

62% of females and 79% of males say administrators have primary

responsibility oveplanning

3. Politicians are cited as having more influence in mayor/council cities than in

council/manager cities:

In mayor/council cities, 46% of female and 24% ae malettikqrs
credit elected officials with primary responsibillty% eneral

adMinistrative functions

In council/manager cities, only 3% of female and no ma/6 managers

among our respondents credit elected officials with priMary

administrative responsibility

4 Both female and male municipal managers cite the mayor as the most powerful figure

in the community, followed by the CAO/CM and council members:

Mayor cited by 48% of females and 41% of males

CAO/CM cited by 20% of females and 23% of Males

Council members cited by 18% of females and 18% of males
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5. Sixty-one percent of female and 59 percent of male municipal managers report
directly to the CAO/CM, while 26 percent of women and 29 percent of men report
directly to an elected official.

6. Forty percent of female elected officials in our sample cite nonpartisanship and
administrative expertise as two reasons for the administrator/po)itican gulf.
44,understanding political pressure and reason4ng and the aura.of superiority

,that politicians perceive in administrators, leads to tensions and antagonisms
between the career appointed and elected official.

7. Seventy-six pertnt of female elected respondents expressed positive sentiments
toward the women's movement and its major goals, 12 percent expressed negative
sentiments and 13 percent were neutral on the issue.

8. Elected femaje respondents report associating most frequently with male elected
(82%) and male administrative officials (79%), at business meetings and.conferences.

9. Elected female respondents are more likely to initiate activity to appoint women
to boards and commissions rather than to engage in activities to employ women in
government:

87% of female elected officials report involvement in activities
to appoint women to government boards and commissions. Of these
female officials, 95% report success in gaining ar and commission
posts for women nominees

Only 39% of female elected.officials repOrt involvement in activities
to employ women in government

21% choose not to extend any effort to employ women

41% said employment activities were not applicable to their role
as an elected official

Of those who did engage in activities to employ women in gornment,
87% were successful in recruiting female job candidates

10. One-third of elected women respondents said that a "new girls network" existed in
their towns:

59% said no women's network existed

5% said a women's network was just getting started

Elected respondents describe women'S networks operating through the
following circumstances:

professional organizations (43%)
informal associations and friendships (32%)
community action groups (7%)
the League of Women Voters (10%)

''r),
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11. Although 99% of female elected officials say it is appropriate for women to enter

city management careers, only 41% believe that managerial women in government can

help them be more effective officeholders:

Those elected women who felt that managerial women would enhance
their job effectiveness cited the supportiveness of women toward
other women, female interpersonal skills, high qualifications of
women in municipal management, and easing the barriers of
stereotyping and discriminatiOn through increased numbers of women

in leadership positions

Thoseelected women who felt women managers would not
po/itical effectiveness explained that gender is un
that only merit and qualifications count

affec
mpor

thei2r
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PART VI: RELATIONSHIPS TO ELECTED OFFICIALS

A classic dichotomy in public administration literature is the relat(ionship

between the administrator and the politician. Situational variables such as job

tenure, job responsibilities, and means of obtaining positions often place

administrators and elected officials at different ends of the spectrum.

A recurring theme in both the survey data and the telephone interviews is the

distance and problems as ted with communication between the two sides of

government. Respondents describe a natural tension between the politician and the

administrator. Tenure in elected office is often short and uncertain. Administrators'

job security is based on technical expertise and career credentials. In theory,

politicians formulate policy while administrators implement it. Yet realistically,

job stability, familiarity with issues, and technical expertise on/ehe part of the

administrator places her/him in a position to shape policy as well as implement it.

Elected officials depend on the voters favor to gain their position while

administrators attain their career positions based on credentials, training and

. technical ability. Given all of these factors, it is not surprjsing that politicians

follow the short-range demands and problems of their constituency while the manager

often keeps her/his eye on the long-range solutions. Built into the governmental

process is A check and balance system that has the potential for stress, opposition,

and even circumvention.

. Despite this tension, our survey found that many ;lected women do get involved

in activities to Appo.int women to government boards and commissions and, to a

lesser extent, to recruit-them for governmental employment. This finding indicates

that_an.informal femate support linkage operates within municipal management, And

often transcends communication barriers between administrators and politicians.

Our study also shows.that those elected woman who' Choose to actively recruit

other women experience a high success rate. Thrs fact Suggests that the-female
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officials involVed not only are effective in making recommendations to their

political peers, but that they also must have informal ties to female networks.

In fact, approximately one-third of elected women respondents say that a "new

girls' network" exists in their towns and that it operates through professional

organizations and informal personal associations.

The limited number's of women in both the political and administrative areas

in 1979 may fostell their banding together (Or mutual support, mentoring and

networking, regardless of whether they are politicians or administrators. Respondents

in the telephone interviews describe situations where female councilwomen rely on

female administrators for information and/oryfechnical expertise. The marginal

impact of women in municipal government--both politically and administratively--may

foster a sense of common purpose and recognition of shared problems among females.

We asked a series of questions to determine the extent to which political parties

are involved in the governmental process, the extent to which the politician participates

in the administrative process, and to discover their perceptions of who the powerful

individuals are in municipal government.

Female and male managers ranked the importance of political parties to governmental

policymaking, personnel decisions, and their own career advancement. Overall, both

female and male managers rate political parties as unimportant in all three situational

contexts. Sixty-nine percent of females and 71 percent of males say political parties

are not important to governmental policymaking. Eighty-three percent of females and

88 percent of males say that political parties are not important in personnel decisions;

82 percent of females and 89 percent of males say that political parties are unimportant

to their own career advancement.

Not surprisingly, the eastern region of the nation, particularly the Middle

Atlantic states with the dominance of the mayor/council form of government, gives the

highest ratings to the influence of political parties along all three dimensions

measured. Municipal managers are more likely to say that political parties are important
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if they come from larger towns and/or mayor/council cities. Yet, even in these types

of citts, the majority of female and male managers continue to rate parties as not

important. Career administrators do not rate political parties as powerful initiators

or contributors to governmental policymaking, personnel choices, or their own careers.

Responsibility for Key Administrative Functions

Municipal managers were asked to cite which office had primary responsibility for

personnel, budget, planning, and general administration. As Table 6.1 summarizes,

municipal managers view administrators as much more influential than e.lected officials

regardless of the governmental function.

TABLE 6.1: MUNICIPAL WAGERS' ASSIGNMENT OF PRIMARY RESPONSIBILITY FOR KEY

GOVERNMENTAL FUNCTIONS

Who has primary
Key Governmental Functionsresponsibility?

Personnel Budget Planning Administration

F M F M F M F M

4 %

Municipal Manager(s) 73 86 69 85 62 79 76 92

Elected Official(s) 22 11 20 9 25 9 19 7

Manager(s) 6 Elected 4 (5) 10 4 6 3 4 (1)

Special Bd/Town Mtg (5) 0 (8) (4) 7 8 (3) 0

Total (366) (214) (362) (215) (352) (214) (357) (214)

While it was expected that municipal managers would report their own hegemony

over administration and personnel in management oriented cities, it was somewhat

surprising that administrators also cite their dominance of the planning and budget

making process.

When it comes to administrative responsibility, female and male managers are in

agreement on their dominance over elected officials. Seventy-six percent of women

`-'6
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and 92 percent of men cite municipal management responsibility for day-to-day

administration.

Yet, male managers are more likely than female managers to assign municipal-

managers primary responsibility over personnel decisions in their towns. Double the

percentage of'female managers as male managets give credit to elected officials as

those who are responsible for hiring, firing and other personneldecisions (22% compared

with 11%).

Women are also more likely than men to see elected officials or a combination of

elected and administrative staff as having primary responsibility over planning

functions (31% of women compared with 12% of men). Yet, the majority of women (62%)

ie still cite the administrators' control over the planning process.

The most striking gender differences occur when female and Tale managers are

asked who has command over the budgetary process. Thirty percent of women credit

elected officials or a mix of elected and administrative officials as having fiscal

responsibility compared with only 13 percent of men. And 69 percent of female managers

compared with 85 percent of males say the budgetary process is controlled by municipal

managers.

Across all job categories, male managers are more likely than female managers to

. assign municipal managers rather than elected officials primary responsibility for

administrative, planning, personnel and budgetary functions. For example, 81 percent

of male CAO/CM's rt municipal management responsibility for planning functions

compared with 45 percent of female CAO/CM's. And 92 percent of male CAO/CM's say

that municipal managers control the budgetary process compared with less than

three-quarters (73%) of their female colleagues.

Of all job categories, females and males working as assistants in municipal

management are closest in their perceptions of who has primary responsibility for
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personnel, budget, planning, and general administration. Strikingly similar percentages

of female and male assistants concur that municipal managers rather than elected

officials control all four of these functions. For example, 94 percent of female and

98 percent of male assistants say that muicipal managers are primarily responsible

for administrative functions. Eighty-three percent of female and 85 percent of male

assistants concur that'managers are responsible for planning functions in local

government. These matching perceptions suggesting municipal management dominance in

local government comld be accurate reflections of hIghly professional governmept.

These professionaTgovernments are more likely to have larger staffs and thus more

assistants. Or, these perceptions may indicate assistants' insulation from political

pressures because of their relative youth and more professionally oriented educations,

their limited tenure in public service, and their accountability to managers rather

than politicians.

TABLE 6.2: MUNICIPAL MANAGERS' ASSIGNMENT OF RESPONSIBILITY FOR KEY GOVERNMENTAL

FUNCTIONS BY FORM OF GOVERNMENT

Who has responsibility? Key Governmental Functions

Municipal Manager(s)

Elected Official(s)

Manager(s) and Elected,.

Special Board/Town Mtg.

Total -4*

Personnel

Mayor/Council
F M

41 59

51 36

6 5

(3) 0

(123) (so)

Council/Manager
F M

94 99

4 o

3 (1)

0 0

(218) (148)

Budget

Mayor/Council
F M

43 68

39 24

17 5

(2) 3

(122) (59)

Council/Manager
F M

87 94

8 3

4 3

(215) (147)

Who has responsibility? Key Governmental Functions

Planning General Administration

Miricipal Manager(s) 31 54 83 91 43 75 96 loo

Elected Officals(s) 51 29 lo (2) 46 24 3

Manager(s) and Elected 7 3 5 3 9 (1) (2)

Special Board/Town Mtg. 11 14 2 5 3 U o

Total (117) (55) (212) (146) (12o) (59) (213) (147)

.14
e
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Table 6.2 summarizes differences in assigning responsibility between respondents

in mayor/council and council/manager cities. Managers in mayor/council cities are

much more likely than their counterparts in council/manager cities to identify elected

officials as the locus of responsibility across all four governmental areas. Yet,

female managers are more likely than male managers to assign elected officials prime

responsibility, even within cities governed under the mayor/council format. For example,

46 percent of female managers say that elected officials have prime responsibility for

general administration compared with 24 percent of male managers in mayor/council cities.

And 51 percent of female managers grant elected officials primary responsibility in

the areas of planning and personnel--the only instances where elected officials get a

majority percentage on responsibility for key governmental functions.

Sharp differences in perceptions of governmental responsibility occur between

female managers working in mayor/council and council/manager governments. Those

females working under a council/manager format share the perceptions oi their male

colleagues and overwhelmingly claim administrative dominance, while their female peers

in mayor/council cities give considerable (budget and administration) and someties

major credit (planning and personnel) to elected officials.

TABLE 6.3: MUNICIPAL MANAGERS' JOB CATEGORY BY FORM OF GOVERNMENT

Job Category Form of Government ,
Mayor/Council Council/Manager
F M P M

CAO/Cm 6 42 8 22

Finance Officer 35 35 20 10

Clk/Trs/Reg 28 5 , 11 5

Assistant 15 13 49 55

Department Head 16 5
. 13 9

Total , (127) (60) (220) (148)

1 'Oet
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As Table 6.3 shows, 63 percent of female managerial respondents in mayor/council

cities are working either as finance officers or as clerk/treasurer/registrars. In

contrast, 62 percent of female managers in council/manager cities are working as

assistants and department heads. findings in Parts I and II show that female

finance officers and clerk/treasur /registrars are among the older, least educated

managerial women surveyed. Seventy-five percent of female finance officers and 84

percent of female clerks are 40 yeari of age and older. Sixty-six percent

+
female

finance officers and 92 percent of female clerks have less than a bacheTor*degree.

These factors suggest that the profile of managerial women working under the two forms

of government is different. Managerial women in mayor/council cities are concentrated

in the job categories of finance officer and clerk and tend to be older and less

educated. Managerial women in council/manager cities tend to be working as assistants,

finance officers, and department heads and are younger and more hightly educated. The

more professional profile of women in council/manager cities may be reflected in their

attitudes toward administrative dominance of municipal government. Their counterparts

in mayor/council cities may feel hesitant to exert their authority due to the traditional

strength of political governing units and their lack of formal credentials.

This pattern of perceived administrative dominance and underestimation of elected

officials' roles, adds to the tension between the elected and career official. It

underplays tharpolitical responsibility of the elected official whose job it is to

create policy and shape programs. It is the politician who Judges the administrator

and is ultimately responsible for hiring and firing the manager. Yet, clearly among

our manamial respondents, either they dominate the governmental process in their

cities, or they circumvent the elected official by taking the decision-making process

into the managerial and technical realm rather than the political. Either situation

highlights the fact that rather than having natural alliances, politicians and
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administrators have a relationship characterized by built-in antagonisms. If

elected officials in the cities that this study represents do not have primary

responsibility for any of the four functions explored, then their representation of

the public does not have policy clout. If the administrative hegemony perceived by

female and male managet's is wishful thinking rather than reality, then a wide gulf

exists between the elected representatives and those administrators hired to execute

their policies.

Powerful Community Figures

Despite the failure of administrators to rate parties with much clout, and the

indication that elected,officials have limited responsibilities, municipal managers

are likely to list the mayor as the most powerful individual in their community.

Forty-eight percent of female managers and 41 percent of male managers cite the mayor

as the most powerful individual in their town. The CAO/CM is listed by 20 percent of

women and 23 percent af men as the second most powerful- figure, while council members

are listed third in the power hierarchy (by 19% of both female and male managers).

Political party officials have negligible impact. Overall, listing the four most

powerful people in the community, 46 percent of those municipal figures listed were%

elected officials while 50 percent were municipal managers. Less than one percent of

those municipal figures listed were political party figures.

Another dimension to the relationship between elected and appointed officials

is who female and male municipal managers report to directly. The clear majority

of female (61%) and male (59%) managers say they report directly to the CAO/CM while

only 26 percent of female and 29 percent of male managers say they report directly

to elected officials. The remainder of female and male managers say they repOrt to

a mix of elected and managerial officials (13% for women and 12% for men).
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While managers recognize local elected officials as powerful community forces,

they fail to recognize their responsibility when it comes to key administrative

functions in municipal government. Perhaps the lack of technical expertise associated

with politicians leads administrators to presume that their skills and training are

primary to the operation of municipal government.

The elected women surveyed provide additional insight on this issue of the

political/administrative relationship. Thirty-nine percent of elected women said

there were barriers between managers and elected officials. Politicians win office

through,elections and voter approval, while administrators gain appointments through

educational credentials and technical knowledge. Not surprisingly, then, the barrier

most often cited was the fact that administrators feel superior because of their

expertise and skills, and often treat politically sensitive issues with a nonpolitical,

textbook approach. Elected women also explain that administrators either choose to

or are required to be nonpartisan and, as a result, keep their distance from elected

officials.

Telephone Interviews and Elected Officials

Telephone respondents were sometimes extremely outspoken on this issue. When we

talk about unanticipated aspects of the management Job, we quoted a male CAO from New

England who described his council as unwilling to "give up the throne...to let the

manager perform... "

A female clerk/treasurer from New England explains the different perspectives of

administrators and politicians succinctly:

...for the most part the politicians have a great distrust of
tho determdnations made by so-called professionals and feel they
have more of the answers and more of the pulse of the community

than the people who are here managing or doing the actual work

4nd, for that reason, quite frequently recommendations made by
the professionals who are working for the city are completely

disregarded.

1 4
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The professional administrator responds to long-range problem solving while the

elected official must face constituent demands and short-range solutions.

At the 1978 ICMA convention, the Women in Management subcommittee discussed this

problem. k male ex-manager from California felt there were no links between appointed -

and elected officials; one could not expect, for example, that elected women would

help the careers'of female managers. "Elected officials...have no real concepts of

what administrators do. Their main concern is getting elected again and bartering

interest." He continued to describe the special difficulties of elected women in

helping management women. "Elected women have chits to pay and they need their
,

credentials. It is asking too much of them to put themselves on the line and hire a

woman city manager who is going to maybe become an albatross around their neck. Who

needs the added pressures?"

A female city manager from California echoed his concern. She had interviewed

before councils with two or more women. '9 knew I was a top candidate. I was told
...

by my agency that I was a top contender for the job, yet the councilwomen felt the

pressure politically, and decided to go with a male. I can understand that pressure.

I feel it too now when I hire a woman for a tdp position in city administration. We

don't talk about it but that feeling is there."

In summary, municipal managers rank themselves as powerful people in their

communities influencing a broad range of municipal functions from budget setting to

planning to personnel decisions. Job stability, technical expertise, managerial

skills, and day-to-day issue familiarity converge to bolster the adminstrator's role

in municipal government. Yet, the policymaking power vested in the elected official

is an inherent source of tension between administrators and politicians.

r,

. 1 1 3
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Linkages Between Elected and Appointed Women

After exploring the relationship between eunicipal managers and their political

governing bodies, we turned to an investigation of linkages between managerial women

and elected women serving in the same municipality. What roles, if any, do women

elected officials play as mentors in the recruitment, hiring, and promotion of managerial

women? Inversely, what roles do women in municipal management play in the political

careers of women elected officials? -

One can hypothesize that as femiles, both elected and appointed, joinako.

governmental elites they exercise leadership and personal power to recruit, hire and

promote other women in public service. The underlying assumption is that these female

elites are predominantly pro-feminist and willing to exert their own personal power

to further the concerns of the feminist movement by bringing more women into public

sector policymaking positions.

A differing hypothesis would be that female elected and appointed officials are,

by nature of their limited tenure and scarce numbers, not confident enough nor willing

to exert feminist leadership that may stereotype them in the public eye as a feminist

politician or label them as "Wcaen's Libber Managers." They may be positive, lukewarm .

or negative to feminist concerns and positions, but the political risk in publically

and professionally exercising their attitude positions outweighs the benefits.

Two nationwide surveys of female political elites have uncovered a mixture of

feminist and non-feminist tendencies. Susan Carroll's study of women candidates in

1976 used the term "closet feminists" to describe women candidates who were found to

be generally committed to women's issues and the goals of the feminist movement yet

carefully hiding their positions from public view during the campaign period of their
().

public life.
10 Carroll presents two reasons for this concealed feminism on the part

of women candidates in 1976: fear of .being stereotyped as a one-issue candidate,

1
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and lack of a conscious recognition and acceptance of feminist predispositions--a

latent, unactivated feminism.

In a nationwide survey of elective and appointive women officeholders serving

in 1977, Johnson and Carroll found that women public officials demonstrated strong

support for feminist issues (ratification of the ERA, favoring social security benefits

for homemakers, and opposing a constitutional ban on abortion). Yet, at the

time, they were not joiners of feminist organizations and few listed wo 's issues

11
as one of their top three priority projects.

/

These two studies point to the duality of feminist attitudes an\ behavior for

women candidates and elected officials. There are other examples where women leaders

become activist in their Approach to bring other woaen into public service leadership

positions. For example, by August of 1978, then Secretary of Housing and Urban

Development, Patricia Harris, had managed to fill 51 percent of 155 top appointments

at HUD with women. Forty-seven percent of these women were at GS-11 range earning

$18,000 and over. Determlnation and reminders to top staffers that they can and

should find qualified women filtered from the secretary's office throughout the federal

agency.

Elected women were first asked how they felt overall about the women's rights

movement and its major goals. Five response options were listed from very positive

to very negative. Seventy-six percent of female officeholders expressed positive

sentiments toward the feminist movement and its major goals. Thirteen percent said

they were neutral on the issue and only 12 percent expressed negative reactions.

In exploring whether linkages exist between elected,and appointed officials we

asked elected women how often they associated with both female and male appointed and

elected officials in three different circumstances: business meetings and conferences,
#

informal or social contacts, and formally organized groups. As Table 6.4 shows, elected
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women associate tho.moet with other elected males and male managers and the interaction

occurs most often in business settings or within formal organizations.

TABLE 6.4A: FREQUENCY OF ELECTED WOMEN'S ASSOCIATION WITH FEMALE AND MALE ,ELECTED
OFFICIALS BY CIRCUMSTANCE

Frequency of Association Circumstances of Association w/ Elected Officials
Business Mtgs./ Informal/Social Formai

Conferences Contact Organizations
F M F H F M

Very Often 45 82 17 29 21 39

Occasionally 33 15 47 54 43 39

Rarely 16 2 23 12 22 14

Not at all 7 (2) 13 4 14 8

Total (382) (384) (379) (379) (378) (376)

TABLE 6.4B: FREQUENCY OF ELECTED WOMEN'S ASSOCIATION WITH FEMALE AND MALE MUNICIPAL
MANAGERS BY CIRCUMSTANCE

Frequency of Association Circumstances of Association w/ Elected Officials
Business Mtgs./ Informal/Social Formal

Conferences Contact Organizations

F M F M

Very Often 32 79 11 28 11 37

Occasionally 31 16 40 49 41 36

Rtely 25 4 31 19 26 18

Not at all_ 12 (4) 18 4 23 9

Total (380 (380) (376) (379) (374) (378)

Elected women report associating most frequently with male elected officials

(82%) and male municipal managers (79%) at business meetings and conferences. Their

frequent contact with elected males through formal organizations is considerably less

(39%) and they are least likely to associate very often with their male peers in
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informal, social situations (29%). The frequency of association reported with other

elected women and women municipal managers is considerably less than with male peers

or administrative colleagues across all three ciraumstances. For example, 21 percent

of women officeholders report associating very often with other female elected

officials within formal organizations and only 11 percent say they associate very

often with managerial women in the same situation. This lack of association with

either elected o appointed women through formal organizations may reflect the relative

newness of women's caucuses within professional associations and/or the fact that

these females do not join feminist organizations. Elected women are almost twice as

likely to associate very often informally with elected men (29%) and male municipal

managers (28%) than they are with either elected women (17%) or managerial women (11%).

The highest frequency of association amongwimen occurs at business meetings and

conferences where elected women report associating very often with other elected women

(45%) and managerial women (32%).

When we asked female municipal managers to report how frequently they associated

with other women in government, the business meeting and conference setting is also

mentioned most often (by 45% of the respondents). Only 23 percent of managerial women

reported associating with women in governmen in an informal, social setting, and

14 percent reported such activity with formal organizations.

The greater likelihood for elected women to associate more frequently with'o-ther

elected male officials and msle administrators in all three situations may be

explained by the traditional male dominance of political and governmental leadership

positions.

Activities to Appoint Women in Public Service

An overwhelming majority orelected women have been actively involved in appointing

women to serve on government boards and commissions. Eighty-seven percent of female

.1 4
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officeholder respondents said they had tried to get women appointed. Only five percent

reported that they had never been involved in any.activity to appoint women to boards

and commissions, and another eight percent reported that this activity was not applicabie

to their elective job role. Of those women who took*4 leadership role in supporting

women for appointments, 95 percent report success in obtaining female board positions.

Five percent of female elected officials reported that they were unsuccessful in their

efforts.
4

TABLE 6.5: FREQUENCY OF ELECTED WOMEN'S ACTIVITY TO APPOINT WOMEN TO BOARDS AND

COMMISSIONS

Number of times involved in activity to
aepoint women to boards and commissions Elected Women

1 to 4 36

5 to 9 41

10 to 14 17

15 over 5

Total (150)

Table 6.5 summarizes the number of times elected women report involvement in

activities to appoint women to government boards and commissions. Fifty-eight percent

report trying to appoint women from 5 to 1.4 times during their term(s) in office.

The median number of times an elected woman tried to get other women appointed was

seven. Not only have elected women engaged in multiple attempts to place a woman on

a board or commission, but of those who tried, 41 percent report 'a perfect success rate.

Those fe4ale officeholders who tried to appoint women to local government board

posts frequently depended on informal, subtle means such as talking to another elected

colleague (67%), or speaking to a public offical (57%). They were less likely to take

direct action themselves, either by recruiting women nominees (9%) or initiating
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nomination (4%). Close to a third of the elected women who tried to appoint a woman

to a board or commission reported writing a letter of recommendation to support a

nomination.

Perhaps this reluctance to actively recruit and nominate other women to boards

and commissions is a reflection of the fear of being stereotyped by colleagues or

the public as a feminist or being held accountable for female nominations. The
ct

reliance on informal conversations with colleagues and administrators may be a less

threatening means of supporting other women without risking political capital before

the public.

)

Activities to Employ Women in Public Service

When it comes to activities surrounding the employment of wqmerl in public service,

the majority of elected women (41%) say that such activity is not appl-icable to their

role as an elected official. Of those who could participate in recruiting, interviewing',

or hiring women in government, 65 percent say they have been involved in an effort to
"r

employ women while 35 percent say they have not extended any effort in tKis direppiqn.

It seems that once the decision is made to actively get involved in employing

women in government, female elected officials are eXtremely successful; Eighty-seve.

percent report success in recruiting women for government employment. When questioned

on what method provea most effectivb in,identifying and recruiting women candidates

for employment,I2 percent of elected women name personal contact or solicitation.

They describe using personal networks to identify female job candidates or putting

pre-Mire on elected colleagues or administrators 'to consider female applicants for

municipal job positions. 'Taremt hanks accounted for,14 percent of the successful

#
recruiting done by elected women, and women's groups were'credited by 12 percent. Only

seven percent of female officeholders said that they used public advocation of hiring

women as a successful recruitment strategy. The informal networking andibehind-the-

scenes conversations are the most effective means utilized by elected women to
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identify female job applicants.

For those elected women whose recruitment efforts failed, the majority (58%)

point to anti-female attitudes such as sex-role stereotyping and gender discrimination.

Other barriers cited to placing more women in municipal management positions included

lack of qualified female applicants (38%), lack of confidence of female applicants

(13%) and not enough female candidates in the management labor pool (11%).

In summary, elected women are mire likely to initiate activity to appoint women

to boards and commissions rather than to engage in behbvior to employ women in

government. Several factors may affect this situation. Appointments are generally

included within political job roles While employment activities may or may not. In

council/manager cities, elective officials usually keep out of personnel decision-making,

leaving primary responsibility to the municipal manager. The minority status of

Zp-

elected women, their dependence on male networks for information, and their limited

numbers among political governing bodies, may converge to make them hesitant about

taking an activist role to recruit other women into public service. Political culture

and environment, which is anti-feminist as some respondents describe it, may not be

conducive to their recruitment or appointive efforts on behalf of women job candidates

or nominees. The finding that so many elected women do get involved in activities to

appoint women,and to a lesser extent.to recruit them for employment, may indicate that

"an informal female support network is operating within municipal management. The

high success rate of elected women who choose to actively recruit other women, may

0,

suggest that they will not get involved in recruitment efforts unless they are fairly

confident that they can, be successful--thereby minimizing their political risk.

The heavy reliance on informal conversations may Indicate that elected women 4:

are politically astute and after evaluating theoolitical winds, they push for female

emplvment and appointment in ways that will not cost them votes or jeopardize their

politics) ,:image of representing all the people.
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Existence of a New Girls Network

Meeting common needs through group action has traditionally been the seed from

which organizations and associations grow. As CAWP's study "Women's Organizations in

the Public Service: Toward Agenda Setting" documents, female caucuses and associations

multiplied in the 1970s in response to the isolation, exclusion and newness of women

in government.

Recognizing the growing organizations of elected and appointed women across the

country, we asked female elected officials whether or not a "neirgirls network"

existed in their community, and how it operated either formally or informally, or why

a network did not exist.

One-third of elected women reported that a women's network existed in their

towns operating at a formal or informal level. Over half (59%) reported that no

wOmen's network existed and another five percent sa4d it existed minimally or was

just getting started. The remainder (3%) said they didn't know if a women's network

existed or not.

In describing how new networks functioned, 43 percent of elected women said they

operated through professional organizations. The professional organization can pull

members together through common concerns and interests and allow women to seek out

other women with whom they would not ordinarily come into contact. Thirty-two percent

of female officeholders say their networks operate through women informally in the

"new girls networks" in their towns. Only seven percent report that networks operate

formally. Women seeking out other women through community action groups accounts for

six percent of female networking and alliances made through the League of Women

Voter& accounts for 10 percent.

The dependency on professional organizations as a support system for elected and

appointed women places responsibility on these associations to try to meet the needs
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of newer entrants to polOtical life. As "Toward Agenda Setting" describes, some of

these organizations have responded by encouraging their female members to form caucuses

and by initiating organizational subcommittees and sask forces.

tsb

Reasons for Absence of a "New Girls Network"

The majority of elected women who cite a reason why a feminist network did not

exist in their town said there was no need for one (57%). Twenty-four percent of

elected women said there were too few women to make a network a viable support system.

Among other reasons given for the lack of a women's network were apathy among women

in the'community (18%); the fact that women were too busy wlth job responsibilities

(7%); lack of leadership/organizational skills in the community (7%). Surprisingly,

male domination or chauvinism and negative community reaction only accounted for 12

percent of the reasons cited for the absence of a network. Elected women either do

not see a need for networking, explain that women's numbers in political leadership

positions are too few, or place the blame on women's apathy, work schedule, or lack of

leadership ability. Apparently community reaction or ma4eSattitudes concerning women's

0
organizational efforts have little impact on the lack of a female network.

Despite the fact that 99 percent of female elected respondents say it is

appropriate for women to enter careers in city management, only 41 percent feel that

the presence of femele munidipal managers can help them to be more effective officeholders.

Fifty-nine percent fe,lt that the presence of female managers would not help them

performiheir elective duties more effectively.
4

Of those femele elected officials who felt women managers could increase their

political effectiveness, 66 imrcent explained that women were supportive of other

women. Thirty-Aeven percent cited,the reason that,more women in government would ease

barriers, and thereby help them function without being hindered by stereotyping and

15r4
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discrimination. Other elected females said women were highly qualified (21%) and

that women have good interpersonal skills (21%).

Of those female elected officials who felt women managers would have no effect ,

on their political life, 98 percent explained that gender is unimportant, merit and

qualifications count. They view themselves positively, as effective elected officials

and the presence of managerial women would not change or enhance their performance.

In summary, supportive networks are.beginning to link professional women in

government service. The fact that a third of elected female respondents report that

a "new girls network" exists in their town and that it operates either through

professional organizations or informally, documents that women have begun to mobilize

within government service. At thl same time, the 59 percent of elected respondents

who report that no women's network exists in their towns explaining that there is no

reason for one to form, points to a lack of awareness or recognition that such a

support system would be helpful. A dualistic pattern of pro-feminist and non-feAinipt

attitudes and beh r exists among female elected respondents. Those women who are

joining forces through mutual concerns and interests are utilizing the professional

organizations or informal personal associations as their networking vehicle. Those

women who do not recognize nor believe in the need for a support system among women

in government still feel that it is appropriate for women to enter careers in city

management and are generally supportive of the feminist movement and major goals.



PART VII: BARRIERS AND SUPPORT SYSTEMS FOR FEMALES IN MUNICIPAL MANAGEMENT

Key Findings

1. Female managers rate their communities' receptivity to professional women in
government lower than male managers:

57% of females rate their communities' receptivity to women in
government as moderate to very low compared with 39% of
male managers

2. Female municipal managers consider the employment of women in the public sector
to be a more important issue than most of their male counterparts:

53% of women managers believe this issue is "very important"
compared with 30% of pen managers

3. Male managers are able to hire or appoint,women more regularly than female
managers. Both female and male managers engage in activities to recommend and
hire women for government employment or to recommend and appoint women to serve
on public boards and commissions.

HOWEVER. .

Female managers are slightly more likely to recommend women for
employment (48%) than they are to recommend women for
appointments to boards and commissions (41%)

Male managers are more likely to recommend women as appointees
(61%) than they are to recommend women for.employment (53%)

4. Among both sexes, barriers to shiring/recruitment and promotion are cited
consistently as serious problems facing women seeking careers in municipal
management.

5. Both female and male managers agree that lack of training, and/or educational
qualifications and insufficient numbers of women in the management labor pool
are critical barriers facing women's advancement in careers in municipal management.

6. Overall, male managers are the least likely group surveyed to cite barriers as
important to women's advancement in the field, and female managers are the most

likely group to perceive barriers. Elected women tend to share the perceptions
of their female administrative peers on the subject of barriers, rather than the
outlook of the maLe administrator:

Male managers name insufficient numbers of women in the managerial
labor pool, lack of training and/or educational qualifications,
and individual personality traits as the top three barriers

women managers face. All three of these barriers place the blame
for women's lack of penetration into municipal management not on
the system, but on the woman herself.

1
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In contrast, women name individual personality traits, discrimination
by employers, and stereotypes about women's role in society as
the top three barriers they perceive. While women assume some
of the blame for the problems they experience, they also point
to serious barriers within the work place and society in
general impeding their integration and upward mobility in
municipal management.

Female and male managers differ sharply in rating the importance
of three formidable barriers to women's advancement. Women say
they face difficulty in being taken seriously, in exclusion from
male networks, and in discrimination from employers. Male managers
apnsider these issues as less important in understanding women's
status in municipal management.

Women managers rank another set of barriers consistently higher
than their male colleagues. Individual personality traits,
stereotypes about women's role in society, and prejudice of
public and governmental employees are considered as important
barriers by women managers. Males are less likely to consider
these issues as important.

7. Problems of human sexuality in the work place (including sexual harassment, gossip,
and innuendos) place strain on female administrators.

Special Advantages To Being A Female In Municipal Management

8. In telephone interviews, female and male managers cite several advantages to being

a woman in municipal management in 1979:

loth female and male managers agree that male overprotection
operates in professional settings when men treat women with
kid gloves or shield them from tough situations or criticisms.
It is viewed as a dubious advantage.

Feminine charm is mentioned as an advantage that operates to
smooth egos and ruffled tempers in municipal management. It

is a double-edged advantage that easily translates into other
kinds of sexual problems in the work place.

Female managers experience the temporary advantage of high visibility
that comes with a sexually imbalanced professional world.

Long-range, cumulative advantages that help women managers are the
changing attitudes affected by the women's rights movement, the
legal mandates for equal employment opportunities, and the federal
administrative guidelines calling for affirmative action.

Both female and male managers perceive women to be more empathetic
to the needs of their communities, good listeners, and sensitive
to the concerns of their employees.
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PART VII: BARRIERS AND SUPPORT SYSTEMS FOR FEMALES IN MUNICIPAL GOVERNMENT

In my own community I have seen change.
Women are moving into more administrative,
decision-making positions. Inroads are
being made. I see progress.

Male Director of Public Works, Wisconsin

I;ehink there is still a reservation in
putting women in top positions. It is

going to take another generation before
we get out of this situation and see
women in nontraditional types of roles.
Attitudes are very slow in changing.

Female Administrative Assistant, Iowa

Why do so few women work at a management level in municipal government? Our study

of managers within municipal government led to a series of discoveries about the

obstacles that either block or temporarily sidetrack women in being recruited, hired,

and promoted. Some of these obstacles are rooted in societal stereotypes, exclusion

from influential male networks, and age-old sexist attitudes. Still other barriers

are the result of lack of training or education credentials, and individual personality

traits.

In order to place female and male perceptions of barriers into an overall

framework, a series of questions was asked to determine the community receptivity to

women in government; how important female and male managers felt it was to get more

women employed or appointed in government service; how often they recommended, hired,

or appointed women for government employment or service.

When female and male managers were asked to rank their communities' receptivity

to the employment of professional women in government, women rated their communities

lower than men. Fifty-seven percent of female managers rate their communities'

receptivity to women in government as moderate io very low compared with 39 percent

of male managers. There is a greater tendency for male managers to think their

communities are very receptive to the influx of women in government service, with

23 percent describing their town's receptivity as "very high." Only 13 percent of

females describe the climate of their town with this highest rating.
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When it comes to the overall importance of employing more women in the public

sector, more than half of the women managers (53%) feel that this is a "very important"

% issue compared with 30 percent of men. The majority of males (48%) and 31 percent

of females consider this issue "moderately important."

To some extent, the desire to employ other women is affected by region and

population. Femal.e managers located along the Pacific Coast are the most interested

in the importance of employing more women in government--66 percent view it as a

strong priority compared with a national average of 53 percent. Municipal managers

in large citie's, regardless of sex, place more emphasis on employing women than those

managers in less populated communities.

Female elected officials concur with their female administrative peers about

the employment of women and see it as a more salient issue than male managers.

Forty-eight percent of female elected officeholders rate the employment of women as

a high priority, and 40 percent feel that it is a moderate priority. Their judgment

of community receptivity to professional women in government also closely matches

the perceptions of the female managers; they are equally pessimistic about a woman's

opportunities in municipal management.

TABLE 7.1: COMMUNITY RECEPTIVITY TO WOMEN IN GOVERNMENT BY MUNICIPAL MANAGERS'
RANKING OF IMPORTANCE OF EMPLOYING WOMEN

Community Receptivity Employment of Women
Very Moderately Somewhat Not

Important Important Important Important
F M F M F M F M

Very High 14 21 11 26 14 19 20 27

High 27 41 32 44 40 19 35 18

Moderate 37 27 44 24 34 43 20 46

Low 15 8 11 6 11 16 10 9

Very Low 7 3 2 1 5 3 15 (0)

Total (194) (63) (114) (101) (38) (37) (20) (11)
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Table 7.1 summarizes female and male rankings of the level of community

receptivity to women in government by the importance of employing women in government.

Of those municipal managers who believe that the employment of women is a very

\important priority, women are less likely than men to rate their communities

receptivity as high or very high (41% as compared with 62%). This difference
J
holds

even for those women and men who view the employment orwmomen in government as a

moderately important issue. Women are still more pessimistic and men are more

optimistic in rating community climate. Only 43 percent of women view their

communities' response to women in government as high or very high, while 70 percent

of the men choose these positive ratings.

As the importance of employi g women diminishes, a female manager's view of her

community's receptivity rises, even to the point of surpassing the optimism of her

male colleagues. Of those women rating employment of women as somewhat important,

51 percent feel that community receptivity is very high or high compared with 38

percent of the men. Of those women rating this issue as unimportant, 55 percent feel

the community is very receptive to women in government compared with 45 percent of

the men.

x
In summary, among women managers an inverse relationship exists between the

priority they place on employing more women in government careers and how they rank

their community's receptivity to women. For the femple municipal manager, the greater

her desire to see more women enter government service, the greater her frustration

with her community's progress in this area. The less important this issue becomes

for women, the more likely they are to rate their communities as receptive to the

employment of women in government.
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Municipal Managers' Activities to Increase the
Number of Women in Government Service

When we assessed the activities of female and male managers in their efforts to

either recommend or employ women in municipal departments and also to recommend and

appoint women to serve on boards and commissions, we found that,generally, both sexes

attempted to open opportunities for women in municipal government. Many managers were

quick to point out that when it comas to recommending women for boards and commissions

or appointing women to serve on these boards, their role is limited by political

considerations. Seventy-three percent of female managers and 71 percent of male

managers said that appointing women to boards and commissions was not applicable to

their jobs. Even iferecommending women for appointments, 29 percent of females and

35 percent of males explained that this function was not one that they normally

handle. In contrast, among elected female respondents, 87 percent report activity

in getting women appointed to boards and commissions (see Part VI). Elected women

are less likely to engage in activities to employ women in government, reserving

personnel decisions to administrators.

Tables 7.2A and 7.28 summarize the frequency of these activities for those

female and male managers who are able to hire or recommend women regularly, either

for employment or for service on boards or commissions within municipal government.

TABLE 7.2A: MUNICIPAL MANAGERS' FREQUENCY OF RECOMMENDING WOMEN TO GOVERNMENT
POSITIONS

Recommend Women Appointees Recommend Women for Employment
Frequency of Actkiity to Boards and Commissions in Municipal Government

F M F M

Regularly 41 61 48 53

Occasionally 36 28 44 40

Infrequently 9 5 4 5 ,

Not at all 13 5 4 2 .

Total (253) (137) (331) (192)
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TABLE 7.2B: MUNICIPAL MANAGERS' FREQUENCY OF ACTIVITY OF APPOINTANG AND HIRING

WOMEN TO GOVERNMENT POSITIONS

Appoint Women to Hire Women for

Frequency of Activity Boards and Commissions Government Employment
F

Regularly 37 51 58 60

Occasionally 25 30 33 33

Infrequently 8 18 4 4

Not at all 29 2 5 4

Total (55) (61) (286) (181)

On a regular basis, more men than women recommend, appoint, and/or hire womeK

for government positions. Female managers were more likely to recommend women for

employment (48%) than they were to recommend women as appointees to boards and

commissions (41%). The reverse is true for male managers, who were more like1s to

recommend women as appointees (61%) than they were to recommend women for employment

opportunities (53%).

When it comes to the issue of hiring women for government employment, female

and male managers are equally likely, whether regularly or occasionally, to hire a

woman (see Table 7.28). Yet men are still more likely to appoint women to boards and

commissions either regularly (51%) or occasionally (30%) than their female colleagues.

Overall, male managers report a greater frequency of recommendations, hiring,

and appointments of women to government positions. There are several clues that

suggest possible explanations for this finding. It may be that men are less inhibited

about appointing women to boards and commission than their female counterparts.

Some women managers who are in a position to make these recommendations, yet choose to

do so less often than their male counterparts, may be hesitant to "go out on a limb"

for another woman. If the appointee or employee fails, that failure could reflect

1G.')
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on the female manager who made the recommendation. The political/career risk of

supporting a female job candidate may be too great for a female manager still in the

process of establishing her own credibility within an organization. ,It may also be

that males have better political connections to the appointive process.

There is also evidence from our telephone interviews that female clerk4treasurer/

registrars operating as CAO/CM's, often place their ideas and suggestions concerning

personnel and projects into the heads of male administrators. This occurs when women

managers believe they are not taken seriously and deliberately choose to influence

decisions through the power and status of a male colleague. If this is happening

regularly, then it is possible that some male recommendations concerning appointments

or employment of women in 9overnment are spurred by female suggestions.

Another clue suggested by our data: male managers in our sample have larger

staffs than their female counterparts and, therefore, they also have more opportunities

to employ personnel directly. Fifty-five percent of males manage staffs of more

than 10 people compared with 39 percent of females.

Finally, it must be remembered that because of the split responsibilities

between the political and administrative spheres, it is often impossible for female

and male manegers to appoint or employ other women. Table 7.3 summarizes the priority

placed on employing and appointing women in government service for female and male,

managers whose job responsibilities preclude them from theseactivities.

Female managers who are unable to recommend other females for board appointments

or employment, sr to appoint or hire them for government positions, still place

high priority on the importance of employing and appointing women in government.

In fact, across all four activities excluded from their job responsibilities in

Table 7.3, female managers consistently place higher priority on the employment and

appointment of women in government than their male counterparts.
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TABLE 7.3: IMPORTANCE OF APPOINTING/EMPLOYING WOMEN BY ACTIVITIES EXCLUDED FROM

MUNICIPAL MANAGERS' JOB RESPONSIBILITIES

Appointing/
Employing Women Activities Excluded from Job Responsibilities

Recommending Recommending Appointing Hiring

Board Appointments For Employment For Boards Govt.

M F

for

Jobs

Very Important 57 24 48 32 55 31 55 30

Moderately Important 32 53 36 41 32 46 30 52

Somewhat Important 5 17 3 23 8 16 7 12

) Not Important 6 7 12 5 5 6 7 6

Total (102) (72) (33) (22) (253) (143) (83) (33)

Barriers

Although the majority of female and male managers are active in attempts to

further the employment and appointment of women in government service, they are quick

to indicate barriers to the employment of women. While information about barriers

women face in moving up a career ladder in public service is difficult to collect,

it is clear that obstacles do exist and that they are numerous and varied. Are women

actively recruited for municipal management positions? Do they face barriers at the

hiring stage? What barriers have an impact on women who seek promotions? Are there

barriers which impede a woman manag\er's effectiveness on the job? We asked female

and male managers and female elected officeholders to rate 11 different barriers

for their impact on three critical areas of a woman municipal manager's career:

recrultment/hiring, promotion, and effectiveness.

On the whole, males are less apt to see barriers as important to female entry

into the field, promotion up a career ladder', or effective performance on the job.

Femele managers are the most likely group surveYed to ratit barriers as important and

to perceive them as stumbling blocks across all thi.ee situational contexts. Elected
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women tend to closely share the perceptions of their female administrative peers, .

rather than to share the outlook of the male administrators.

,Women and men agree that barriers are the most serious at the recruitment/hiring

and'the promotional stages for fema1e4 in municipal management. The top three barriers

named by.male managers are:

insufficient numbers of women in the managerial labor pool

lack of training and/or educational qualifications

. indi6-Idual personality traits

All three of these barriers place the blame for'women's lack of penetration in the
IL,

manerial ranks not on the system, but on women themselves.

In contrast, the top three barriers named by women managers are:

persoliality traits

discrimination bliemployers

stereotypes about women's roles in society

While a barrier related to individual personality traits may place some of the blame

on.women, the combination of this barrier with the other which were highly ranked

may also point to sericrls prdblemm wit* the work place a1id society in general.

Women managers feel that sexism in one form or another impedes their further

integration and upward mobility in municipal management.

Among the restraints limiting upward movement of women on a municipal management

dareer path, nine of the 11 issues listed on the 'survey questionnaire emerged as

important barriers to women's advancement in the field. The perceptions of female

and male managers usually do not coincide. Female and male managers do agree, however,

on two barriers: insufficient training and/or inadequate educational' qualifica ions;

the small numbers of women in the labor pool. These two issues are significan

barriers from the viewpoint of both women and men.
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Female and male managers differ sharply in their ratings of three other issues:

discrimination by employers; difficulty in being taken seriously; exclusion frdm

male networks. Women rate these three issues as highly important and formidable

barriers to their advancement in the municipal manigement field. Male managers

consider these issues as less Important in understanding women's sfatus.

Three other barriers draw high ratings from female managers while male managys

consistently rate them as less important. Women consider the problems of stereotyping

about women's roles in society, prejudice by public and governmental employees, and

individual personality traits as critical roadblocks to their advancement.

In addition to expldring each of these nine barriers which were ranked as

important by female and male managers, the issue of human sexuality in the work

environment will be explored for its negative impact on a woman's chances to be hired

100
or promoted, or to perform effectively on the job. This sensitive and often overlooked

dilemma of sexual tension between female and male managers in the work place was

examined in the telephone intviews. Managers stressed the importance of this issue

and described it as a serious barrier that confronts women profegionally.

Elected women agree with female managers about the importance of exclusion from

male networks, stereotyping about women's roles in society, and the difficurttes

women face in being taken seriously. They contur with women and men managers on

the problems of lack of t-raining or educational qualifications and the insufficient

numbers of women in the management labor pool. They are less likely than their female

administrative peers to see discrimination by employers and individual personality

traits as serious problems. Perhaps one explanation is that often they are the

employers and do not like to think of themselves in discriminatory terms.
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Lack of Training and/or Educational Qualifications

The parallel perceptions of female and male managers about the importance of

lack of training and/or educational qualifications, and the insufficient numbers of

women in the management labor pool are striking. As Tables 7.4 and 7.5 indicite,

equal percentages/of female and male managers believe that these two barriers are

critical stumbling blocks to women in 9overnment service at the recruitment, hiring

and promotional levels.

TABLE 7.4: LACK OF TRAINING AND/OR EDUCATIONAL QUALIFICATIONS

Rating Female Municipal Managers' Career

\ Recruitment/Hiring Promotion Effectiveness
) F M E F M E F M E

Somewhat,to
Very Important 82 82 81

Not Very
Important 18 18 19

Total (916) (196) (295)

82 82 77

18 18 23

(307) (195) (277)

73 so 72

27 20 28

(303) (194) (275)

F n Female Managers M Male"Managers E Elected Women

Eighty-two percent of female and male managers rate the lack of educational

backg'round and training as somewhat to very important at entry level and in moving

p a promotional career "laddei-. Male managers are slightly more likely (80%)

than their female counterparts (79%) to feel that this barrier is also critical to a

woman's effective performance on the job. Our findings (in Part III of this riko4)

do t the present reality that males have more formal educational credentials and

train ng than their feMale colleagues in municipal management. Yet this finding is

tempered by the fact that yoUnger females entering municipal management at the

beginning and middle management levels are beginning to resemble their male counterparts
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in educational achievement levels. Additionally, the growing numbers of young women

entering graduate programs of public and business administration around the nation

will provide a larger pool'of educationally credentialedvoung professionals in the

future. Nor example, in 1973, only 10 percent of the 12,600 M.P.A. students were

female according to a survey conducted.by the National Association of Schools of

Public Affairs and Administration. In their 1977 survey, NASPAA reported that females

represented 22.percent of the 24,836 students identified. So the supply of career-

oriented women geared toward the municipal management field is steadily increasing.

Yet, today there is an acute awareness of women's lack of training or education on

the part of both female and male managers, as well as total accord between them about

the importance of this barrier.

TABLE 7.5: INSUFFICIENT NUMBERS OF WOMEN IN THE MANAGEMENT LABOR POOL '44

Rating

Somewhat to

Female Municipal Managers' Career

Recruitment/Hiring Promotion Effectiveness

F M E F , M E F M E

Very Important 85 90 83 lk 78 69 58 61

Not Very

1

Important , 15 15 10 17 17 22 31 42 39

Total (308) (197) (301) (298) (193) (282) (251) (187) (277)

The lack of women available for managerial positions is closely related to the

educational barrier. The consi,sterv percentages (85% for recruitment/hiring and 83%

It
for promotional opportunities) among:female and male managers indicates an awareness

of the present job Witket and the difficulties presented When there is a limited

number of managerial women to recruit, hire, and promote.

As women conSue to make breakthroughi through affirmatiVe action efforts,

4
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through their own educational achievements, and through their growing confidence on

the job, this barrier should become less and less prohibitive.

In summary, the two issues that evoke close agreement between female and male

managers are barriers that are changing across time. They are also roadblocks that

women can redress through their own efforts. In contrast, the three barriers to be

discussed next not only highlight sharp disagreement between female and male managers,

but a0o chelenge employers and male colleagues to eliminate discrimination in the

piace and to include women in the powerful networks that affect decision-making

at the municipal, level.

Discrimination by Employers

The issue of sex discrimination is one that permeates managers' comments throughout

the telephone interviews. It is also highlighted on the survey questionnaire when

women consistently rank the problem of discrimination by employers as more important

than their male colleagues, regardless of the situational context. Table 7.6 summarizes

the levels of importance that female and male managers attach to the issue of

disceimination by employers.

TABLE 7.6: DISCRIMINATION BY EMPLOYERS

Rating

Somewhat to

Female Municipal Managers' Career
Recruitment/Hiring Promotion Effectiveness
F M E F M E F M E

Very Important 85 70 79 86 69 78 80 61 63

Not Very
Important 15 36 21 14 31 22 20 39 37

Total (309) (192) (291) (306) (194) (277) (300) (195) (276)

Women administrators in our sample describe the frustration of watching younger,
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less experienced men being groomed and given assignments that lead to a city manager's

post while they are left waiting in support positions. Because women have traditionally

played a second-string role, they are still viewed as assistants while males are

readied for top management.jobs.

Male administrators in our sample believe that a woman has a tougher ti4in

management because she has to "overpresent" herself. Another example of a situation

of sexual inequality is that men can be average while women must be outstanding. A

female assistant to the city manager in a southern metropolitan city says, "On the

whole, women in management have to be smarterthan men. There are fewer of them and

they already have paid their dues through graduate school. They have to work harder

and be brighter than their male colleagues to get the job in the first place.'"

Other studies have documented the barrier of sex discrimination within the

private sector corporate setting. Marion Woods finds that women executives need more

than the basic personnel requirements of technical competence and educational

credentials.
12

The managerial woman must not only be sharper than her male counterpart,

but she must also demonstrate competence over longer periods of time, resulting in

long apprenticeships and extended waiting periods for promotions.

In the work of Rosen and Jirdee, subtle forms of sex discrimination were found

operating within organizations.13 Management showed a greater concern for the career

paths of men rather than women, and managerial skepticism about a woman's ability

to handle the dual career demands of work.and family life was found.

Difficulty in Being Taken Seriously

Sex discrimination and difficulty in being taken seriously go hand-in-hand,

yet female and male managers differ sharply in how critically t,hey perceive the problem

of lack of credibility to be for a woman in municipal management.
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TABLE 7.7: DIFFICULTY IN BEING TAKEN SERIOUSLY

Rating

SomeOat to

Female Municipal Managers' Career
Recruitment/Hiring Promotion Effectiveness
F M E F M E F M E

Very Important 74 47 71 78 54 72 78 53 66

Not Very
Important 26 53 29 22 46 28 22 47 34

Total (299) (189) (293) (298) (191) (284) (295) (193) (283)

Seventy-four percent of female managers believe that difficulty in being taken

seriously hampers their recruitment and hiring,chances and 78 percent of females feel

that it hampers their promotional prospects. Only 47 percent of male managers agree

that credipility is a problem in the recruitment/hiring stage and 54 percent of males

rethgnize it is an obstacle to promotional opportunity for women.

The credibility dilemma takes many forms. Women say that often their phone calls

or requests for information are not returned or answered. Their presence and suggestions

at meetings are ignored. They are excluded from the decision-making process. Even

when they are asked for an opinion, they are frequently second-guessed by a male. .A

female assistant department head from Maryland explained a situation she encountered:

"My boss was explaining something to me and he was being very repetitious about the

whole thing. I sort of turned around and said, 'Do you see somebody dumb in this

room?' It took him a while to catch on to it. I understood what he was talking

about even befpre he said anything."

In part, the difficultie' that women face in being taken seriously stem from

societal attitudes which limit women from assuming professional roles. The belief

that a woman's place is in the home, caring for children and husband is obviously at

odds with a female municipal manager's career. Some male administrators will readily
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admit, "I have a rough time taking a woman seriously." When he turns on the TV. set

at night, a man is likely to see women portrayed as cooks, laundry experts and

advocates for household detergents. It is difficult to grant her professional respect

when she is making policy instead of Serving coffee. Older male department heads

grew up in another era. For them, women manage the household, not the city. These

men are accustomed to women whose roles are to suport men's professional activities.

They find it difficult and disconcerting to learn ew rules for professional behavior

between the sexes.

Among our "hidden managers" (the clerk/treasurer/registrars), the problems of

credibility and difficulty in being taken seriously are especially acute. Their job

responsibilities have grown enormously in recent years, yet their lack of educational

credentials and their traditional secretarial backgrounds lead to special problems.
\

In Florida, several former clerks have assumed village manager positions, and the

image adjustment has not been easy. A male village manager from that state puts it

this way: "It was a situation where good old Elaine, who has been the town clerk

for years, is made manager. It affected other managers around here. They all said,

'Hey, this lady is nice, but she is basically a clerk.' ,It diminished our positions.

She hung on for a couple of years, and grasped for what she could'get, and it worked,

but it waS hard for her."

In other states, other women administrators in our telephone sample experienced

. similar problems in establishing their credibility. In Pennsylvania a woman moved

in and out of township employment twice as a secretary before becoming a township

manager. She believes the reaction was, "Ao does she think she is, she was just a

secretary. I wouldn't want her as my township manager." In Indiana, a former

clerk/treasurer Chooses to put her words, ideas, and programs into the mouth of a

male board member who is the finance chairman because, "When he .speaks, people listen."

A male city administrator from Kansas describes how he gets a lot of good,
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mature, well-thought-out ideas from a female city clerk and a female deputy clerk

because they tell him, "It will mean more if you say it." "These women were around

a long time before I was, and they will be around after I leave. Yet they believe

people will listen more if I say it. This attitude is in their minds. I want them

to push their own ideas and make people listen."

Exclusion From Informal Male Networks

The last barrier about which women and men differ sharply in their perceptions

relate to women's exclusion from informal male networks. Table 7.8 summarizes female

and male rankings of the importance of this barrier to recruitment/hiring, promotion

and effectiveness for women im municipal management.

TABLE 7.8: EXCLUSION FROM INFORMAL MALE NETWORKS

Rating

Somewhat to

Female Municipal Managers' Career

Recruitment/Hiring l'sromotion Effectiveness

F M E F e-ti E F M E

,Very Important 75 54 75 74 55 70 67 49 54

Not Very
Important 25 46 25 26 45 30 33 51 46

Total (310) (194) (295) (307) (193) (279) (305) (195) (279)

.1

Approximately three-quarters of female managers consider exclusion from influential

male networks to be a significant barrier in situations of recruitment/hiring and

promotion. Only slightly more than half of male managers ai:ee with their female

colleagues' assessment of the problem.

The "old boys" network, as it is Aescribed by managers in our sample, takes many

forms. It exists and operates in towns across the nation, whether they are urban or

rural, large or small. Its nucleus can consist of powerful businessmen in a community
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or town patriarchs who exert considerable influence on community decision-making.

Sometimes it extends male connections from school and college into the work place.

And it always operates informally and usually outside of the 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. office

day.

A male finance officer in Oregon describes the "old boys" network this way:

"It is cooperative and informational. It is a valuable resource of getting ideas,

learning what citizens really want, and coming up with the names of people that can

help you."

Woman managers perceive the male network operating on the golf course, through

sports events and activities, at the Elks Club or Kiwanis and at the country club.

A female deputy city manager in Michigan says:
%

I'll probably never be able to 'overcome being out of this
network because I'll never be considered one of the boys. The

influence is asserted in private, informal ways and in personal
relationships. I lose the feel for what's really going on at
times, and I realize that somebody's gotten to somebody and I
would have known that if I were in with the guys.

Although exclusion from the old .boys network is usually perceived as a barrier,

it can also be the result of avoiding sexuality in the work place. A male finance

director from Michigan explains the phenomenon this way:

If decisions are made after work at the bar--and let's face
it, it does happen--or out on the golf course, it is hard
for me socially to have a woman in my group. Once you start

doing this, the next thing you know, especially in our
community of about 21,000, people wonder, 'Gee, there must be
more to that than business.' So from the standpoint of social

mores, I have a problem. After work I can go out with the

guys and have a drink, but-not with a woman, or my wife would

come down and drag me home. Well, it wouldn't be that drastic

maybe...but it would be a problem.

4pverall, women administrators watch the male network operate and realize that

they are excluded from it. One female manager referred to it as an intricately

constructed tinker toy building stretching up to the highest electoral offices and

reaching down to the lowest maintenance levels. Another woman captures the gender
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differences that characterize the network in a sarcastic phrase. She calls it the

"urinal club."

Discrimination by employers, difficulties in being taken seriously, and exclusion

from male networks are barriers that often merge together and form a set of problems

that women cannot combat alone. The fact that male managers perceive as least

important the very barriers that women rate at very important, explains some of the

difficulty in overcoming these barriers. Sensitizing employers and male colleagues

to the disillusionment and frustration that female managers experience when they

confront these three barriers is only part of the solution. The familiar refrain

heard over and over during the course of this study--Hattitudes change slowly"--implies

that these barriers change incrementally and are likely to confront and trouble

municLpal managerial women for some time to come.

The next three issues we shall discuss present some problems that women must

address in their style of management as they deal with the lingering effects of

feminine stereotyping and prejudice from fellow employees.

Individual Personality Trai;s

Table 7.9 indicates that female managers are much more likely than their male

counterparts o consider individual personality traits such as being too aggressive

or not aggressive enough as a critical barrier.

TABLE 7.9: INDIVIDUAL PERSONALITY TRAIXS

Rating Female Municipal Managers' Career

Recruitment/Hiring Promotion Effectiveness

F M E F M E F M E

Somewhat to
Very Important 87 72 71 91 76 76 89 73 71

Not Very
Important 13 28 29 9 24 24 11 27 29

Total (305) (189) (292) (307), (190) (287) (304) (192) .(283)

I td
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Very high percentages of females consider this barrier somewhat to very important

across the rang,eof situational contexts: 87 percent for recruitment/hiring, 91

percent for prOmotion, and 89 percent for effectiveness on the job. Males consistently

'slate this barrier as less important across all three categories: 72 percent for

recruitment/hiring, 76 percent for promotion, and 73 percent for effectiveness on the

job.

Female managers in our telephone interviews explained how personality traits

affected their job performance. In Ohio, a female community development director says

her lack of assertiveness disturbs her. "I feel inadequate if I cannot be forceful

enough to get across one of my ideas and get the men to accept it. I also feel it is

because I am a woman. If I were a man, they would respect me and accept my ideas

automatically."

Another female assistant city manager from Florida said, "Part of our problem

we bring on ourselves, because we still feel uncomfortable and ambivalent in our role.

We don't know if we want to be women or managers. If we are ambivalent, the men look

on us the same way."

Still other female managers point out that women have to be assertive and

consider themselves to be serious contenders in their managerial roles.

Yet some women find themselves in what Chapman and Luthans refer to as the

"behavioral bind."7 When a female manager tries to be strong and assertive, bent on

taking a leadership role and moving up a career la444:, she discovers that what works

'7Tor a male in management often backfires on a female. Typical female behavior is

often misinterpreted as weak and passive in dealing with male colleagues. Yet when

a female assumes traditional male behavior she is perceived as too domineering, too

pushy, too bitchy.
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Problems of Stereotyping

Stereotypes about women's roles in society operate as another obstacle that

blocks the advancement and hiring of women in government service. Table 7.10 shows

that once again female managers perceive a barrier as more critical to their upward

mobility than their male counterparts.

TABLE 7.10: STEREOTYPES ABOUT WOMEN'S ROLE IN SOCIETY

Rating Female Municipal Managers' Career
Recruitment/Hiring Promotion Effectiveness
F M E F M E F M E

Somewhat to
Very Important 85 71 82 84 69 79

Not Very
Important 15 29 18

Total (309) (194) (302)

16 /Nv31 21

(305) (11,64) (287)

78 64 71:1

22 36 30

(303) (195) (279)

Women see sex stereotyping as a serious restraint to their recruitment and hiring

(85%) and to their promotion in the field (84%). Fewer males see stereotyping as an

important barrier to entry level positions for women, (71%) or see it as a barrier

to women's proMotional opportunities (69%).

Women managers frequently refer to the "secretary syndrome" where they are

repeatedly mistaken for clerical aides. One female assistant city manager recalls

going to professional conventions with her male city manager and being mistakenly

introduced as his wife.

There is another less blatant but equally important effect that stems from the

barrier of stereotyping--that of paternalistic sheltering of female employees. This

more subtle form of stereotyping is expressed in many ways. It is manifested in the

hesitancy to critize a woman subordinate, or to give her negative feedback which is
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important for improvinf her performance on the management team. It arises in the

reluctance to give women distasteful jobs in the organization--for example, the job

of firing people or hearing employee appeals. Men who are Socialized to protect

women avoid communicating hard facts about the organization, and shelter women from

participating in activities involving trade-offs and informal bargaining.

Prejudice of Fellow Employees

The final issue that women believe affects them in the work place is prejudice

of public and governmental employees. Table 7.11 summarizes the differences in the

perceptions of female and male managers regarding how this barrier affects women in

three different circumstances.

TABLE 7.11: PREJUDICE OF PUBLIC AND GOVERNMENTAL EMPLOYEES

Rating Female Municipal Managers' Career

Recruitment/Hiring Promotion Effectiveness

F M E F M E F M E

Somewhat to
Very Important 78 61 72

Not Very
Important 22 39 28

Total (294) (189) (302)

77 58 70

23 42 30

(291) (190) (281)

73 52 60

27 48 40

(288) (192) (280

Seventy-eight percent of women believe that prejudice is a critical factor in

the recruitment/hiring stage, with 61 percent of men agreeing. Female managers continue

to liate this barrier highly in the two remaining circumstances of promotion (77%) and

effectTireness (74%), while only slightly more than half of their male colleagues concur

with that assesSment.

Prejudice takes many forms. It is the reluctance of both women and men to work
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under a woman manager. tlis the aversion to giving women the power or clout that

accompanies their titles. It is the withholding of information or help that a female

needs to do her job just because she is a woman, and it is the use of a female

manager as a scapegoat for the errors of others in the organization.

A female clerk/treasurer from Connecticut describes the situation she faced when

she assumed her management position. "I felt a great deal of animosity toward me by

the people who were already working for the city. I felt as though I had to prove to

them that I could do the job. Subsequently, city employees have admitted to me that

they felt a great deal of apprehension in working with me because I am a woman," she

explained. The distrust of her decisions and general feelings of animosity gradually

subsided as city employees watched her handle policy problems and make decisions

which proved her credibility. Yet she feels she would not have faced this problem had

she been a male assuming the same job.

The "behaviorai bind" that female managers experience if they are too assertive/

not assertive enough Makes the barrier of individual personality traits an issue that

women cannot address completely on their own. Male reaction to the "domineering"

woman manager is in part the result of feminine stereotyping that places women in

supportive, passive roles, nurturing and helping men. The barriers of stereotyping

and prejudice of public and governmental employees require a mentai readjustment that

redefines women's societal roles to encompass a broad range of leadership and

managerial jobs. Only when men and women no longer define a woman's role as passive

and secondary will these last three barriers be recorded in history,books as archaic

discriminatory practices that once restricted opportunities for women.

Problems in Human Sexuality in the Work Environment

Careers in government often place employees in a community goldfish bowl where

their actions and decisions are open to public judgment. As more and more women enter
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the public arena in managerial positions, the issue of sexuality in the worllyplace

poses increasingly difficult problems. In telephone interviews with managers, we

posed questions about human sexuality in the work environment and we were barraged

with reactions from both female and male administrators. Their reactions lead us to

believe that the issue is real, recurrent-p and important.

Overwhelmingly, female and male managers mention the tensions associated with

professionally related social life and travel as troublesome problems they confront

in their daily work environment. Often it is less the reality of sexual involvement

between a female and male colleague, and more the fear of gossip, innuendo, and what

others will think If they have lunch or dinner, or have to travel out of town on

business with a colleague of the.opposite sex.

The issue of sexual advances and overtures between professional women and men

sometimes arises. When it does, female and male managers seem to abide by a general

rule--don't get involved. "For a woman on the way up, it is the quickest way down,"

warns a female assistant to a city manager in Alabama. "Involvement is taboo," she

says. The same rule is generally applied to genuine attractions between female and

male colleagues. Few managers mentioned the issue of being romantically attracted

to a colleague of the opposite sex and, of those who did, no manager was willing to

act on her/his attraction. "It is better to suppress the feeling than get involved

in a situation that could become messy when one partner becomes uninterested. It is

Just not worth the price. There is an unwritten rule here, that dating and mixing

in that way is frowned upon," explains a young, single, female administrative

assistant from Virginia.
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In contrast to the concise warnings surrounding' the is'sues of sexual advances

and attractions, most managers had much to say on the issue of tensions affecting

work situations and career opportunities:

If I say to the mayor, 'Let's go and have lunch,' and the
mayor is a man, then you know immediately there is going
to be someone in the community or in the county who is going
to say she is sleeping with him. Sex is an issue, and it
is a very real issue. And if anybody tells you it is not,
they ar crazy. I have almost decided that that mag turn,
out in the long run to be arradvantage because you are going
to force a different kind of communication on problems that
reallymaybedon't belong at the local bar or the Lions
Club.

Female Assistant to a Missouri City Manage4-

Until recently, the city management profession has been a predominantly male

field. Male unfamiliarity in working with female managers as equals leads to some

troublesome sexual problems. Historically, men have been accustomed to dealing with

women as mothers, wives, and girlfriends. The entertainment industry has portrayed

women as sexy actresses, pin-up poster models, and bathing beauties. Dealing with

women as equals, colleagues, supervisors, and managers is disconcerting when one's

main experiences with women are in domestic situations. It is hard to work with

women dressed in business suits and acting like professional colleagues when one is

used to viewing women as sex objects.

A period of transition is evident. It is a transition in which maP, pld attitudes

and beliefs co-exist with newer behaviors urging social equality and collegial

cooperation. As one male finance director in Michigan put it, "It is a real problem.

If everyone accepted the fact that women and men can work together without anything

happening, then I wouldn't have a problem. But we still have,not said that is ,/

alright and everything is aboveboard. It doesn't work that way and the entertainment

industry, especially the movies, keeps pointing out what happens."

At a management level, business lunches and dinners are commonplace events. A
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female city managerm Florida po out that in these times business discussions

% take place over lunc or dinner because it is a lot more satisfactory than in an

office where there are constant ringing phones and interruptions. Sometimes there is

a hesitancy to include a female in an all male group or with a single male because of

fear of gossip and innuendo:

C6-1NssinI think it is too bad because we lose a chance to unicate,

and the more personally acquainted we are and the more informal

the conversation can be, the more valuablehe content. We

just don't have enough time when we sit d

othere
at boaFd

,meetings and try to relate everything that should be related.
And there is the added hesitancy to tell the public all of
the angles. If I met these people more often, I think it would
benefit them too because they woUld know more about the inside

workings of the town.

Female Town Manager in Indiana

This hesitancy to share working lunches and dinners exists for both females and

1
males and, at times,bit has even affected,job interviews,. Several women administrators

describe job interviews for positions in which their predecessors were men who

frequently went to lunclbwith council members. This activity was,perceived a a

valuable part of the job. Councilmen acting as interviewers for female managerial

applicants recognized this important communication link and wanted to preserve it,

s

but at the same time were concerned that being seen often in public with the same

woman could be bad for their reputation.

Oear that Ahe town will task is a'real barrier to continuous communications both

inside and outside the work environment. Strategies for dealing with it range from

ignoring the situation totally to avoiding,nners and sometimes even lunches with

married members of the opposite sex:

4

There was period when I'had to meet th ame man fotlunch or

dinner working on a speCial project,. I Jthpw there was talk.

Let them comment all they want. This is a small town, and
in small towns the nUmber of places where you can go with
,someon is limited. As, result, you are seen in the same
place repeatedly. That is something you have to just live

with and/ignore.

Female Crty Clerk/Treasurer from Connecticut
,

Ls.

41,
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4
At the other extreme, irfemale community development director in Ohio tried

to establish communications with a newly elected mayor in her town. She experienced

a series of rebuffs from him before finding herself in a group of city employees at

an informal meeting in a local bar after a town meeting. Finally, there were only

two people left--herself and the mayor. She thought, "This is great. It will give

me a chance to go over some items on my agenda and inform.him of my projects

one-on-one." Much to her chagrin, he leaped up from the table, downing his drink

in one f,inal gulpr and made his fast goodbyes before she had so much as a chance to

phrase one question. "I think he felt very uncomfortable with me because I am a

woman," she said.

Same women draw a fine line concerning meetings outside the office. A female

county administrator in Florida decided that she would accept luncheon meetings

bdtause she could handle gossip about her behavior in broad daylight. Out dinner or

a drink with a male colleague under any circumstances were ruled out because "ledho

needs rumors, especially a woman?"

Other female administrators echoed her view with the question, "Why fan the

flames of public gossip?" Unspoken rules develop. For example: I don't go out with

a male alone. I will attend a luncheon meeting with a(her people present. If the

man is marrie'd, a drink and anything that could look the least bit social is out of

the question.

The smaller the town, the less likelAwit will be that a female and male colleague

will go to dinner to discussikusiness. "It just isn't done," explains a male town

manager from Maine. "There is very little going out to eat unless it is with your

spouse or friends for an evening. Everyone brown-bags it around here. I would find

an excuse to go out to eat alone,or else find a way to conduct busioess in the office

rather than go against local custom."

The more metropolitan the community, or when a husband and wife are both working
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professionals in the community, the situation seems to change. A female administrative

assistant to an Iowa city manager explains, "My husband is a director of community

development. I often bump into him at a business lunch at the same restaurant, and

we are both with different people. It doesn't bother him and it doesn't bother me.

Everyone in town knows us as professionals. It is a natural part of our job..""

A male village manager from Florida expresses the same opinion. 6My wIfe and *--C

I are both professionals and I don't think any more of her going out with someone for

lunch than I would of myself. And I don't worry about what my employees think either.

Yet, I know of a colleague who will not have lunch with a female peer unless a

'chaperone' is along. I think it is an individual decision."

Another problem of sexuality that surfaced during our telephone interviews is the

issue of resentments or anxieties from a colleague's spouse concerning out-of-town

trips and workshops.

I travel a lot. It is part of my job. I know I get the cold
shoulder from my bossii wife and there is talk. I ignore it.
What elge can I do? When I attend a workshop in Washington
or Chicago, Ihave to sleep overnight.

Female Economic Oevelopment Coordinator from Ohio

Several women managers choose to deal with this problem outright. A Michilan

deputy city manager deliberately made friends with the city manager's wife to defuse

any threats or questions she may have had regarding their professional relationship.

Although this strategy often works, questions and perceptions of`'what might happen"

remain as stumbling blocks to professional development.

A male city clerk from Arizona says that he avoids traveling with a woman colleague

because his wife would be "suspicious." "She doesn't even like all these night

meeti,ngs," he explains.

A director of public Works in Wisconsin related a conversation he had with'a

salesman for the city. The first comment the salesman made was that everybody knows
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why business people go to workshops, seminars and conventions--the food, the drinks,

and the wild women. "Now we know that isn't the case, but people have this in their

minds. Why else are these meetings always held in big cities? I can see where in

a 'small community like ours, if you go out of state or even out of county too often,

peopleostart to talk."

Even when the situation is beyond reproach, individuals still opt out,of-overnight

trips for personal reasons. Traditionally, township man gers in Pennsylvania ad a

weekend retreat where thCy spent concentrated time compa g notes and brainstorming.

The setting was a. remote mountain cabin in the woods. A f ale township manager in

her 60's declined the invitation to join her male colleagues on their management

retreat, not because she didn't trust them but because she did not want her husband

to be subjected to any kidding that might result from her parti-cipation. "Goodness

knows, they are all Younger tharLI am," she said, "but my husband didn't feel

comfortable about my going."

Perhaps the most maddening type of sexual discrimination cited by our telephone

interviewees involved situations in which other people believe a woman professional

got her job not because of her credentials or ability, b ecause of a sexual

relationship with a male superior. A female department head from California says,

'"When I first came into what you would call mid-management, the talk around the office

was that I got the job because I had a eepingarrangement with my boss. I was

stunned.'

Sexual harrassment and hate campaigns are not unheard of. In one-case, a woman

who rebuffed the advances of a male superior found herself targeted for sabotage of

her programs and was undercut with her staff and the subcontractors with whom she

worked. Her lesson from the incident was that she should have known how to turn,

away more gentll. "You" h'ave to learn to be cool about everything and say, 'Gosh
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that's an attractive offer, but I'm not really into that right now,' You have to

be tactful so that you don't hOrt anybody's feelings."

In another instance, after a devastating campaign of innuendo and gossip, a .

woaan administrator Ocked up her career and left the town seeking other employment.

"You have to learn to cope with these things. You have to know what to say and what

. not to say--and when to give up."

One strategy has been identified by women managers as the'"neuter stage.".

Women dress in gray, navy, or brown, wearing little or no makeup, and choosing

'businesslike short hairstyles.

But other women insist that despite the problems they encounter, t4y must fight

to be themselves and retain their own identities.

I won't do that anymore. I'm always businesslike in my
demeanor and in.my dress, but I won't avoid silk blouses

anymore. We can't be asexual. It is a cop-out. It is

denying something that we are going to have to take the risk
for and thecredit for and learn to deal with in the end--
being a woman manager. we really don't have the time to

11111:d
w talent anymore:. There is too little talent flCating

. We can't waste it simply because someone is the .

g color oi sex.'

Female Department Head of a Texas City

Given these formidable barriers ranging from discrimination to problems 'of human

sexuality in the work environment, what strategies have women efolved for overcoming

them and moving forward to,build,oredibility and leadership stature? Here are some

suggestions from women administrators in our sample: Persevere anddon't give up.

Stand up and be counted even though the male administrator5 may not want tO count you.

,

'Don't be pushed into a managementipack seat. Control information and use it as' a
.

lever to influence policymaking, If you do your Job well enough,, they'will have to

come tO. you for information. Be assertive and strong in the beginning even though

that may be difficult in a new managerial role.

1 S 4

you.'re weak at the outset, people. .
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will resent new aggressiveness later on. Push yourself in there and make management

see that you are interested and valuable and should be included whether they realize

it or not. Recognize that you can't always be loved or even liked and settle for

respect. Attach yourself to a male mentor, or to a female when available, who can

take you under hisiher wing, guide Ntpu along, support you when you come up with

innovative ideas and gain organiz ional support for you.

These suggestions are easier t'b make than to act on. But according to female

administrators, they work when a woman refuses to be defeated or stifled. Professional

women believe that time is an important factor. Time can whittle away the barriers

standing in the path of an ambitious female manager.

Age also seems to offer hope for the future. Here is the view of a male as'sistant

city manager from Ohio: "Younger people in administration work together, whether they

are female or male. To me that is refreshing. I'm sure'it is*trying for a female

'fighting to get into the field to come up against these old war horses. Time will

change all that. Younger people getting into the profession are not nearly taken so

much aback by a woman in the management spot."

What Are the Support Systems for Municipal Managers

Municipal managers have a _variety of potential support mechanisms that are

available to them. These mechanisms include technical assistance workshops, continuing

education courses, informational conferences, professional organizations and associations,

civic and service organizations, and political or social action groups. We have already

discussed in Part II of this study the workshops our respondents reporte4 attending.

Many of these work opr are sponsored 6,./ professional, organizations which offer peer

sharing experiences and informational sessions.
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Professional Organizations

One route to career recognition'and an inroad into peer networks and informational

sharPing is the professional association within the urban management field such as

the International City Management Association (ICMA) and the American Society for

Public Administration (ASPA). -

In the telephone interviews we surveyed attitudes on whether women administrators

felt professional organizations were doing enough to meet the needs of women in the

field. While it was recognized that leadership positions in ICMA or ASPA boosted

one's visibility and career mobility, women administrators also felt that there was

very little incentive presently for these organizations to devote the time and energy

to a female constituency because there aren't enough women in management or in public

administration "to worry about."

ICMA ranked highly as a professional organization that has made a special

effort in the last five years to serve minorities and women in the field. Their

Minority Executive Placement Program, the Women in Management Subcommittee, and a

new newsletter--Public Management Women--were all cited as examples of the awareness

and efforts extended toward female members.
* 0

"I think my involvement with ICMA has done More to make me feel like a professional

than anything else that has happened. Professional organizations for women may be

your key," explains 4 female texas department head, "They offer a vehicle for a

woman to Tise withihsthe field and become A part of a greater network."

Among the suggestions offered by women administrators to insure that professional

organizaiion's meet their needs are: placement assistance, special ,interest

publications, greater visibility of women on panels and in mga2iie articles published

by thesorganlzation, special training sessions to sensitize males in the profession,

with role modelS, support systems, and technical assistance.
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One female assistant to the city manager in Missouri first went to a national

ICMA conference on a special scholarship. "One of the items women talked about was
011 7

the lack of role models in the profession. That's true. When I came back, I was

in the job less than two months and all of a sudden I am a role model for other people.

That is a frightening position to be put in when you're not sure yourself what

you're doing," she said.

Despite the efforts of professional organizations to meet the special needs of

. women and minorities, some women administrators feel the organizations are still

geared toward male professionals. "For the most part, it is assumed that women are

going to be an assistant to somebody. They are not going to be a city manager or

they are not going to be a top level administrator. This is just the way it seems to

be," says a female clerk/treasurer from Connecticut.

And while a talent bank is seen as a positive means of helping increase the

numbers of women in public management, qpny of our women administrators mention the

lack of status granted to assistants in ICMA.

"I'd like to see !CM involve more assistants in their activities. This would

provide outreach to women and minorities because we tend to occupy those -ranks more

than the top ranks. Yet, I think you have to continually beat on their consciousness

that women are capable anioble," explained a female management assistant from

Arizona.

A Close-Up Portrait of an Organization

The membership of ICMA is predominantly white, male and conservative. One

source of innovative change has been pressure from assistants, women and other minorities

4
fer a share of power.

1,t

The assistants group, while it is large in numbers, is weak in clout. Ever
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sh fting membership and the lack of an organizational structure to make demands heard

pla es this group at a disadvantage. The absence of a permanent communication

system is a key problem for assistants, many of whom are women and minorities. There

are eight statewide assistant associations functioning in the nation, and some of

them face budgetary problems. Most assistants hope, plan, and want to become a

city manager someday Permanent communication is hampered by the fact that the

constituency base is t nsient and membership changes from year to year.

ICMA's f4ction as a rofessional organtzation was geared in the past toward

city managers. Professional"ttvities are now geared to a range of management

positions yet certain barriers still remain. The issue of corporate (full) membership

is a real one for women and minorities. You cannot vote, serve on a committee, or

be considered for a leadership role unless you are a corporate (full) member. The

dues paying schedule requires that full members pay a percentage of a portion of their

salary in addition to a set membership fee. In some cases, a city will pay dues for

the city manager, but not for administrative assistants. In a time of budget cuts

and Propatition 13 backlash, the dues isiue hampers assistants from asserting full

status in the organization.

Nominations criakia are another organizational tool that ICMA uses to choose

leaders,. Nominations are handled by the three past presidents and a blue ribbon

committee. Only one name is chosen for each position', allowing for no competition.

The one executive board position which gives vent to "other interests" is the vice

president at-large. In the last couple of years, a woman or a minority Membee has

held this position. A former vice president at-large say's, "For two years this

organization has been saying they changed the name from manager to management. I,say

it is time to now change the game. Half of the membership of ICMA are assistants,

and,of that half, another one-third are women. In the long run, I see the organization

losing if it does not reach out and absorb fully its assistants constituency base."
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An incoming vice president at-large adds, "This is a conservative organization

that doesn't flow and change easily with the. times. It reflects the small town

influence. It is us that will sensitize IC A to change and stress. The coalition

has to be women, minorities and assistants. \For the next annual convention we are

\going to set up our own network so that assist nts can stay at houses within the host

\

city rather than pay expensive hotel fees. We are telling them to eat at McDonald's

and let the prime rib go. hiryou want to be a city manager you have to get used to

making sacrifices."

ICMA, by itsorules and regulations, insures a continuation of the type of

leadership it is accustomed to--fee structure renders many assistants voteless and

powerless, at-large vice presidencies serve as a safety valve for small group pressures

coming from the black, Hispanic, or feminist sectors. While the organization allows

the at-large seats to reflect a different type of representation, numerically those

positions cannot swing a vote. Their main function is to raise the consciousness of

the executive board to demands for change and in the best instances to get a share

of power for constituent interests. An example of thiswas the successful effort to

have-a mid-year assistants' convention in Kansas City in 1977.

Professional organizations are not bound by affirmative action laws. Budgets

and board positions work toward meeting the needs of the profession as a whole. It

takes active, committed leadership--usually within the form of a caucus or

subcommittee--to address the special constituency needs of women and mlnorities. ICMA

stands out as a professional organization which has developed and changed in response

to the growing numbers of women and minorities in its membership. This type of

organizational activity is described in-depth in the Center's report "Women's

Organizations in the Public Service: Toward Agenda Setting."
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Organizational Memberships

Female and male municipal managers were asked to report their membership in

professtonal organizations and their activity within those organizations. Table 7.12

summarizes the number of organizational memberships held by female and male

municipal managers. It isapparent that managers are most likely to join professional

organizations with females slightly more likely than males to join civic organizations

ind males more likely than females to join political, social action, or public interest

groups.

TABLE 7.12: NUMBER AND TYPE OF ORGANIZATIONAL MEMBERSHIPS HELD BY MUNICIPAL MANAGERS

Number of Memberships Type of Organization
Professional Civic Polit./Soc. Action/Pub. Interest

%.

Zero 9 5 14 12 37 1 2

One 2/ 19 34 45 34 45

2 to 3 49 48 37 35 21 35

4 to 5 19 28 12 6 6 6

6 & Over (2) (2) (6) (2) (3) (2)

Total (323) (195) (278) (162) (181) (162)

Almost equal percentages of female and male managers report joining two to three

professional organizations, yet males are more likely than females to report multiple

memberships. TweAty-eight percent of male managers report joining four to five

professional organizations, compared with 19 percent of female manager's.

Municipal managerial women report slightly more activity in local civic groups

and organizations than their male counterparts. Thirty-seven percent of women report

two to three memberships in civic organizations compared with 35 percent of men, and

another 12 percent of females report four to five memberships in civic organizations
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compared with only six percent of males. Civic associations included groups such as

PTA, League of Women Voters, Chamber of Commerce, United Way, and historical and

preservation societies. Traditionally, women have joined as volunteers in civic

organizations within their communities.

Male managers are more likely to report membership in political action groups,

while 37 percent of female managers say they do not belong to any groups in this

category. Yet, close to half of the males (45%) report at least one political,social

action group membership and more than one-third (35%) report two to three such

memberships.

The greater frequency with which male managers join professional and political,

social action groups and organizations may help explain the strength of male networking

that extends across organizations. Participation in organizations and groups often

goes hand in hand with political activity. Developing public speaking and leadership

skills in addition to building contacts and a grass roots community base are important'

spin-off benefits to organization membership.oelt is also possible that because males
011

hold More city management positipns overall, they join groups and organizations as a

consequence of their municipal management position. Maintaining liaison and exchaiiging

.information with civic leaders may be viewed as critical to a management job.

When we asked municipal managers what kinds of professional organizations they

belonged to, international/national organizations ranked first, followed by state,

regiortal, and local groups. Fourteen percent of female managers repok memberships

in professional women's groups among their professional organizations. More than

double the number of male managers report joining ICMA (55% as compared with 26% of

female managers). Almost equal percentages of female (12%) and male (14%) managers

list ASPA under international/national organizational memberships. Other natjonal

organizations listed aro job specific such as the Municipal Finance Officers' AssoCiation

and the American Society for Planning Officials.v
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Within profes'sion41 organizations, females are just as likely as.males to hold

leadership positions. Of those women who report holding or havin%held office, 70

percent report one to tWo offices and 21 percent report three to four offiCes compared

with 75 percent of men who hold or have held one to two offices and 18 percent of men

reporting three to four offices. Among the offices listed, women have held the full

range of leadership positions from president down to secretary. Females are ,less

likely to hold top leadership positions when compared witb,males. Thirty-two percent

of females reporting offices cite presidencies as compared with 47 percent of males:

Women are slightly more likely than men to chair a committee within a professional

organization (20% as compared with 14% of men).

TABLE 7.13: NUMBER OF PROFESSIONAL ORGANIZATION MEETINGS ATTENDED WITHIN PAST FIVE
YEARS BY TYPE OF MEETING

# of Professional Organization Meetings
Attended Within Past Five/ypirs Type of rrofessional Organization Meeting'

, State, National Regional

/
F v M F M

Zero /
34 32 ,22 21 12 5

1 to 9
, z 62 64 49 57 64 63

10 to 19 3 3 10 7 13 20

20 to 29
/

(1) (1) 10 9 4 4

50 to 39/ (D) (0) (5) (2) 4 5

40 to 4 - (0) (0) (3) (2) (0) (1)

50 'Over (0) (0) 5 3 3 3

Total (181) (131) (208) (126) 055) (170)

As Table 7.13 summarizes, there is very little difference between women\and men

in'the number of professional organizaeion meetings they report attending in the last

five years. Of the three types of meetings, state meetings rank highest in attendance,

followed by regional and nation 1 meetings. The majority of municipal managers have
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attended one to nine of each type of meeting within the last five years, wifh the

number of meetings attended during this period ranging up to a high of fifty and

over. Overall, the majority of both female and male municipal managers loin

professional organizations, and the majority of them report high attendance at state',

regional, and national professional organization meetings.

Female respondents were asked if a women's caucus operated *ithin any of the

organizations in which they held/hold membership and if one existed to indicate

whether they were/are a caucus member. Of 54 female municipal managers who reported

a women's caucus existing within an organization they held membershilD in, 46 percent

.

reported that they joined the women's caucus while 54 percent said they did nOt.

In summary, it appears that women in municipal management actively join

-A
professional organizations, hold leadership roles, ahd attend meetings alTost as

frequently s men do. In addition, women are forging links through 1)eofessional

wqgen's groups and organizations, and a small percentage of them have become active

in women's caucuses within professional organizat.ions: .Yet, male managers,ovemell,

tend to hold higher numbers of membershiP in professional groups and in,politically

.
oriented social action organizations. Perhaps this tendency'for rnales to hold

murtiple memberships explains thOinformal male networks that are described. by both ,

female and male managers. As managerial women fncrease in (limber, it could be:
,

expected that they will join more professional organixatriOns thus strengfhenin'g

their informational, and professional base.

As Part Vi of this tePort summarized, one-third of elected women respondents

'4said that a "new g t:irls network" was operating in their towns. Often the eginnI ,ings

of these networks lie in the League of 'Women Voters and in other civic organizations,

or in the informal exchanges that take place between civic minded women in their

professional and/or vol,unteer capacities. Professional organizations formed the

(

(.,_
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base of networking 0006/:tunities for 43 percent of elected women. Professional
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organizations also appear to form the beginnings of a network base among female municipal.,

managers.

Special Advantages to Being A Female MUnicipal Manager

I;

While both female and male admin istrators in our telephone interviews cited more

disadvantages than advantages to belng a woman in city management in 1979, some benefits

were named. These include dubious advantages for which women often pay a price--for

example, male overprotection and sexual charm. Other advantages mentioned may be

temporary occurrences--for example, the high visibility female managers have in a

sexually imbalanced profevsional world. Long-range advantages furthered by the women's
0

.rights movement and governmental mandates for affirmative action and equal employment

opportunities have paved the way for new opportunities for career women. And perhaps

the most importantadvaftagenamed often by female and male managers is the perception

that women are good listeners., sensitive to the.beed of their community. This

(

positive attribute often raises an important question about whether women will bring

new approaches to problem solving in the workplaces they.enter as'influential

professional managers.

Ironically, the most frequently mentioned abvantage for a female manager is that

men have a tendency to show women more consideration for their feelings-than they

would for another male. The "advantage" arises from persistent stereotyping of women.

A male finance director from Michigan explains, "It is easier for me,to go to another

department head If he is a male anesay, 'Hey, you're t of line.' "It is tougher

for me to do that with a female. I'm trying not to do tit because I woUld, rather be

the same with'everybody if I
possibly can, but it happens., You know, we are taught

1 1
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that men are stronger and women are the weaker sex. It is hard to overcome." The

consequences'of this "advantage" may be more detrimental than beneficial insofar as

overprotection also thwarts professional growth.

Another male.township manager in Maine echoes those thoughts. "There is.a great

hesitancy around hereto criticize a woman. They revere the female status. They will

take a potshot at a male manager anytime, not the female."

Indeed, women administrators perceive men treating them protectively, with kid

gloves. A female city administrator from Ohio says she is treated a little more

gingerly than a male would be in her position. "Men won't storm into my office and

cuss me out the way they do other male directors around here."

Another female township manager in Pennsylvania says that when complainers drop

ainto her office they usualNy-preface their rem* with, "If you weren't a woman..% "

"You can go into the field and indicate to cohtracttrs-and developers your

interpretatigns of the ordinances and laws that you have carefully researched. Many

times'you can challenge and stop a project and do what is necessary to have the

contractor comply with the laws, and not get hit with a shovel in the process. If

you were a man, you would probably get socked." So states a female finance director

in Kentucky.

The other dubious advantage that operates sometimes for, and other times against,

female managers is feminine charm. It is an age-old story, one which many women

would like to change. Nonetheless, at the present time, traditional womanly wiles

still operate in mixed sex environmelits--some women know it and use it. As one'S

assistant to a county manager in Virginia puts it, "It is the way a woman can smile.

I think most men will find an attractive smile most disarming."

Woman administrators admit to .using flattery, charm, and their femininity in the

work environment when it will be perceived as a plus for them. "It workS, so I use
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itias a tactic when I think it will be helpful and it won't hurt me," says a young

female administrative assistant from Ohio.

A frequently mentioned advantage resulting from the limited numbers of woman

managers in top positions around the nation is the high visibility factor. A female

benefits as the lone woman in an all male management group: When she walks into the

room, there is immediate recognition. "The young men in their blue pinstriped suits

are going to have to fight for that recognition. They have to speak up and'say

something intelligent. You just have to sit there and look intelligent. If you do

nothing and you're low-key, you're probably ahead," states a female staff director

of a metropolitan southern city.

A true advantage recognized by female and male managers is a woman's perceived

ability to smooth ruffledItempers, to be empathetic to ext,,,..ed concerns and to make

people feel better by allowing them to vent their frustrations. Women administrators

-feel they are patient and "good listeners." Even though they cannot solve every

staff problem passing through their office doors, they can be sounding boards.to

release frustrations. Sometimes this is an advantage, furthering effective job

performance. A female finance director from North Carolina puts it this way, "OUr

psychology is a little different. I
think sometimes we can effectuate a solution to

problems by just simply having this feminine approach. Sometimes men are impatient

and blunt and would be as successful as quickly or as smoothly." This advantage was

mdtioned in Part V in our discussion of differences in managerial styles between

women and men, and it continually arises as a positive attribut, that women are

believed to,have.

The cumulative effecis of governmental affirmative action guidelines and the

changing national consciousness resulting from the women's rights movement of the

past decade have made the best women managers highly sought after,employees. A male

city manager from Ohio sums up the advantage developing from social change when he

says, "Everybody is looking for a good woman administrator now. Because of affirmative

action plans, we are looking for talented women for management positions:"

1""
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EPILOGUE

Perceptions of Change

There used to be a joke in the early seventies dealing witl) the professional

woman in local government.. In a cartoon illustration of different types of managers,

a caption reads "Typical Woman Manager." The illustration is blank. At that time,

it was not far from the truth. 'In 1973, ICMA identified only 15 women listed

chief administrative officer positions in its Municipal Year Book. By 1975, ICMA

could point to 37 women serving around the nation in the CAO capacity. And by 1979,

the number of women serving in responsible positions as administrative heads of

cities rdse to 177.

Overall, women workers have made substantial pro ess during the last several

years in their ifforts to penetrate managerial posi ions. Several factors have

. contributed to the changes in lifestyle for American women. They include longer life

expectancy; greater educational attainment; increased participation in the labor force.

A substantial increase in the proportion of women in the labor force has occurred in

the last several decades. In 1974, there were approximately 36 million women working.

By 1980, this 'figure is expected to reach 39 million and by 1985, 42 million.8

Current predictions from the U. S. Department of Labor indicate that eight out of 10

women will work for at least 25 year:s: As women join the managerial and admicristrative

ranks, they will become less and less a rarity.

A considerable part of this progress'is attributed to two important pieces of

legislation at the federal level that paved the way for increased employment

opportunities for woMen and encouraged equitable salaries--the Equal Pay Act of 1963;

Title VII of the 51v11 Rights Act of 1964 which prohibits discrimination in employment

on the basis of,#ex. Title VII was a clear statement of a national policy favoring

\1) 1!;17
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equal employment opportunity. The magnitude of the effort it would take to completely

equalize access to jobs and to fully open opportunities to women and minorities has

yet totbe realized.

The legal mandates of Title VII and the Equal Pay Act set the scene for what

would be called affirmative action, a numerically based remedy with timetables and

goals that would be tied in with the idea of contract compliance. Affirmative action

has come to mean an evaluation of patterns of employment of women and minorities,

identifying obstacles to their hirjng, and setting goals and timetables to address

the barriers to their empleyment. If contractors fail to follow these steps with

the federal government, they can lose their contract. If the contractor is a.state

or local government, it will not be eligible for federal grants until its affirmative

action plan is approved.

Proponents'of affirmative action recognize that termination of overt practicet

of discrimination cannot end overnight and that change will not occur unless negative

sanctionslare attached tO noncompliance.

In most municipalities affirmative action programs,have been in effect for less

than a decade. In our telephone interviews with municipal managers, respondents were

#
asked if they observed change taking place in their own communities either in the

numbers of 1.4omen who they see getting administrative jobs, or in the diount of

influence or power those women wield compared with the past. In addition, we asked

if the federal government's affirmative action policies had any impact in their towns

in either changing the hiring practices, changing attitudes, or altering the climate

surrounding promotional opportunities.

Despite the barriers identified by both female and male administratOs, (see

Part VII of this report), respondents interviewed in our telephone survey remain

generally optimistic about the'prospects for change in employment and promotional
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,
opportunities for women in the urban management field. Ninety-one percent of the

males said they recognized change occurring in either the number of women hired for

administrative positions or the power those women have relative to the recent past.

A Only nine percent of the males interviewed by phone reported no change occurring.

Female telephone interviewees were slightly less optimistic about change, but more

than three-fourths did perceive change. Another 24 percent reported a static situation

in their towns regarding women in administration.

When asked to evaluate the impact of the federal government's affirmative action

policies on change in the employment or promotion of women, both females and males

interviewed were less optimistic. Forty-seven percent of the males reported that

affirmative action guidelines mandated by the federal government had achieNied a

positive impact in their towns as compared with 53 percent who saw no impact. Of the

females telephoned, 52 percent perceived a positive impact from affirmative action

guidelines at the local level, and 48 percent perceived no impact.

Overwhelmingly, the female and male telephone interviewees who cite the federal

government's affirmative action policies as having impact in changing the employment

prospects for women in management attribute the strength of affirmative action to

the threat of losing federal funding and federal contracts iC noncompliance is

discovered. A management assistant from Arizona it directly: "It is definitely

not the nagging conscience that, yes, we have to right the wrong and give women the

chance. Instead, it is the sledgehammer--if we don't seem to comply, at least on

paper, we won't get our federal dollars."'

A female assistant to a city manager in Florida cites an effort to reikork

personnel rules and regulations to include improvement of an evaluation system and

a hard look at retirement practices. "I don't think this city would have done that

if they had not been asked to by the federal government," she says.

Ell
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In another part of the nation, a male director of finance in Michigan explains

how he sees change operating through an affirmative action plan.

I see us handling a /ot of things differently today than we did
five years ago with the ladies that work for the city, such as
"being concerned about their rights-in terms of their special
problems. Affirmative action'impacts us because we have to
be super careful to lake sure we get the federal grants. We

are very careful that\we have minority people, women in certain
places. Personally, that is why I think this girl was hired
to be director of community development. She is female and she
is black.

On the other hand, the reasons cited for affirmative action plans and timetables

having a weak impact include: a no-growth budget; fairly shallow staff in small

towns; the national economic picture; generational attitudes of some females and

males toward women working. Among respondents who react negatively to affirmative

action plans, some reason that, "You can't legislate equality." A male village

manager in Flo,rida explains:

Some,plans sit on a shelf and collect dust. They ire paper
documents that are dusted off and paraded b4fore the government
at grant time to reap in federal dollars. It is commitment
tHat really counts, and I am commdtted to seeing more women
gain leadership managen7etlosa44,1ons in my town.

While change is noted, time is considered an important variable in tracking women's

progress in.public employment. "For the tIO positions paying top dollars, women have

not been in the profession long enough to compete equally with men. In other words,

when we advertise for a position such as department head, we don't get any applications

from women, and I think it is just a matter of time and not a question of women

aren't qualified to do the work. I would fully expect women to compete quite well,"

explains a male administrative aide from Virginia. It will take more time for many

more women to acquire appropriate educational credentials and professional experience

for the top jobs in urban management.

Telephone respondents also mention seeing change in a variety of responsible
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positions ranging from the elected political sphere to private industry. A female

assistant city manager from Alabama noted that three women currentYy serve on her

city council, a record number. Not only do these elected councilwomen hold the

seats, but they alliso exercise considerable leadyrship and managerial
04
skills. A

female finance director from Kentucky noies -seeing women become increasingly active

in city government to the point of "leading the charge" for reform on several key

issues. "And I would consider my city conservative," she adds. Watching women

.2 across the country run and win elected office provides additional evidence that women

can and &) become leaders who are able to exert influence and shape policy directives.

Both female and male.administrators observe more and more barriers alling

1111111/

today, especially t 'ch,traditionally slotted jobs "for men only" or "for women

only." As more women pe orm untraditional jobs in the private sector, their presence

becomes less "odd."

The changes observed in the Public sector and in the elected arena are also

evident in the private sector. "One of the things I
have noticed in the business

section of our newspaper is that more and more women are achieving a higher place in

banking, insurance, and corporate life. It is not unusual for ut to pick up it .news

and see an announcement that a woman has been promoted to-Nice president of a bank or

vice president Of a company. Before, you never saw a female face appear in the

promotion section of the business page," describes a female town clerk 6om Indiana.

Municipal managers also note that increasingly they see women named to important

boards and commissions that are quasi-governmental, which helps to build the image of

women as govermental leaders.

Finally, one overlooked and positive pathway to change is through the attitudes

and efforts of individuals. In an era when big government and multi-national

corporations have awed and often overwhelmed the power of the individual in society,
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was a refreshing surprise to hear how change occurred through one person's special

effort to make it happen. For example, a female department head in Texas explains,

"Change occurs here because our manager believes it is important. He is taking those

steps personally to see that it happens and he is making it cl.ear to the assistant

managers who work for him that that sort of thing is expected and that everybody is

given a chance."

A male city manager in Ohio states, "Yes, change occurs because of me probably

more than anything else. I think that it is just going to take time for us men to

becomc aware of the fact that wspare passing up a hell of a reserve of people. We

don't have to look too far, the talent is there."

Another mere city administrator from a small'Kansas town feels that his town is

so small that it could get bywithout appointing women and no one y4ould be the wiser.

However, change does occur, "mostly due to the mayor and myself. Mio wife and his wife

are the local libbers here. They put pressure on us and, between him and me, we have

gotten women appointed lo boards and commissions and into administrative jobs," he sal

In other cases, the women administrators themselves initiate action or make a

commitment to change. Some of our interviewees have gone on local television, helpe

put together commissions on the-istatus of women, have written the town's first

affirmative action ordinance, testified before perSbnnel committees, protested

nose-to-nose when they found discrimination present in the city manager's office,

required strict adherence to affirmative adtiOn timetables for minorities, hired

para-professional women, pushed their secretAries into administrative and professidni1
. .

career paths, supported subordinates who file EEO complaints, and served as role mddels

themselves. A female assistant housing coordinator explains:

Just my presence is something new to the male administrators.
The fact that, when I open my mouth, I have things planned and

organized. Not every woman puts her foot in her mouth. I know
what I'm talking about and they take note of it, and IOsee their
attitudes changing.

1.
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In summary, change occurs,because.Of three factors. The first is a general

societal trend toward longer life expectancy, higher educational attainment, and the

continuing integration%of women into the work force. The second factor is the clout

of federal lega) mandates that, t ken together form a national policy of equal

employment opportunity. And finall , there are the individual efforts which extend

new opportunities to women.

Throughout this study we have interviewed and surveyed women in executive

municipal roles. These roles call for rational decision-making and the exercise of

power and authority. These female managers must not only do the job but they must

also adjust to the effects of their work performance on organizational relationships

around them.

A transitional period of evolving values and new professional relationships for

women and men has generated its own set of challenges. Women get tired of explaining

offensive and discriminatory treatment to men. Yet, it is critical that women

understand the confusion and frustration of tpeir mate colleagues whose comfortable

patterns of behavior are suddenly under attack. For men there is the need to

understand the frustration, anger and disillusionment that women feel as they move

into a traditionally closed profession. New behavior and new expectations often cause

surprise, confusion ',nd-some resistance.

We have heard through the voices of female managers, that decision-making

.assertiveness, and accountability make the managerial career path a lonely one.

-
Exercising power calls for behaviors that are not well-practiced by some women.

Sometimes a woman manager feels "awkward" expressing her views first and asking for

others' second, taking action instead of reacting, exercising personal power rather

than sharing it.

--
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For men, the entrance of women into city hall increases the potential fqr

relationships involving closeness and they fear that closeness could lead to sexual

exchange. Threatened, anxious, or just fearful that the town will talk, male managers

and officials and their wives may not welcome the presence of women in municipal

management. For a womaa, the issue is how to relate.to a male colleague whose first

evaluation of her may cenier on her sexuality rather than her capabilities and

technicastills. Forming friendships and creating collegi ity with both men and

other women are perhaps new behayiors that will have to-be learned in the process of

opening up employment opportunities in management.

New support systems will haye to be formed to circumvent some of the barriers

documented in this report. Women will have to rely on support from other women because,

they are excluded from informal male networks. If the numbers of women in management

are.sparse for a while, women throughout municipal government will have to seek each

other-out and build their own support systems. Overall, change is happening in municipal

management today. Some may find the evidence in this report of women's progress modest

c
and fragile. Nonetheless, it is there. It arises in the growing number of younger

women who are as credentialled as heir male colleagues. It shows in female managers'

performance on the job. It becomes evident when we talk about fuEure ambitions and

where women want to go.. Perhaps the most important factor which will influence women's

progress, time, will usher in a new importance for women in the, labor force, the

erosion of cultural biases, and the upward movement of today's young professional

women through the managerial ranks. The-background, performance and desire is there

among female managers of 1979. If their numbers do increase substantially and if

their power matches their titles, the role of women in the municipal management picture

of the 1990's will surely be different.
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AFIPENDIX A

Three Survey Questionnaires For: .

Female Municipal Managers
Male Municipal Managers
Female Elected Officials
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QUESTIONNAIRE FOR WCMEN CURRENTLY WORKING AS CAREER PUBLIC OFFICIALS \

I. Name

Occupational Title

(Please print or type)

2. Government61 office address

Street and Number

, City County State

Follow-up telephone interviews will be conducted lith a rale of respondents. Please

indicate an appropriate phone number and time between 8 .m and 9 p.m. when it would

be convenient to call.

Telephone: Area Code Number

3. Home address: Street and number

a.m. Pm.

City County State Zip

EDUCATIONAL BACKGROUND

4. List schooli you attended beyond high school, major field of study, dates of attendance,
and undergraduate and advanced degrees earned (if any). Include degree programs

presently enrolled in.

Colleges

Dates of
Attendance

Major Field
of Study

Degree
Earned

5. Have you ever participated in an internship program as part of your educational program?

yes no.

NON DEGREE COURSESOR WORKSHOPS

6. Apart from work t ward a degree, during the past 12 months have you attended professional
conferences, ,loorkshops, or seminars or taken an/ job-related course? yes no.

If yes, please list the title of each course or program, the sponsoring agency ,(e.g. ICMA),

dates of attendance and where it took place.

Sponsoring Dates of

Title Agencx Attendance City, State
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ORGAN I ZAT I ONAL ME:IEERSH I Ps

7. Please list organizations in which you,currently held membershiP or havc held active
m.:mbership !n the last 10 years. Please give the complete name of the organization and
indicate your years ef affiliation. If you are currently a member write "present" in
th3 space for the second date.

Professional, Occupation, or Labor Union Memberships Dates

19 to

19 to

19 to

19 to

19 to

Civic, Service, and Religious Organizations

19

Dates

to

19 to

19 to

19 to

*19 to

Political, Social Act,ion, and Public Interest Groups

19

Dates

to

19 to

19 to

19 to

.r 19 to

8. Over the past 5 years, how many meetings oF professional associations or organizations
have you attended?

National meetings Regional meetings State meetings

9. Do you hold or have you ever held an office or chaired a committee in your professional
organizations?

yes no

If yes, please list the office and organization.

Office
1

\

Organization
,

I
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10. Is there a women's caucus operating within any of the ordnization, in which you IlLiye

held or hold hiembership7 If yes, please list the orgailizdtions And wl.thrr ynm

wereJarc mcmLier of the caucus.

Organizations Women's CJJCLIS Mtmber

yes

yes

11. Do you currently hold or have you held PUBLIC OFFICES, either elected or appointed?
InclUde boards and comoissions except those you serve on as part of your curreat job
responsibilities.

Level (local, county,
Office state, national)

12. What is your political party affiliation? *

Democrat Republicah Independent

no

no

Dates of Elective or

Service Appointive

19 to E A

19 to E A

19 to E A

Other (Specify)

13. Do.you hold or have you held elective or appOintive positions within your political party?
(e.g. county committeewoman, precinct leader)

1.evel (local, county, Years of Elective or
Position state, national) Service Appointive

19 to 1 E ' A

19 to E A

19 to E A

OCCUPAT I ONAL H I STORY

.14. What was your first job in public service?

Tipe Years of Employment 19 to

How did you find'ou't about the position7 (Check the relevant answer(s))

-Professional publication

4.1 Newspaper/advertisement

Municipal posting

Friend/professional associate

Teacher or professor

Internship program

Talent banle

College placement service

Professional placement service

Political party

Other (Please specify)
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How did you find out about your current position? (Chrck the relevant answer(s))

Pr8fessiona1 publication Inteinship program

Newspaper/advertisement College placement service

Municipal posting Professional placement service

Friend/professi-onal associate Political party

Talent bank Rromotidnal opportunity

Teacher or profcSsor Other (Please specify)

16. What is your.annuai splary in your present position?

17. Please list all'positions you have held from 1968 through t978 including official title.
employer, city and state of employment, years of emplOyment, and,starting salary.'

Years of
Official Title Employer City and State Employment Sa.lary

ORK RESPONSIBILITIE§ (Questions about the community in this section refer to the community
in which you work.)

18. To whom do you report directly? (e.g. mayor, council, chief administrative officer)

19. Do yOu supervise a staff? yes no

If yes, Total number of persons

"Number of full-time employees

Nuttiber of part-time employees

. On the average, estimate the number of hours per week you spend on your job or in
r'equinefob-related activities: hours per week.

o.

Number of Female Number o, Male

741111%
. What form of government is specified in the city charter?

Mayor-council Council-city manager

Other (Please specify):

Mas your municipality adopted a professional manavement plan?

Date adopted 19

yes no

Does your municipality have an affirmative action plan? ye no

\
Date adopted 19 /

0 1
A. a



24. In y.-mr crlIrlity, ch nIfi,- 1,,-.7. -1:yr, coonoil, hi.I
rsp,--nsibilil-y ,Lr th2 following:

4"--- _
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.:";str-tor) h,-,.; primory

Pcrsonnol ("1:cinc4 :Ind firing)

Bu,4,2t

Planning

General Administration

25. Municipalities vary in the extent to which political parties are involvcd in the
governmental process. In your municipality, hew importznt arc parties to:

-
Very Moderately Somewhat

Important Important Important
Not

ImpOrtdnt

Governmental policy-making

Personnel decisions

Career advancement

26. Do you hold or hav You held membership on a committee, board, or commission as part of
your job responsibilities? yes, no

If yes, please list.

27. Do you he,d or staff a committee, board, or commission? yes no t

\.

If yes, please list.

'
28. Is the population of your community

Growing rapidly Increasing slowly Remaining steady

Declining slowly Declining rapidly

29. Overall, how would you characterize the climate of the community in which you,work?

Liberal
-

Moderate Conservative

30. Who are the people you consider the most powerful or influential within'your municipal
government? List by title (e.g. mayor, oouncilperson, department head, clerk, party
official, police chief, attorney)

1 .

4 2.

3. ,...y/4.

...
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Do you make rccommerviations to thc mjnicipul glpvcrning body? yes no
If yes, are your recomr%..ndatio;Is follc,ed?

Nearly always

About half the time

host of the time

Less than half the tirr,

209

32. In the event that you anat.thenicipol govcrning body initially disagree on ill policy' or
action, does the governing bo-ly eventually cowe to agree with you?

Nearly a1way5 Most of the tinie About half the time

Less than half the time We don't disagree

33. In youT municipality, how many department heads are there?

How many of the department heads are women?

ROFESSIONAL AND COMMUNITY CONTACTS

4. In meetings of organizations foOsich you belong, how often do you come into contact with
other elected or appointed officials?

Very often Occasionally Rarely Not at all'.

4

How often do you associate with other women in government (Including elected and appointed
officials) in the following circumstances:

Fusiness Meetings
or Conferences

Very often

Occasionally

Rarely

Not at all

Informal or Formal Organized Women's
Social Contacts Groups or Caucus

Very often Very often

Occasibnally Occasionally

Rarely Rarely

Not at all- Not at all

(a) In your job:related associations,
is your time spent:

Mostly with women

(b) In your job-l'el'ated friendships,

is your time sperTN

Mostly with women

Mostl with men Mostly with men

With
of

ly balanced mix
men

RSONAL AND FAMILY BA6GROUND

With a, fairly balanced mix
of women and men

Has anyone in your family either held poli_tical office or warked in a civil service, or
governmental administration job? (e.g. spouse,.parents, siblings)

Government
Person's Relation- Civil Service Administratiorl

ship To You Pclitical bffice Elected/Appoioted (giVe title) (give title)

E 4

E A

E t, A

-)



38. °What is your age? years

39. What is your current marital statw.?

Married Divorced or separated Widowed

210

Single, never married

40. How many children have you had? (Include all your childre-n, living ol not, and All

adopted children.)

children (If no children, write "none.")

If you have childrel, how old is the youngest chi,d?

41. Which one of the following words would best identify you:

White Black American Indian Hispanic Asian American

Other (Please specify)

42. Haw long have you resided in the community where you now live? years

In the state? years

FUTURE CAREER GOALS

43. If you had the necessary support and the right opportunities, would there be elective or
other appointive offices or.positions at the local, county, state, pr national levels that
you would eventually like to hold? yes no

If yes, please list offices in rank order in which you wOuld be interested.

1 4

2. 5.

3. 6.

4

44. What job woultyou like to hold next in the future?

45. Would you relocate geographically if a more rewarding job opportunity ar ?*

Definitely Probably Probably not Definit y not 2 Don't know

THE EMPLOYMENT OF WOMEN IN GOVERNMENT

46. Do you consider getting other women appointed or employed:

Very important Mo'derately important Somewhat important Not important

47. How wowld you describe.the receptivity to professional women in government in your
municipality?

Very high ". High Moderate Low Very low

f),
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48.. Please use this scale for the folloWing que$tien:

1. Regularly 3: Infrequently 5. Mot applicAble
2, Occasionally 4. Ni03-wat 311

Have.you:

recommended women for employment in clepartments withinmunicipal government

recommended women for consideration as appointees to municipal boards and commissions

hired women,for government employment

appointed women to boards and commissions

49. There are rel4tive1y few women in MUNICIPAL management positions nationwide. Using ycur
own observations and experiences, decide.which number comes closest to your own feeIrngs ,

about the barriers women face regarding: (A) recruiting/hirin,g, (13) promotion, and
,

(C) effectiveness.

1 = very iMportant 2 = someWhat important 3 = not vsry jmportant
_

(A) (B) (C)
.

Recruiting/ Effective-
Hiring Pronotion .. ness

M.M..10.111,11=

Exclusion from influential informal male networks
(e.g. business'associations, clubsett.)

Lack of training and/or educational qualificafions

Insufficient numbers of women in the management
labor pool

Family responsibilities

Inability to travel and relocate

Discrimination by eMployers

Discrimination by party officials

Prejudice of public and governmental employees'

Stereotypes' about women's roles in society

Difficulty in being taken seriosusly

Individual personality traits (e.g. too aggressive,
not aggressive enough)

50. The federal government is interested in assisting in the development of programs to
Increase the numbers of women and minorities in public service. If 'you were a consultant
VD the Department of Housing and..Urban Development; what suggestions would you make to
miet this goal? (Feel free to attach additional pages if necessary.)

,THANK YOU FOR COMPLETING THi QUESTIONNAIRE.

PLEASE ENCLOSE IT IN THE POSTAGE PAID ENVELOPE PROVIDED AND MAIL IT _PROMPTLY.

r)
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SORVEY QUESTIONNAIRE FOR MALE MUNICIPAL MANAGERS



QUESTIONNAIRE FOR CAREER PUBLIC OFFICIALS
(Please print or type)

1. Name

Occupational Title
-r-

2. Govcrnrental office address

Street and number

City County State

213

Zip

Follow-up telephone interviews will be condueted with a sample of respondents. Please
indicate an adpropriate phone number ahd time between 8 a.m. and 9 p.m. when it would
be convenient to call.

Telephone: Area Code

3. Homo address: Street and number

City

Number a.m. p.m.

Codrity

EDUCATIONAL BACKGROUND

Statc Zip

I. List schools you attended beyond 'high school, major field of study, dbtes of attendance,
and undergraduate and advanced degrees earned (if any). Include degree programs
presently enrolled in.

Dates of Major Field Degree
Colleges Attendance of Scpdy Earned

5. Have you ever participated in an internship program as part of your educational program?

yes no.

ON DEGREE COURSES OR WORKSHOPS

6. Apart from Work toward a degree, during the past 12 months have you attended profession31
conferences, workshops, or seminars or taken any job-related course? yes

If yes, please list the title of each course or program, the sponsoring agency (e.gJIJU4A),
dates of attendance and where it took place.

Sponsoring Dates of
Title Agency Attendance City, State
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ORGAN 1 LAT ONAL. MEMBERS PS

7. Pleisc list organiz ons in which you currently'hold me-,beil-hir or h.c helo active
mt_olber,;1;p in the 10 years. Plei'.se give the coc7)1,2te i1J,P,o of the or;,,,niz.tioo and
indicate your years of affiliation. If you'arv currentfy a men'aer write "present",in
the spa.Le for tke sccond dote.

Professional, Occupation, or Labor Union Memberships Dates

to

19 to

19 to

19 to

19 to

Civic, Service, and Religious Organizations Dates

19 to

19 lo

19 to

19 to

19 to

Political, Social Action, and Public Interest Groups Dates

19 to

19 to

19 to

19 to

19 - to

8. In meetings of organizations to which you belong, how often do you come into contact with-
other elected or appointed officials?

Very often Occasionally Rarely Not at all

9. Over the past 5 years, how many meetings of professional associations'or organizations
have you attended 7

National Meetings Regional meetings State meetings

10. Do you-hold or, have you evir hold an office or chaired.a committee in your professional
organizations?

yes no

If yes, please list the office and organization.

Office Organization

,
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11. Do you currently hold or have you held PUBLIC OFFICES, either electt-d or appointA?

Include boArds and commissions except those you serve cn os pirt of yeu- current job

responsibilities.

Level (local, county, Dates of

Office state, national) Service

12. What Is your political partY affiliation?

Democrat Republican Independent

Elective or,

Appointive

19 to E A

19 to E A

19 to E A

Other (Specify)

13. Do yob hold or have you held elective or'appointive positions within your political party?

(e.g. county committeeman, precinct leader)

Level (local, county, Years of Elective or

Position state, national) Service Appointive

OCCUPATIONAL HI STORY

19 to E A

19 to A

19 to E A

14. What was your first job in.public seivlce?

Title Years of Employment 19 to

How did you find out about the position? (Check the relevant answer(s))

Professional publication

NeWspaper/advertisement

Municipal posting

Friend/professional associate

Teacher or professor

Internship program

Talent bank

College placement service

Professionatl placement service

Political party

49 Other (Please specify)

15. How did you find out about your current position? (Check the relevant answer(s))

Professional publication Internship Program

Newspaper/advertisement College placement service

Municipal posting. Professional placement service

'Friend/professional associate , Political party

Talent bank Promotional, opportunity

Teacher or professor Other (Please specify)

16. What is your annual salary in your present position?

fYri0,

9

1
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17. Pleace list all no;itions you havr 1-1(,1d from 1968 through 1978 including official title,
employer, city ard state of eTployment, ycars of oriployment, and starting salory.

Years of
Offici.al Title Employer City and State Employment Salary

WORK RESPONSIBILITIES (Questions about the community in' this section refer to the communit
in which you work.)

18. To whom do you report directly? (e.g. mayor, council, chief administrative officer)

. 19. -0o you supervise a staff? yes no

If yes, Total number of persons

Number of full-time employees

Number of part-time employees

Number of Female Number of Male

20. On the average, estimate the number of hours per week you spend on your job or in
required job-related activities: hours per week.

21. What form of government is specified in the city charter?

Mayor-council , Council-city manaver

Other (Please specify):

22. Has your municipality adopted a professional management plan?

Date adopted 19

yes no

23. Does your municipality have an affirmative action plan? yes no

Date adopted 19

24. In your community, which office (e.g. mayor, council, chief administrator) has primary
responsibility for the following:

Personnel (hiring and firing)

Budget

Planning

General AeJlinistration

r
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Municipal,ities varv in the extent to which political parties are iovolved in the

governmental process. In your munici-pality,,how important are parties to:

Very" Moderately Someuhat Not

Important important Important Importamt

Governmental policy-lhaking

Personnel detisions

Career advancement

'...t.
Do you hold or have you held membership on a committee, board, or commission as part of '

your job responsibilities? yes no

If yes, please

Do you head or staff a committee, board, or commission? . yes no

If yes, please list.

Is the population of your community

Growing rapidly Increasing slowly

Declining slowly

Remaining steady

Declining *rapidly

Overall, how would you characterize the climate of the community in which you work?

Liberal Moderate Conservative

Who are the people you consider the most powerful or influential, within-your municipal

government? List by title (e.g. mayo,r, councilperson, department-71-T clerk, party

official, police chief, attorney) tk
%

1.
2.

3.
4.

4%0

Do you'make recommendations to the' municipal governing body? yes no

If yes, are your recommendations followed?

Nearly always Most of the time

About half the time Less than half the time

In the event that you old the municipal governing bor'y initially disagree on a pol'cy or

action, does the governing body eventually come to agree with you?

Nearly always Most of the time About half the time

Less than half the time We don't disagree

-

In your municipality, how many department heads are there?

How many of the department heads are men? women?
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PERSONAL AND FAMILY BACKGROUND

34. Has anyone in your familI either held pOlitical office or woriod in a ckil service, or
govartwental administratic,n job? (e.g. wout.e, parenLs, siblings)

Person's Relation- Civil Service
ship To You Political Office Elected/Appointed (give title)

E IA

35. What is your age? years

36. What is your current marital status?

Married `- Divorced or separated

E. A

A

Widowed

0

Government
Abminist.ration

(give title)

Single, never married

37. How many children have you had? (Include all yoUr children, living or not, akl all\
adopted children.)

Children (If no children, write "none.")

. If you have children, how old is the youngest child?

-38. Which one of the following words would best identify you:

White Bla American Indian Hispanic

Other (Please specify)

lan American

39. How long have you resided in the community where you now live? years

In the state? years

FUTURE CAREER GOALS

40. If you had the necessary support and the right opportunities, would th re be elective or
other appointive offices or positions at the local, county, state, or ational levels that
you would eventually like,to hold? yes no

If yes, please list offices in rank order in which you would be interes ed.

1

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

41. What job would you like to hold next in the future?

42. 'Wbuld you relocate geographically if a more rewarding job opportunity arose?

Definitely Probably Probably not Definitely not

THE EMPLOYMENT OF WOMEN IN GOVERNMENT

43. Do you consider getting women appointed or employed:

Very important Moderately important Somewhat important

Don't know

Not important
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44. How would you describe the receptivity to professional og..1..n in yuyrn,-11:. in you.'

municipality?

Very high High Modcrate Low Ver)' low

45. Please use this scale for the following question:

1. Regularly 3. Inflequently 5. Not applicable

2. Occasionally 4. Not at all .

Have you:

recommended women for employment in departments within municipal government

recommended women for consideration as appointees to municipal boards and commissions

hired women for government employment *

appointed women ,to boards and commissions

46. There are relatively few women in.MUNICIPAL manipment positions.nationwidc. Using your

own observations and experiences, decide which number comzts closest to N,our own feelings

about the barriers women face regarding: (A) recruiting/hirinl, (5) propotion, and

(C) effectiveness.

very Important 2 somewhat important , 3 = nof vcry important

(A) (B) (C)

"Recruiting/ Effective-

Hiring Promotion ness

-

=11.11

aleamosmabow

EXillusion from influential informal male networks

(e.g. business associations, clubs, etc.)

Lack of training and/or educational qualifications

. Insufficient numbers of women in the management

labor-pool

Family responsibilities

_ Inability to travel and relocate

DiscrimiAlation by 'employers

Discrimination.by party officials

Prejudice of public and governmental employees

Stereotypes about women's roles in society ,...-

Difficulty in being taken serioUsly

-- Individual personality traits (e.g. too aggressive,

not aggressive enough)

THANK YOU FOR COMPLETING THE QUESTIONNAIRE.

PLEASE ENCLOSE IT INyIE POSTAGE PAID ENVELOPE PROVIDED AND NAIL IT PROMPTLY.
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1. Nam,.

QUEST I ONNA I RE FOR ELECTED WOMEN OFF IC I ALS

(Please print or type)

Governmental Office (e.g. councilperson, mayor)

2. Governmental office address

Street and number

City

22.1

County State

cr.

Zip

POLITICAL EXPERIENCE AND BACKGROUND

3. What is your political party af4liation? (If you are independent skip to Question 6.1'

Democrat Republican Independerd Other (Specify)

4 Do you hold or have you held elective or appointive positions within your political
party? (e.g. county committeewoman, precinct leader, convention delegate)

yes DO If yes:

Level, (local, county,
Pisition state, national)

Years of Elective or
Service Appointive

19 to E A

19 to A

19 to E A

5. Haw accive are you in your-focal party organization?

1! Very active Somewhat active Occasionally active Rarely active

COMMUNITY CHARACTERISTICS (Questions in this section refer to the community in which
you serve in office.)

6. in)your community, which office (e.g. mayor, council, chief administrator) has primary
responsibility for the following:

a

Personnel (hiring and firing)

Budget

Planning

General Administration

7. Are elections to city council office in your commurity:

Partisan (party label appears on the ballot with the candidate's name)

Non-partisan (no party labels appear on the ballot)
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8. Apart from whether elections are partisan or non-partisan, flunicipnlities v7ry in
Ahe extent to which political parties are involved in the governmentAl proc,.--- In

your municIpality, how important are parties to:

Very Moderately
Important ImporLantS

Goyermiental policy-making

Personnel decisions
Career advancement

Someqhat
Importalit

Not

Iwportlnt

9. Overall, how would you characterize the climate of the cormunity in which you serve in

office?

Very liberal Libeeal Moderate Conservative Very Conservative

10. Who are the people you consider the most powerful or influential within your municipal

government? List by name and title (e.g. mayor, councilperson, department head, clerk,
party official, police chief, attorney)

1. lib
3. 4. ,

2.

PROFESSIONAL AND COMMUNITY CONTACTS

11 How often do you as' sociate with APPOINTED FEMALE career public officials (e.g. city
managers, assistant managers, department heads) in government in the following

circumstances:

Business Meetings Informal or Formally

or Conferences Social Contacts Organized Groups

Very often Very often Very often

'Occasionally . Occasionally % f Occasionally

Rarely Rarely Rarely

Not at all Not at all Not at all

12. How often do you associate with APPOINTED MALE career public officials in government in

the following circumstances:

Business Meetings Informal or Formally

or Conferences Social Contacts Organized Groups

Very often Very often Very often

Occasionally Occasionally
. Occasionally

Rarely Rarely . Rarely

Not at all Not at all Not at all

13. How often do you associate with other ELECTED FEMALE officials in government in the

following circumstances: 11

Business Meetings

or Conferences

Informal or

Social Contacts

Formally
Organized Groups

Very often Very often Very often

Occasionally Occasionally Occasionally

Rarely Rarely .
Rarely ,

Not at all Not at all Not at all
,
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14. How often do you associatewith ELECTED MALE officials in government in_the following

circumstances:

Business Meetings
or Ccnferences

Very often
Occasionally
Rarely

NOt at all

Informal or

Social Contacts

Very often
Occasionally
Rarely

Not at ail

15. Name the women in government with whom you associate most. frequently:

- by title (e.g. city manager, mayor, finance director, city attorney)
- under what circumstances (e.g. formal, 4nformal, social)

1.

2.

3.

Formally

Organized Groups

Very often
Occasionally
Rarely

Not at all

.0"

16. In your experience, are there any special barriers that hinder communication or association
between career public administrators and elected officials? yes no

If yes: Please describe.

THE EMPLOYMENT OF WOMEN IN PUBLIC SERVICE

17. Overall, how do you feel about the women's rights movement and its major goals?

Very positive Somewhat positive Neutral

Somewhat negative Very negative

18. Do you consider getting women appointed or employed in public service positions:

High priority Moderate priority Low priority Not important

1 . How would you describe the receptivity to woman career public administrator (e.g. city

managers, assistarit managers, department heads) in your community?

Very htgli -Lgipigh Moderate Low Very low

20.. Have you been involved in any activity regarding the appointment of women tO boards and

commissions in your community?

yes no not applicable (e.g. not part of my job)

IF YES, PLEASE GO ON TO NEXT QUESTION. OTHERWISE, SKIP TO QUESTION 23.
A

21. What means did you employ in seeking to have the woman/women appointed to a board or
commission? (Check all that apply.)

Talked to

.4

n elected colleague of mine about the appointment

.-----"

o

Wrote a letter O f recommendation

Spoke to a public official on her behalf

Other (please specify)

;i4
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22 Were your activities successful in getting a woman appointed to a board or
com,lission? yes. no

b) If your activities resulted in getting more than one woman appointed, please
indicate the number of times you were successful in gettinp a woman appointed

and the number of times you were unsuccessful

23 Have you been involved in any activity aimed at erploying women in government ir your
community?

-

yes no not applicable (e.g. not part of my job, no hiring since
I've been in office.)

IF YES, PLEASE GO ON TO NEXT QUESTION. DTHERWISE, SKIP TO QUESTION 26.

24. Please check which of the following sources yqu have used in identifying and recruiting
women for positions in government.

Women4 groups and organizations

Political clubs

Other organizations

Personal contacts and friends

Other (please specify)

Political parties

Talent bank

Educational institutions

25. Were your recruitmerit efforts successful? yes no

If yes, which means of recruitment have you found to be the most effective in placing
women in positions in municipal government?

If no, what do you think the barriers are to placing more women in municipal management
positions?

26. Some people are saying that women in government have been organizing, formally or
informally, into a "new girls network." Please describe whether and in what ways this
"network" exists in your community. (e.g. among elected women, among managerial women,
among elected and appointed career public officials)

.01

27. If no "new girls network" exists in your community, what do you think are the reasons?

st.
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28. To what extent, if any, have you personally had experience with the entrance of women

in municipal management positions?

Have you:

'-Recommended women for eiciployment in

departments within municipal government yes no not applicable

Hired women for government employment yes no 'not applicable

AppoinIed women to boards and

commissions yes no not applicable

Had the opportunit/ to create job'

opportunities within municipal government
with women in mind (e.g. flexi-time,

part-time, job sharing) yes no not applicable

Initiated discussions about in-service
training opportunities for municipally
employed women yes no not applicable

Kept an informal or formal list of qualified
women for referral when municipal job openings
occur yes no not applicable

29. Do you feel the presence of appointed women career public officials could help you
formally or informally to be a more effective officeholder in your community?

yes no

If yes: Please describe in what ways.

If no: Please describe why not.

30. Do you feel that it is appropriate for women to enter careers- in city management or

administration? yes D3

if yes: Please describe why.

If no: What are dhe reasons why it is not appropriate for women to be in city management ,

positions?
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31 There are rotatively few wonwn in MUNICIPAL MANAGEMENT positions (e.g. city manager,

city aOrn(nistratur),nationwida. Using your WA observations anclexperiencet" decide
which ru.:71ber bet describes tha barrier, 1..c.-cn encounter in (A) recruiting/hiring,
(B) promotion, and (C) effecjveness.

Plea..,c use this scale:

1 = very imnortont 2 = somewhat impvtant 3 = not very important

(A)

Recruiting/
Hiring

(B)

Promotion

Exclusion from influential informal male
networks (e.g. buslness associations,
clubs, etc.)
4

Lack of training and/or educational
qualifications

Insufficient numbers of women in the
management labor poi)]

Family responsibilities

Inability to travel.and relocate

Discrimination by employers

Discrimination by pa.rty officials

Prejudice of public and governmental
employees

Stereotypes about women's roles in society

'Difficulty in being taken seriously

Individual personality traits (e.g. too
aggressive, not aggressive enough)

32. The federal government is interested in assisting in the development of programs to
increase the numbers of women and minorities in appointive, managerial and administratiye
positions. What suggestions would you make about programs and other governmental efforts
which would best meet this goal? (Feel free to attach additional pages if necessary.)

1)
a,...
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35. Whet i.: ,.-..ur aye? years

34: W:;at I-. your current maritial statils?

__Marr___ ied Divorcft-or separated Widowed

227

Sinole, nevr. warried

35. How many children have you had? (Include all your children, living or not, and all

adopted children.)

children (If no children, write "none.")

If you have children, how old is the youngest child?

36. Which one of the iollowing words would best identify you:

White _ Black American Indian Hispanic

Other (please specify)

Asian American

37. How long have you resided in the community where you now live? years

EMPLOYMENT AND OCCUPATION

33. In addition to holding office, are you now employed? yes no

a. If yes: Are you employed full-time or opart-time?

What is your occupation? (please specify job title and type of business or industry)
4

b. If DO: In what year were you last employed? 19
------

What was your occupation in the year you were last employed? (please specify job

title of business or industry)

_,

THANK YOU FOR COMPLETING THE UESTIONNAIRE.

PLEASE ENCLOSE IT IN THE POSTAGE PAID ENvELOPE PROVIDED AND MAIL IT PROMPTLY.
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FOLLOW-UP TELEPHONE INTERVIEW FOR FEMALE AND MALE MUNICIPAL MANAGERS

* indicates that question was asked only of Female Municipal Managers

Let's begin by getting a picture of the political ,scene in your community. Some

people describe their community as a place where politics dominate professional

decision making. Others say daily administration goes on in a horse trading

atmosphere, and still others say the professional ls the relied upon expert when

it comes to decision making.

1. How would you describe the political situation in your community to someone

unfamiliar with your town? What are some of the groups or organizations

that are important in town politics? Would you say that "playing politics"

is necessary/unnecessary to getting the job done? What would playing politics

mean to you?

Our survey questionnaire has tapped the nature of the types of jobs people in

municipal management hold. Turning to your own job of now, I would like to

talk a bit about what it is like to be a

(Adjust question depending on tenure in job.)

2. Thinking back to when you first started your present Job, 'What did you think

the job would be like? What were some of your first impressions? Has the job

differed from your expectations?

Since part,of HUD's mandate is to get more women interested in seeking out municipal

management positions, I would like to ask you a few questions about the best way

to enter the city management field.

3. Based on your own experience, if a woman interested in a career in city

management came to you for advice, what would you tell her? What skills

do you need to move info top management? What do you think an ideal career

path would look like?

What educational training do you think is the most beneficial/helpful in

getting a city management job? What major/minor would yoy, recommend?

In addition to being qualified and having the educational background, what

else do you need to be an effective city manager? Is there anything special

that a woman has to do to be an effective city manager?

We are interested in comparing female and male career patterns to see if there pre

any differences in backgrounds, styles of management,-or career mobility patterns.

Right now, I would Iike to ask you,a series of questions to help us clarify some

of the findings in our study.
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4. In what ways, if any, do you think women and men perform differently in
municipal management positions? For example, do women seem to be less
competitive or more ambitious than men? Do you think women tend to get
along better with people or not? Do women or men tend to be better at some
jobs than others?

(If present job was promotional opportunity, check to see if previous job
involved interview, otherwise skip question.)

* 5. Thinking back to the time when you were hired for your present job, was
there anything in the interview Oat made you feel uncomfortable? Were you
asked questions during the interviewing process that you found offensive?
If yes, could you give an example? Do you know of anyone whq went.through
a similar situation during the hiring stage? By the way, were you recru,i.ted
through a consultant or outside recruitment,firm? If yes, what kindigla
role do you think they played in the hiring process?

(This question adapted for males.)
6 Do you think establishing yourself in this position in city government was any

different for you because you are a woman? Why do you say that? Some women
in municipal administration have mentioned the problem of being taken
seriously when they first started in their jobs. Is that a situation you
have had to face? If yes, how did you deal with it? How do you achieve
influence within municipal goyernment? What about looking at the other side
of this question for a moment. Any special advantages to being a woman in
municipal management? Why do you say that? That's interesting, coula you
explain that point further? Give me an example.

We have been getting some interesting comments on the barriers women face regarding
recruitment, hiring, promotion and effectiveness in municipal management positions.
Some respondents have said that when a woman speaks, she is ignored, but if a

man speaks, he is listened to. Other respondents have complained about being
circumvented by not being invit'd to key meetings, or not having phone calls
returned. And, still others say sexual problems within the work environment crop
up and must be dealt with. I'd like to turn to a series of questions now that
will help us clarify some of our findings in this area.

7. Some womei; in municipal administration feel that decisions are made around
them because they are not part of the "old boys" network. Why do you thinic
this is so? Does this happen in your municipality? Have yOu ever had an
experience like that? Do you know of a colleague who has had an incident
involving this problem?

* 8. Another comment that crops up on the questionnaire is the need to talk informally
with another woman in city management. Questions like what to wear, what
to call your boss, whether to criticize a superior or not....are hard to deal
with when you are the only woman in management. Are there more experIenced
women you can turn to in these types of situations? Have you ever felt you

o.
wanted to turn to another woman "Who has been there" to ask her advice?
When? Under what circumstances? Do other women turn to you for help or advice?
When? Under what circumstances?
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9. When women and men work in close proximity, issues arise of sexual attraction,

or advantes, or what meaning will be given to having lunch or dinner with a

female/male colleague. Do you feel that this is a problem in your work

situation? Have you ever had an experience like this? Do you know of anyone

who has had to deal with an incident involving these problems?

One of the major tasks that HUD has asked us to accomplish is to come up with

suggestions for programs that can assist women and minorities in being hired and

promoted within the municipal management field. I would like to get a sense of

any changes you see happening today and then talk about what types of workshops

or skill-building sessions could help you right now.

10. In your own community, do you see a change taking place? By that I mean

either in the 'humbers of women that you see getting administrative jobs or
in the amount of influence or power that they wield compared to the past?
Has the federal government's affirmative action policies had any impact in

your town? For example, either in the hiring practices, changing the climate
surrounding promotional opportunities, changing attitudes, raising

consciousness

* 11. Do you think professional organizations such as ICMA or ASPA are doing enough

to meet the needs of women in the field? If no, what would you liIe to see

a professional organization do to better meet your needs?

(This question must be adapted if first job is'present job.)

12. Thinking back now to what it was like when you started in your first position

in municipal management, what kinds of workshops or seminars would you have

found helpful then? What types of resources or technical assistance programs

do you think would be most helpful to you today? What about in the future?

What are the most valuable benefit/benefits from attending these kinds of

sessions? For example, some respondents feel it is worth it just to be able

to meet their peers in other cities, others cite skill building or the

opportunity to get information explained to them in detail.

* 13. Some people are saying that women in government have been organizing, formally

or informally, into a "new girls network." I see on your questionnaire that

you say you associate very often, occasionally, rarely with

women in government.

Could you descrlbe whether and in what ways, if any, a network exists in your

community/regiob/state, for example, among managerial women, among elected
and appointed tareer public officials, among elected women? How do you think

networking could/could not help you in meeting your career goals? What do

you think networks accomplish?

Now we would like to get a picture of what career plans and patterns of mobility

people in city rlanagement have mapped out for themselves.
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14 How many municipal or county nonelective jobs have you had? In how many
different cities have you held these jobs? In how many cities have you held
the same job? If they name more than one city--Have you always moved from a
smaller to a larger city in your career route to your present position?

15 I see that you mention being interested in elective political office:in the
future. What makes political office an attractive/unattractive alternative
for you?

16 Where do you ee yourself going from here? What would you say are some of
the more likely possibilities for you in the future? What are some of the
possibilities that appeal to you least? What factors would make you choose
either? How do you add up the pros and cons now? I See that you mention that
you would/would not relocate if a more rewarding job opportunity arose in
the future. Why is that? Does haVing/not having a family affect your decision?

Set
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Part II: NUMBERS AND LOCATION OF,FEMALE MUNICIPAL MANAGERS: COMMUNITY
CHARACTERISTICS OF WHERE THEY WORK

TABLE ZA: MUNICIPAL MANAGERS' COMMUNITIES' POPULATION GROWTH

Community Population Growth

Growing Rapidly/

Increasing Slowly

Remaining Stea4

Declining Slowly

Declining Rapidly

Total

Municipal Managers
M

39 35

32 39

22 18

6 7

-(1)

(363)

(0)

(217)

TABLE 2B: MUNICIPAL MANAGERS CHARACTERIZE COMMUNITY CLIMATE

Community Character Municipal-Managers
F M

Liberal 6 6

Moderate 48 42

Conservative 46 53

Total (365) (215)

%

TABLE 2C: MUNICIPAL MANAGERS' COMMUNITIES' FORM OF GOVUNMENT

Form of Government Municipal Managers
F M

Mayor/Council 34 30

Council/Manager 59 . 69

Commission (4), (0)

. Town Meeting 3 2

Representative Town Meeting (6) (1)

County Administrator (3) (1)

County Executive (0) (0)

County Commission (0) (0)

Total (370) (215)

(
4

A

...

.
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TABLE 2B: MUNICIPAL MANAGERS' AFFIRMATIVE ACTION PLAN

Does your municipality have an Municipal Managers

affirmative action plan? F M

Yes 67 73

No 33 27

Total (347) (212)

TABLE 2E: MUNICJPAL MANAGERS' PROFESSIONAL MANAGEMENT PLAN

/ .

Has your community adopted a Municipal Managers

4 professional management plan? F M

%
lie

Yes 26 ,.43

No 74 57

Total (318) (194)

f.

.;.

4, 1 3

. . .

4-

4.

,
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PART Mt EDUCATIONAL BACKGROUND

TABLE 3A: MUNICIPAL MANAGERS' MAJOR FIELD OF STUDY

236

TABLE 38: WOR'KSHOPS ATTENDED BY MUNICIPAL MANAGERS

Applied ' 6 3

Total (254) (207)

TABLE 38: WOR'KSHOPS ATTENDED BY MUNICIPAL MANAGERS

Workshops. Attended Municipal Managers
F M

.

.Budget/Finance 39 26

Management/Administration 29 35

Single_Topic/Informleional 18
6

28

Personnel/Labor Relations 6 8

A.A./E.E.O.C. 2 2

Intergovernmental Relations (4) (3)

Other 4 (1)
.so

Total (536) (281)
4

Workshops. Attended Municipal Managers
F M

.

.Budget/Finance 39 26

Management/Administration 29 35

Single_Topic/Informleional 18
6

28

Personnel/Labor Relations 6 8

A.A./E.E.O.C. 2 2

Intergovernmental Relations (4) (3)

Other 4 (1)
.so

Total (536) (281)
4
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PART IV: RECRUITMENT AND CAREER PATH FUTURE AMBITIONS

TABLE 4A: MUNICIPAL MANAGERS' MEANS OF FINDING 1st PUBLIC SERVICE JOB AND PRESENT

JOB
)

Means of Finding Job Job

> 1st Public Service Present

(1'

F ,

%
. f M

%

F

%

M

%

Friend/Professional Assoc. 49 30 26 22

-.

Newspaper Ad 14 17 6 14

Internship 8 15 3 (1)

Teacher/Professor 5 8 1(2) (2)

Political Party 5
,

Municipal Posting 4

College Placement Service 3

Professional Placement Service 2

(4) 4

5 3

5 (o)

(4) (2)

5

(o)

(1)

Professional Publication (1)

4.,
4 4 23

ProMotion (4) (1) 47 32

Talent Bank (o) (3) (3) (o)

.
k

Other 8 10 5 (4)

Total (358) (213) (291) (185)

.0

TABLE 48: FAMILY MEMBERS IN PUBLIC SERVICE BY MUNICIPAL MANAGERS' 1st PUBLIC SERVICE

JOB CATEGORIES -

Family Members in
411'

Public Service 1st Public Service Job Categories

Finance

CAO/CM
F M

Yes (2) (1)

No (2) (5)

Total 91) (6)

Officer
F M

28 21

72 79

(25), (19)

Clk/Trs/Reg. Assistant

F M F M

32 (4) 26 36

6_8 (7)

(135) (11)

74 64

(19) (33)

Department
Head

F M

27 25

73 75

(140) (118)

04 74. A .
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TABLE 4C: FAMILY MEMBESS IN PUBLIC SERVICE BY MUNICIPAL MANAGERS' PRESENT JOB

CATEGORIES

Family Members in
Public Service Present Jbb Category

Finance

CAO/CM Officer Clk/Trs/Reg. Assistant
F MF N F M

Yes 43 24

No 57 73 75

I

76

Total (30) (59) (96) (37)

37 (2)

63 (9)

(60) (11)

Department
Head

F M

30 28 2 35

70 72 77 65

(135) (93) (51)

TABLE. 40: PUBLIC OFFICES HELD BY MUNICIPAL MANAGERS*
44k

Public Offices Held Municipal Managers

Municipal Management 49 59

Boards or Commi;sions 66 49

Local/Nonadministrative 17 14

State Elective (1) (1)

State Administrative 40 (a) (1)

Total (59) (51)

*Up to 3 answers were counted from each respondent. Percentages are calculated by
dividing the number of times each type of public office was cited by the total
number of municipal managee's who answered this question.

4
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TABLE 4E: MUNICIPAL MANAGERS' AVERAGE JOB TENURE*

Averagt Job Tenure

Less than One 8 4

1.0 - 1.9 27 27

2.0 - 2.9 19 32

3.0 - 4.9 20 16

5.0 9.9 19 15

10.0 - 14.9 3 (2)

I5.0 - 19.9 3 3

20.0 & Over (2) (2)

Total (270) (169)

Municipal Managers
F M

*Average job tenure is calculated from up to 3 of each respondent's most recent former

jobs.

TABLE 4F: 1st PUBLIC SERVICE JOB BY MUNICIPAL MANAGERS' PRESENT JOB CATEGORIES

..-

1st Public Service
Job Present Job Category

Finance Department

CAO/CM Officer Clk/Trs/Reg. Assistant Head

F ri F ti F ri F ri F ri

CAO/CM 13 5

Finance Officer (0) 5

Clk/Trs/Reg. 47 5

Assistant 17 54

Department Head 10 19

Other Profess ionar 7 10

Other 7 2

Total (30) (59)

,..

(0) (0) (0) (0) (0) 3 (0) (0)

19 32 10 (3) (0) I 2 (0)

35 8 68 (2) 28 2 16 6

29 32 15 (1) 57 70 43 47

3 14 3 (4) 2 11 16 18

4 3 (0) (0) 10 8 24 24

9 ' 11 3 (I) 4 5 (0) 6

(96) (37) (60) (11) (136) (93) (51) (17)

411.-

. .1
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TABLE 4G: NEXT JOB WANTED BY MUNICIPAL MANAGERS

Finance Department
Next Jdb.Wanted CAO/CM Officer Clk/Trs/Reg. Assistant Head

F M F M F M F M F M
%

CAO/CM 15 16 9 14 7 (4) 15 46 15 19

Finance Officer (0) (1) 9 to 3 (o) (2) (2) (0) (0)

Clk/Trs/Reg. (0) (0) 3 (o) (o) (o) (1) (o) (0) (0)

Assistant (0) (0) (1) 3 (o) (o) 30 20 15 19

Department Head 5 (i) 4i) (o) (o) (o) 8 7 29 19

Fed/State Elective 5 (1) 3 ,(0) 3 (o) (2) (o) (0) (0)

Fed/State Appointive (0) 4 6 (o) (o) (o) 5 (1) 10 6

Local Elective 5 (0) 5 7 to (o) (0) (0) (0) (o) _

Same Job 25 22 25 24 27 (o) 8 (2) 7 (o)

Same Job/Diff.City (0) 8 (0) (0) (o) (o) (i) (2) (0) (0)

Same Job/Lgr.City 10 20 5 17 (0) (o) (i) (o) 7 6

Private Sector 10 8 11 7 7 (2) 7 It 7 13

Advisory/Consult. (0) (0) (o) 3 (o) (o) 3 (2) (o) 13

Don't Know. 10 8 t t 7 17 (2) 13 (2) to (o)

None/Retiring 15 8 9 7 27 (1) 4 4 (o) (6)

." Total (20) (50) (64) (29) (3o) (9) (112) (85) (41) (16)

..-

TABLE 4H: FREQUENCY OF INTERSTATE MOVES WITHIN PAST 3 JOBS

# of Interstate Moves Within Past

Municipal Managers.3 .-1.21.11

F M

None 72 57

1 17 26

2 to 14

3 (1) 4

Total (1a) (51)

(

, ().-
l....tj )
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TABLE 41: MUNICIPAL MANAGERS' LENGTH OF TIME IN COMMUNITY

Length of Time in Finance Department

Community (yrs) CAO/CM Officer Clk/Trs/Reg. Assistant Head

F M F M F M F M F M

4 6 Under 17 41

5 9 13 16

10 - 14 3 12

15 - 19 13 5

20 - 24 10 3

25 & Over 43 22

Total (30) (58)

12 19

7 11

7 8

9 11

14 5

51 46

(95) (37)

5 (4)

3 (3)

3 (0)

10 (0)

8 (0)

70 (3)

(60) (10)

37 50

20 25

8 4

10 4

9 4

17 12

(132) (92)

33 35

25 24

6 12

6 12

6 6

24 12

(51) (17)

TABLE 4Ki MUNICIPAL MANAGERS' LENGTH OF TIME IN STATE

Length of Time
in State (yrs)

F

%

4 6 Under (0) 18

5 9 11 13

10 - 14 (0) 9

15 - 19 14 (1)

20 - 24 (0) 5

25 & Over 75 53

Total (28) (55)

Finance

CAO/CM Officer Clk/Trs/Reg. Assistant

M F M F M F 1

5 3 (1) (1)

2 3 (1) (2)

6 3 4 (0)

5 6 (1) (0)

5 3 (1) (2)

76 83 89 (5)

(94) (36) (56) (10)

15 12

9 11

12 10

8 7

14 5

43 55

(128) (91)

Department
Head

F M

(1) 19

12 13

6 . (0)

10 (0)
.,

6 6

64 63

(50) (16)

Or 1
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TABLE 4M(a): MUNICIPAL MANAGERS' WILLINGNESS TO RELOCATE

Would you relocate if,a more
rewarding job opP6rtunity arose? CAO/CM Finance Officer Clk/Trs/Reg.

F M F M F M

Definitely 20 26 18 32 4 (1)

Probably 20 36 21 32 118 (7)

Probably Not 37 19 22 19 33 (2)

Definitely Not 17 12 19 8 28 (0)

Don't Know 7 7 19 8 18 (0)

Total (30) (58) (94) (37) (57) (10)

TABLE 4M(b): MUNICIPAL MANAGERS' WILLINGNESS TO RELOCATE

Would you relocate if a more
rewarding job opportunity arose? Assistant Depariment Head

F F M

Definitely 28 46 26 47

Probably 22 34 24 29

Probably Not 26 10 22 12

Definitely Not 7 6 10 6

Don't Know 17 3 18 6

Total (132) (93) (50) (17)

e)
...,

I.
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TABLE 4N: MUNICIPAL HAtlAGERS' WILLINGNESS TO RELOCATE BY MARITAL STATUS

Would you relocate if a more
Marital Statusrewarding job opportunity arose?

Married Divorced/Separated Widowed Single

F M M F M

Definitely 11 33 37 (5) 24 (o) 1 65

Probably 16 39 33 (2) 24 (o) 24 15

Probably Not 35 14 io (1) 28 (o) 12 15

Definitely Not 18 9 8 (o) 16 (o) 7 5

Don't Know 20 6 12 (o) 8 (o) 16 (o)

Total (219) (186) (6o) (8) (25) (o) (58) (26)

TABLE 40: MUNICIPAL MANAGERS' WILLINGNESS TO RELOCATE BY NUMBER OF CHILDREN

Would you relocate if a more
Number of Childrenrewarding job opportunity arose?

None
M F

1 2

M F

3 4

M F

5 6 & Over
M F M

Definitely 29 47 23 60 13 24 15 15 (2) (2)

Probably 22 30 15 31 18 41 33 44 (4) (i)

Probably Not 23 15 34 5 27 16 30 22 (0) (1)

Definitely Not 10 4 16 5 19 9 13 15 (0) (1)

Don't Know 17 4 11 (o) 23 9 10 4 (1) (0)

Total (115) (47) (61) (42) (128) (87) (40) (27) (7) (5)

253



PART V: ON THE JOB SUPERVISORY RESPONSIBILITIES

TABLE 5A: TIME SPENT ON JOB & REQUIRED JOB RELATED ACTIVITIES BY MUNICIPAL MANAGERS

Time spent on job related
'activities (hrs/wk)

34 & Under

35 39

40 - 49

50 59

60 & Over

Total

Municipal Managers

4 (4)

4 (1)

54 32

27 51

10 14

(362) (215)

TABLE 58: NUMBER OF MEMBERSHIPS ON COMMITTEES, BOARDS & COMMISSrONS BY MUNICIPAL
MANAGERS

Number of memberships on committees,

Municipal Managers

boards, & commissions as part of job
responsibilities

1 48 47

2 28 30

3 2 13 14

4 5 7

5 & Over' 5 (2)

Total (151) (91)

c),
A. I

4
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TABLE 5C: COMMITTEES, BOARDS, & COMMISSIONS SERVED ON BY MUNICIPAL MANAGERS*

Which committees, boards, or commissions
do you or have you served on? Municipal Managers

Local Government Study/Advisory 36 23

Finance/Capital Growth/Insurance 33 34

Planning/Zoning Housing 31 55

Personnel/Civil Service 27 21

Human Services 19 14

Recreation/Civic 16 11

Public Works/Transportation 10 13

Affirmative Action/Stattl% of Women 7 3

Total I (135) (91)

*Up to 3 answers were counted from each respondent. Percentages are calculated

by divi.ding the number of times each type of committee, board, or commission was
cited by the total number of municipal managers who answered this question.

TABLE SD: RANK ORDER OF COMMITTEES, BOARDS, &COMMISSIONSSERVED ON BY MUNICIPAL
KANAGERS

Rank CAO/CM Finance Officer

F M F M

1st Gov't. Study Planning Finance Finance

2nd Planning Personnel Personnel Planning

3rd Finance Recreation/Civic Gov't. Study Personnel

Rank Clk/Trs/Reg.

1st Planning Personnel

2nd Personnel Gov't. Study

3rd Gov't. Study Public Works
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TABLE 50: RANK ORDER OF COMMITTEES, BOARDS, 6 COMMISSIONS SERVED ON BY MUNICIPAL
MANAGERS (Cont'd.)

Rank Assistant Department Head
F M F M

1st Planning Planning Gov't. Study Human Svcs.

2nd Gov4It. Study Gov't. Study Recreation/Civic Gov't. Study

3rd Human Svcs. Finance Planning Planning

TABLE 5E: STAFF SUPERVISION OF MUNICIPAL MANAGERS

Do you supervise a staff?

Yes 80 88

No 20 13

Total (366) (216)

TABLE 5F: NUMBER OF PEOPLE SUPERVISED BY FEMALE 6 MALE MUNICIPAL MANAGERS

Number of People Supervised

4 & Under 48 28

5 9 26 27

10 - 29 19 22

30 - 49 (4) 4

50 - 99 (6) 7

100 6 Over 3 11

Total (291) (188)

41h



TABLE 5G: PERCENT OF DEPARTMENT HEADS WHO ARE FEMALE BY JOB CATEGORY

Department Heads
Who Are Female (%)

Zero

1 - 24

25 - 49

50 - 74

75 99

100

Total

(

Finance

CAO/CM Officer Clk/Trs/Reg. Assistant

F

%

M F M F MF MF
(7) 41 11 47 19 (9) 39 38

(0) (0) (0) (0) (0) (0) (0) (0)

(0) 4 13 3 6 (0) T5 20

(2) 21 33 38 19 (2) 27 27

(1) (1) (1) (0) (1) (0) 3 (1)

(14) 32 41 12 55 (0) 16 13

(24) (56) (75) (34) (53) (11) (130) (84)

247

Department
Head

M

27 (8)

(0) (0)

22 (3)

32 (5)

5 (0)

14 (1)

(37) (17)

TABLE 5H: PERCENT OF DEPARTMENT HEADS WHO ARE FEMALE BY FORM OF GOVERNMENT

0

Department Heads
Form bf GovernmentWho Are Female (%)

Mayor/Council Council/Mgr. Commission Rep./Twn.Mtg. Co.Council/Adm.

, F M F M F M F M F M

0.

Zero 20 56 29 39 (0) (0) (4) (2) (2) (o)

i - 24 (0) (0) (0) (0) (0) (0) (0) (0) (0) (0)

25 - 49 . 10 (1) 15 15 (1) (0) (0) (1) (a) (1)

50 - 74 21 21 30 30 (0) (0) (4) (1) (1) (0)

75 99 (2) (0) 3 (1) (1) (0) (0) (1) (0) (0)

100 47 21 23 15 (1) (0) (5X (1) (0) (0)

...,

Total (105) (57) (193) (138) (3) (0) (13) (6) (3) (1)

s

r

flr',..,..t.) i
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TABLE 51: TELEPHONE INTERVIEWEES' SURPRISES ON THE JOB*

Surprises on the Job Telephone Interviewees

Rapid pace/too many hours 45 54

Direct line of responsibility 45 46

Bureakratic red tape 27 8

Not enough power/responsibility 18 23

Sexual harassment 9 (0)

Hostile administration 9 (0)

Isolated from decision-makers (0) 8

Total (11) (13)

*Up to 3 surprises were counted from each interviewee. Percentages are calculated by
dividing the number of times each surprise was cited by the total number of
interviewees who answered this question.

TABLE 5J: MUNICIPAL MANAGERS' RECOMMENDATIONS TO GOVERNING BODY BY POPULATION

Do you make recommendations Population (to the nearest thousand)
to your governing body? 9 .5 Under 10 - 39 40 - 99 loo & Over

88 96 77 93 76 85 79 71

No 12 4 23 7 24 15 21 29

Total (76) (53) (183) (109) (49) (34) (57) (21)

Are your recommendations
followed?

Nearly always 32 55 31 37 53 35 50 33

Most.of the time 51 39 51 54 39 59 39 53

Half the time 10 2 9 8 3 7 7 (o)

Less than half the time 8 4 10 2 6 (o) 5 (13)

Total (63) (49) (136) (101) (36) (29) (44) (15)
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TABLE 5K: RESOLUTION TO POLICY/ACTION DISAGREEMENTS BY POPULATION

Does your governing body'
eventu4lly agree with you? Population (to the nearest thousand)

9 & Under - 10

F M F

7 39 40

M F

99 100 & Over
M F

Nearly always 14 7 15 10 13 18 15 (1)

Most of the time 51 42 39 39 40 43 52 (7)

Half the time 27 40 29 32 40 21 21 (1)

Less than half the time 8 11 17 19 7 18 12 , (5)

Total (51) (45) (102) .(88) (30) (28) (33) (14)

TABLE 5L: MUNICIPAL MANAGERS' RECOMMENDATIONS TO GOVERNING BODY BY GEOGRAPHIC REGION

Do you make recommendations
to your governing body? ^, , Geographic Region

Eastern Ceritral Southern Mountain/Pacific

F M F M F M F ti

82 95 79 92 71 - 79 .87 95

No 18 5 21 8 29\ 21 13%. 5

Total (73) (143) (86) (64) (109) (52) (97) (58)

'4

Are your recommendations
followed?

Nearly always 26 41 28 37 40 40 49 44

Most of the time 56 54 51 54 47 45 39 48

Half the time 11 (1) 12 5 4 10 6 6

Less than half the time 7 (1) 9 3 9 5 6 (1)

Total (57) (41) (65) (59) (75) (40) (82) (54)
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TABLe5M: RESOLUTION TO POLICY/ACTION DISAGREEMENT:StEOGRAPHIC REGION

Does your governing body
eventually agree with you? Geographic Region

Nearly always

Most of the time

Half the time

Less than half the time

Total

Eastern

11 14

56 43

27 30

7 14

(45) (37)

Central

16 9

43 .39

22 30

18 22

(49) (54)

Southern

11 9

44 37

32 31

23

(57) (35)

Mountain/Pacific

-%

18 10

37

34 4 31

11 14

(65) (49)

TABLE 5N: MUNICIPAL AANAGERS' RECOMMENDATIONS TO GOVERNING BODIES BY FORM OF
, GOVERNMENT

Do you make

Form of Government*
recommendations to
your governing_body?

.M/C C/M Comm. R/TM CC/A Co.Comm.
F M F M F M F M F M

% % %

Yes 83 100 76 87 (3) (0) (14) (6) (2) (0) (0) (2)

No 17 (0) 24 14 (1) (0) (2) (0) (1) (1) (0) (0)

Total % (125) (60) (215) (148) (4) (0) (16) (6) (3) (1) (0) (2)

Ls_taarl.
recommendations
followed?

Nearly always 30 42 43 39 (1) (0) (2) (4) (0) (0) (0) (1)

Nost of the time 51 49 44 53 (2) (0) (9) (1) (1) (0) (0) (1)

Half of the time 11 5 6 6 (0) (0) (1) (1) (0) (0) (0) (0)

Less than half
the time 8 3 7 3 (0) (0) (2) (0) (1) (0) (0) (0)

Total (99) (59) (159) (127) (3) (0) (14) (6) (2) (0) (0) (2)

AM/C - Mayor/Council R/TM - Rep./Twn. Mtg.

C/M Council/Manager CC/A County Council/Adm.

Comm. Commission Co. Comm. County Commission
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,

TABLE 50: RESOLUTION TO POLICY/ACTION DISAGREEMENTS BY FORM OF GOVERNMENT --

Does your governing
body eventually
agree with you? Form of Government* .

M/C
F M

Nearly always 11 8

Most of the time 51 55

Half the time 24 25

Less'than half
the time 13 12

Total (82) (49)

C/M

F M

15 9
,

38., 37

35 31

12 22

(119) (118)

Comm. R/TM CC/A Co.Comm.

F M

(1) (0)

(1) (0)

(0) (0)

(0) (0)

(2) (0)

F 1+ , F M F M

(2) (2)

(5) (0)

(1) (4)

(2) (0)

(10) (6)

(0) (0)

(1) (0)

(0) (0)

(0) (0)

(1) (0)

*M/C - Mayor/Council \r)

C/M - Council/Manage
Comm. - Commission

4.

\

R/TM - Rep./Twn. Mtg.

CC/A - County Council/Adm.
Co. Comm. - County Commission

t

z

1

4

b
4
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4
PART VI: RELATIONSHIP TO ELECTED OFFICIALS

TABLE 6A: IMPORTANCE OF POLITICAL PARTIES IN ADMINISTRATIVE AREAS BY RATED
MUNICIPAL MANAGERS

Importance of

Administrative AreasPolitical Parties

Personnel Decisions Career Advancement Policymaking
F M F , M F M

Very Important 4 3 4 3 8 11

Moderately Important 5 (4) 5 (4) 10 6

Somewhat Important 8 7 10 0/ 6 13 13
*

Not Important 83 88 82 89 69 71

Total (355) (214) (355) (214) (354) (215)

e

. TABLE 6B: RESPONSIBILITY FOR KEY GOVERNMENTAL FUNCTIONS BY JOB CATEGORY

Who has personnel
11

Finance Department
CAO/CM Officer Clk/Trs/Reg. Assistant Headresponsibility?'

ow.W F

IN

Municipal

Manager(s) 70

Elected

Official(s) lb 27

M

86

7

F

70

23

M

64

36

F

47

4*

M

(10)

(1)

F

90

8

M

96

4

F

65

27

M

(14)

(2)

Manager(s) &
Elected 3 7 7 (0) 5 (0) (2) (0) 4 (1)

Special Bd/
Twn. Mtg. (0) (0) (1) (0) (1) (0) (1) (0) 4 (0)

Total (30) (59) (92) (37) (60) (11) (135) (93) (49) (17)

Who has budget
responsibility?

Municipal

Manager(s) 73 92 60 58 57 (11) 80 91 65 (13)

Elected fl,

Official(s) 10 5 23 28 30 (0) 13 5 24 (2)

Manager(s) &
Elected 10 3 13 6 12 (0) 6 3 10 (1)

Special Bd/
Twn. Mtg. 7 3 8 (1) (0) (2) (0) (0) (1)

total (30) (5 ) (90) (36) (60) (11) (133) (92) (49) (17)

4
At

L.....,
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TABLE 6B: RESPONSIBILITY FOR KEY GOVERNMENTAL FUNCTIONS BY JOB CATEGORY (Cont'd.)

Who has planning Finance Department

responsitil,lty? CAO/CM Officer Clk/Trs/Reg. Assistant Head

F M F M F M F M F M

Municipal
Manager(s) 45 81

Elected
Official(s)cf- 28 5

Managef() '&
Elected 17 3

Special Bd/
Twn. Mtg. 10 10

Total (29) (59)

Who has general

administrative
responsibility?

Municipal
Manager(s) 93 100

Elected
Official(s)

Manager(s) &

Elected .

Special Bd/
Twn. Mtg.

Total

7 (0)

(o) (o)

(0) (0)

(29) (59)

50 56 43 (10)

33 28 43 (0)

5 (0) 7 (0)

13, 17 7 (0)

(88) (36) (58) (10)

59 67

32 31

7 - 3

(2) (0)

(88) (36)

56 (10)

37 (1)

5 (0)

(1) (0)

(59) (11)

83 85 63 (14)

11 7 27 (1)

5 4 (1) (0)

(1) 4 8, (2)

(129) '(92) (48) (17)

94 98

5 (2)

(2) (0)

(0) (0)

(132) (81)

71 (15)

22 (2)

6 (0)

(0) (0)

(49) (17)

TABLE 6C: MEANS USED BY ELECTED WOMEN TO APPOINT WOMEN TO BOARDS/COMMISSIONS*

-s

Means Used to Appoint Women Elected Women

Talked to an elected colleague 67

Wrote a letter of recommendation 31

Spoke to a public official 57

Recruited women candidates 9

Nominated women
4

Appointed/voted for women 10

Total (377)

*Up to 3 answers were counted from each respondent. Percentages are calc lated by

dividing the number of times each activity was checked by the number of lected

women who responded to this question.

1
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TABLE 6D: ELECTED WOMEN'S PERCEPTION OF BARRIERS TO WOMEN IN MUNICIPAL MANAGEMENT*

What do you think the barriers are to placing
more women in municipal management? Elected Women

Anti-female attitudes
5g

Lack of qualified women 38

Women reluctant/lack of confidence 13

Not enough women candidates 11

Public service job too time-consuMing for women 6

Exclusion from "Old Boy's Network" 4

Intense job competition ft (1)

Total (53)

*Up to 3 answers were counted from each respondent. Percentages are calculated by
dividing the number of times each barrier was cited by the number of elected
women who responded to this question.

TABLE 6E: ELECTED WOMEN'S RESPONSE TO HOW "NEW GIRL'S NETWORK" EXISTS*

How does the "New Girl's Network" exist? Elected Women

Women share information/advice 32.

Women meet regularly 7

Women Meet informally 28

Through professional organizations 43

Through the League of Women Voters 10
4

Among women community activists 6

Through women's groups and organizations 6

Through single issue networks (2)

In job recruitment

Through political parties

Total

*Up to 3 answers were counted from each respondent. Percentages are calculated by
dividing the number of times each answer was cited by the number of woMen who
responded to this question.'
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PART VII: BARRIERS AND SUPPORT SYSTEMS

TABLE 7A: MUNICIPAL MANAGERS' MEMBERSHIP DISTRIBUTION IN PROFESSIONAL ORGANIZATIONS*

What kinds of professional
Municipal Managersorganizations do you belong to?

International/National 105 122

Regional 11 2

State 75 83

State Regional 3 12

County/Local 11 3

Professional Women's Group 14 (0)

Scholarly (2) (0)

Labor Union (2) (0)

Total (275) (177)

*Up to 3 organizations were counted from each respondent. Percentages are calculated

by dividing the number of times each kind of organization was cited by the number of

managers who answered this question.

TABLE 7B: MUNICIPAL MANAGERS' MEMBERSHIP DISTRIBUTION IN INTERNATIONAL/NATIONAL

PROFESSIONAL ORGANIZATIONS*

Which international/national
Municipal Managersorganizations do you belong to?

. v.

F M

International City Management Association 26 ( 55

American-Society of Public Administration 12 14

Municipal Finance Officers' Association 21 18 ,

\
American Society Nkr Planning Officials (4) 4\(3)

International Institute of Municipal Clerks 11 5

NatLonal Secretaries' Association
4.

National Management Association

Ame ican Institute of Planners

(5)

(2)

(5)

(0)

(3)

3

SI Er +a
29 24

Total (275) (177)

*Up-to 3 organizations were counted from each respondent. Percentages are calculated

by dividing the number of times each kind of organization was cited by the number of

managers who answered this question.
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TABLE 7C: HIGHEST OFFICES HELD BY MUNICIPAL MANAGERS IN PROFESSIONAL ORGANIZATIONS

Highest office held in

Municipal Managersprofessional organization

F M

President 32 47

Vice-President 10 14

Secretary 22 15

Treasurer 4 (0)

Committee Chair 20 14

District/Region Office 12 10

Total (106) ... (59)
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